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HEAD COACH and ASSISTANT ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 
JERRY TARKANIAN 
1984 PCAA Coach-of-the-Year 
1984 Basketball Times' Coach-of-the-Year 
1983 UPI Coach-of-the-Year 
For nearly a quarter of a century, Jerry Tarkanian 's home has 
been the basketball court. Each year as he presides as the head 
of th is prestigious household , he preaches virtues such as hard 
work, discipline and loyalty. 
It has been a happy home for as long as anyone can remember 
- or at least the past 23 collegiate seasons. For his 12th con-
secutive season , Tarkanian will head one of Las Vegas' most suc-
cessful and closely kn it families - the UNLV Runnin' Rebel 
basketball team. 
Tarkanian may be regarded as the fatherly figure to some, 
especially his son Danny, who was the starting point guard for 
three years before graduating after the 1983-84 season , but all 
regard him as one of collegiate basketball's finest coaches of 
all-time. 
Tarkanian is nearing a coaching 
milestone that so few before him 
have attained . When UNLV wins 
its seventh game of the 1984-85 
season , that will mark Tarkanian's 
600th career win as a collegiate 
coach . His overall record currently 
stands at 593-118, a winning 
percentage of .834. 
His 593 wins include his seven 
seasons at the junior college level. 
At the major college level, Tarka-
nian's record is very impressive as 
he is the winningest (by percen-
tage) active collegiate coach in 
the land. He has a winning 
percentage of .805 in 16 years of 
major college coaching . With his 
record at 381-92, Tarkanian is only 
19 wins away from his 400th major 
college victory. 
For all of his achievements on the basketball court , Tarkanian 
is sometimes overlooked for what he does off the court in the 
Las Vegas community. A very popular local figure-sports or 
otherwise-he spends many hours of his time involved with com-
munity related functions and charities. Last year, Tarkanian was 
honored by the Las Vegas Kidney Foundation as Man-of-the-Year 
for his efforts on behalf of that organization . He also runs state-
wide basketball camps and clinics for youngsters of all ages as 
well as being an active member of various charitable 
organizations. 
The University recogn ized what he has been doing for the Las 
Vegas community and named him Assistant Athletic Director with 
designated duties as Director of Community Relations in 1982. 
While at UNLV, Tarkanian has molded the Rebels into a 
veritable basketball dynasty. In his 11 seasons, he has failed to 
win 20 games just once-in 1980-81 when his Rebels were 16-12. 
He has guided his teams to the NCAA Tournament five times 
and the NIT twice. In the 1976-77 season , UNLV placed third in 
the NCAA Tournament by beating North Carolina Charlotte 
106-94 in the Consolation Game. In the 1979-80 season , the 
Rebels finished fourth in the NIT. UNLV under Tarkanian cur-
rently has a 10-6 post-season record . 
The 1983-84 campaign was another masterpiece for the Run-
nin' Rebels. The team was 29-6-the third time Tarkanian has 
won as many as 29 games at UNLV-and advanced to the Far 
West Regional Final of the NCAA's before losing to eventual Na-
tional Champion Georgetown. UNLV was the first team in the 
nation to reach the 21-, 22- and 23-win plateaus. The team cap-
tured its second consecutive PCAA regular season title with a 
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16-2 mark. Finally, Tarkanian was named Coach-of-the-Year by 
Basketball Times and the PCAA for 1984. He had been UPI 's 
choice in 1983. 
UNLV is not the only school that Tarkanian has had coach ing 
success. At Cal State-Long Beach from 1968-72, he compiled 
a 122-20 record (.859) in five seasons and reached the NCAA's 
four times. He never lost a home game in those five seasons, 
including a streak of 65 home wins in a row. He also earned other 
honors at Long Beach, including being named Professor-of-the-
Year and Salesman-of-the-Year for his job of promoting the 
University. 
Prior to CSULB, Tarkanian coached at Pasadena City College 
for two seasons (1966-68). He was 67-4 over those two seasons 
and won a California Junior Col-
lege Championship to wrap-up 
the 1966-67 season . 
Tarkanian started his collegiate 
coaching career at Riverside City 
College and in five seasons com-
piled a 145-22 record . After a first 
season of 14-13, Tarkanian guided 
Riverside to three California 
Junior College Championships, 
includ ing a perfect season 
(1963-64) of 35-0. 
Another attribute that Tarkanian 
is widely known for is his ability to 
recruit. He is known in basketball 
circles as the " Pied Piper of 
Basketball Recruiting•:..._a title he 
is indeed worthy of. 
Every year, no matter how thin 
the recruiting field is, Tarkanian 
manages to attract only the top 
prospects. 
Among the top recruits Tarkanian managed to bring to Long 
Beach during his years there include: George Trapp, Chuck Terry, 
Ed Ratleff, Leonard Gray and Roscoe Poindexter. His reputation 
as a great recruiter continued to grow at UNLV. As he took the 
Rebels into the national limelight throughout his 11 seasons, he 
has attracted such stars as: Eddie Owens (Houston, Texas) ; Lewis 
Brown and Jackie Robinson (both high school All-Americas from 
Los Angeles, Calif.). He also brought to Las Vegas Robert Smith 
(Los Angeles, Calif.), Reggie Theus (Inglewood, Calif.), Larry Mof-
fett (Gary, Indiana), Richard Box (Riverside, Calif.) and Las Vegas 
products Sam Smith and Michael " Spiderman" Burns. 
More recently, his recruiting list included 1979 New York City 
Player-of-the-Year (HS) Sidney Green, 1979 Pittsburgh Player-of-
the-Year (HS) Larry Anderson and 1978 Los Angeles Player-of-
the-Year (HS) Michael Johnson. He has also brought in the likes 
of 1982 Los Angeles Player-of-the-Year (HS) Eldridge Hudson, 
his son and current UNLV record holder in career steals and 
assists Danny Tarkanian, former University of San Francisco star 
Eric Booker, former University of Arizona star Jeff Collins, Las 
Vegas prep star Freddie Banks, former Indiana University star 
John Flowers, Frank " Spoon" James (Baltimore, Maryland), Ed 
Catchings (Los Angeles, Calif.), and Richard Robinson (Granada 
Hills, Calif.). 
Many of Tarkanian's players do not end their basketball careers 
at college. Among the players coached by Tarkanian that have 
gone on to the professional ranks include: Chuck Terry (Houston 
Rockets) , Eric McWilliams (Houston Rockets) , George Trapp 
(Detroit Pistons) , Bob Rule (Cleveland Cavaliers) , Ed Ratleff 
(Houston Rockets) , John Trapp (Los 
Angeles Lakers) , Glenn MacDonald 
(Boston Celtics) and Leonard Gray (Seat-
tle Supersonics). 
UNLV alumni in the pros at one time or 
another include: Ricky Sobers (Seattle 
Sonics), Larry Moffett (Houston Rockets) , 
Eddi.e Owens (Buffalo Braves), Jackie 
Robmson (Seattle Supersonics), Sam 
Smith (Chicago Bulls), Glen Gondrezick 
(Denver Nuggets, New York Knicks) Sidney 
Green (Chicago Bulls) and Reggie Theus 
(Chicago Bulls, Kansas City Kings) . In ad-
dition , four members of the 1983-84 Rebel 
squad were selected in the recent college 
draft. They are Jeff Collins (Phoenix Suns, 
4th round), Danny Tarkanian (San Antonio 
Spurs, 8th round), Eric Booker (Utah Jazz, 
8th round) and Paul Brozovich (Golden 
State Warriors, 8th round) . 
In Tarkanian's 11 years at UNLV,a total of 
23 players have been drafted by the NBA. 
Six players along from the 1976-77 team 
were drafted in the NBA- an NCAA and 
NBA record. 
Tarkanian has been honored with other 
coaching duties throughout his stellar 
career. He coached in Equador for the 
People-to-People Sports Committee in April 
and May of 1968 and he also coached the 
Junior College Olympic Team that same 
year. 
A native of Euclid, Ohio, Tarkanian at-
tended Pasadena City College before 
graduating from Fresno State in 1955. He 
then went on to earn his Masters degree 
- with honors - in Educational Manage-
ment from Redlands University. 
Tarkanian and his wife Lois reside with 
their four children-Pamela, Jodie, Danny 
and George-in the Charleston Heights sec-
tion of Las Vegas. 
Jerry Tarkanian Up Close 
Full Name: Jerry Tarkanian 
Wife : The former Lois Huter 
Hometown: Euclid , Ohio 
Alma Mater: Fresno State '55 
Post Grad: Redlands Univ. 
Date of Birth: 8-8-30 
Children: Pamela, Jodie, Danny, George 
*Overall Record : 593-118 (.834) 
Major College: 381- 92 (.805) 
UNLV: 259- 72 (.782) 
Tarkanian at UNLV: Jerry Tarkanian was hired as UNLV head basketball coach on 
March 23, 1973, replacing John Bayer. The 1984-85 season will be his 12th at UN LV. 
Overall Co~ching Experience: Head Coach at San Joaquin Memorial High School, 
Fresno, Calif. (1956-57) ... Head Coach Antelope Valley High School, Lancaster, Calif. 
(1958) ... Hea~ Co~ch at. Redlands High School , Redlands, Calif. (1959-60) ... Head 
Coach at R1vers1de C1ty College, Riverside, Calif. (1961-66) .. . Head Coach at 
Pa~ade~a City College, Pasadena, Calif. (1966-68) ... Head Coach at California State 
Umvers1ty-Long Beach, Long Beach, Calif. (1968-73) .. . Head Coach at the Univer-
sity of Nevada, Las Vegas, Las Vegas, Nevada (1973-present). 
*overall record is for college only. 
TARKANIAN'S LOG 
While at UNLV 
1983-84 - 29- 6 
(NCAA West Regional Final) 
1982-83 - 28- 3 
(NCAA 2nd Round) 
1981-82 - 20-10 (NIT 2nd Round) 
1980-81 - 16-12 
1979-80- 23- 9 (NIT 4th Place) 
1978-79 - 21- 8 
1977-78- 20- 8 
1976-77- 29- 3 (NCAA 3rd Place) 
1975-76- 29- 2 (NCAA 2nd Round) 
1974-75 - 24- 5 (NCAA 2nd Round) 
1973-74 - 20- 6 
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While at CSULB: 
1972-73- 26-3 (NCAA 2nd Round) 
1971-72 - 25-4 (NCAA 3rd Round) 
1970-71 - 24-5 (NCAA 3rd Round) 
1969-70- 24-5 (NCAA 2nd Round) 
1968-69 - 23-3 
While at Pasadena City College: 
1967-68 - 32-3 
1966-67 - 35-1 (California Junior 
College Champion) 
While at Riverside City College: 
1965-66 - 31-1 (California Junior 
College Champion) 
1964-65 - 31-5 (California Junior 
College Champion) 
1963-64 - 35-0 (California Junior 
College Champion) 
1962-63- 32-3 
1961-62 - 14-13 
Totals: at UNLV (11 years) 259-72 
(.782) 
at CSULB (5 years) 122-20 
(.859) 
at Pasadena City College 
(2 years) 67-4 (.944) 
at Riverside CC (5 years) 
145-22 (.868) 
Overall (23 years) 593-118 (.834) 
Major College (16 years) 381-92 
(.805) 
Junior College (7 years) 212-26 
(.891) 
A MESSAGE FROM 
UNLV PRESIDENT 
DR. ROBERT C. MAXSON 
UNL V PRESIDENT 
ROBERT C. MAXSON 
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UNLV WELCOMES A NEW PRESIDENT! 
DR. ROBERT C. MAXSON 
Dr. Robert C. Maxson assumed the Presidency of the University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas August 1, 1984. He was previously Senior Vice President for 
Academic Affairs of the University of Houston. 
Dr. Maxson received his doctorate from Mississippi State University in 1970. 
His major areas of academic interest and study have been educational ad-
ministration and social psychology. Dr. Maxson and wife , Sylvia, have two 
children , Tod (20) and Kim (16). 
A 
_..d'/mJ.iJ 
John McBride 
Regent Chairman, Las Vegas 
Frankie Sue DeiPapa 
Regent, Reno 
Joan Kenney 
Regent, Las Vegas 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA 
SYSTEM 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
Lilly Fang 
Regent, Las Vegas 
Daniel J. Klaich 
Regent, Reno 
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Dorothy Gallagher 
(Vice Chairman) , Elko 
JoAnn Sheerin 
Regent, Carson City 
Dr. Robert C. Maxson 
UNLV President 
Dr. Robert Bersi 
Chancellor 
Chris Karamanos 
Regent, Las Vegas 
June Whitley 
Regent, Las Vegas 
UNLV DIRECTOR OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS 
Dr. Brad Rothermel 
For the 1983-84 academic year, the 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas has had 
each of its fourteen intercollegiate sports, 
with only two exceptions, represented in 
post-season , national competition . In addi-
tion , exactly half of those sports were 
ranked nationally in the top 20 at one time 
or another. Much of the credit for this 
outstanding intercollegiate record goes to 
UNLV's Director of Intercollegiate Athletics, 
Dr. Brad Rothermel. 
Rothermel , now entering his fifth year as 
UNLV's Athletic Director, has built UNLV 
athletics to the point where the university 
is now very competitive at both the con-
ference and national levels. 
Rothermel 's philosophy while at UNLV 
has been that the function of the inter-
collegiate athletic program is to provide for 
student-athletes an environment in which 
those student-athletes are able to pursue 
excellence in selected extracurricular 
educationally related athletic activities. 
Furthermore, his objective for the programs 
is to win within the structure of the rules and 
the budgetary framework provided . The 
achievement of this goal is demonstrated 
by successfully competing against national 
championship caliber competition in all ac-
tivities sponsored by the Department of In-
tercollegiate Athletics. 
Prior to his appointment at UNLV in 1981, 
he was Associate Director and Business 
Manager for the Department of Inter-
collegiate Athletics at West Virginia Univer-
sity. From 1974 to 1976 he was employed 
as Assistant Director and Business 
Manager for the Department of Inter-
collegiate Athletics at Kansas State 
University. 
Rothermel supervised the intercollegiate 
athletic programs for men and women while 
serving as Director of the Division of Health 
and Physical Education at George Williams 
College in Downers Grove, Illinois, from 
1971 to 1974. 
From 1965 to 1967, he served as Super-
visor of Counseling and Research Develop-
ment while functioning in the capacity of 
Assistant Athletic Director of the Universi-
ty of Illinois Athletic Association . Prior to 
that position he was an administrative 
associate and coach for the Chicago Na-
tional League Baseball Ball Club, Inc. 
(Chicago Cubs) . 
In addition to his above mentioned ath-
letic positions, Rothermel has served as an 
administrator in numerous educational , 
recreational , and financial environments. 
He also possesses coaching and exper-
ience as a competitor at all levels from 
elementary school through the professional 
ranks. 
Brad and Suzanne Rothermel and daughters Beth (left) 
and Christy. 
Rothermel received his Ph.D. in 1965 and 
a M.S. degree in 1961 from the College of 
Applied Human Life Sciences at the 
University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana. 
He received his B.S. from Northern Illinois 
University in 1960. 
Rothermel and his wife, Suzanne, a 
kindergarten teacher in the Clark County 
District, have two daughters; Beth , 15, and 
Christine, 11 . 
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DECEMBER 27-28, 1984 
Thomas & Mack Center 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Kansas State 
December 27, 1984 6:30 p.m. PST 
Pan American 
CONSOLATION CHAMPIONSHIP 
December 28, 9:00 p.m. PST December 28, 6:30 p.m. PST 
1983 Results: Georgetown 69 , UNLV 67 (01) ; 
Marshall 63, Clemson 61 ; UNLV 69, Clemson 55; 
Georgetown 82, Marshall 71 . 
1982 Results : (Championship) UNLV 70, Tennessee 54; 
(Consolation) San Jose State, 74 , Wagner 67; (First 
Round) Tennessee 50, San Jose State 42; UNLV 120, 
Wagner 70. 
1981 Results : (Championship) UNLV 83 , Texas A&M 76; 
(Consolation) Loyola-Marymount 84 , Miami (OH) 82; 
Texas A & M 73, Miami (OH) 53; UNLV 92, Loyola-
Marymount 75. 
1980 Results: (Championship) UN LV 75, Mississippi 
State 67: (Consolation) University of Portland 73, Holy 
Cross 70; (First Round) UNLV 92 , Holy Cross 75; 
Mississippi State 46, University of Portland 45. 
1979 Results: (Championship) Weber State 79, UNLV 78; 
(Consolation) Michigan State 82,Loyola Marymount 65; 
(First Round) Weber State 63, Michigan State 61 ; UN LV 
1 07, Loyola-Marymount 85. 
1978Results : (Championship) Temple 89, UNLV 79; 
(Consolation) Baylor 101, Loyola-Marymount 73; (First 
Round) Temple 8t , Baylor 70; UNLV 103, Loyola-
Marymount 73. 
1977 Results: (Championship) UNLV 94 , UC Santa 
Barbara 85; (Consolation) Sealtle University 64, Gonzaga 
University 49; (First Round) UC Santa Barbara 58, Seatt le 
University 55; UN LV 91, Gonzaga University 68. 
1976 Results: (Championship) UNLV 104, St. Mary's 81 ; 
(Consolation) Eastern Michigan 60, South Florida 48; 
(First Round) St. Mary's 68, South Florida 67; UN LV t 09, 
Eastern Michigan 85. 
1975 Results: (Championship) UNLV 108, Michigan 94; 
(Consolation) Houston 90, LaSalle 87; (First Round) 
Michigan 86, LaSalle 71 ; UNLV 116, Houston 92. 
1974 Results: (Championship) UNLV80, FresnoState64 ; 
(Consolation) South Alabama 79, Idaho State 78; (First 
Round) Fresno State 69, Idaho State 67; UNLV 99, South 
Alabama 80. 
1973Results:(Championship) UNLV 77, 'Virginia 72; 
(Consolation) Denver 1 00, Northern Illinois 90; (First 
Round) Virginia 81 , Denver 80; UN LV 114, Northern 
Illinois 92. 
1972 Results: (Championship) UNLV 65, Arizona 64 ; 
(Consolation) Purdue 82, Duke 77; (First Round) Arizona 
83, Purdue 80, UNLV 89, Duke 83. 
1971 Results: (Championship) Baylor 82, Weber State 72; 
(Consolation) UNLV 91 , Southern Illinois 90 (ot); (First 
Round) Weber State 95, Southern Illinois 87; Baylor 81 , 
UNLV 79. 
1970 Results: (Championship) Indiana State 79, Tulsa 72; 
(Consolation) UNLV 68, Long Beach 62; (First Round) 
Tulsa 68, Long Beach 61 , Indiana State 78, UNLV 76. 
1969Results: (Championship) Santa Clara 93, UNLV 77: 
(Consolation) Houston 98, Santa Barbara 85; (First 
Round) Santa Clara 85, Houston 63; UNLV 100, Santa 
Barbara 90. 
1968 Results : (Championship) Southern Illinois 85, UNLV 
82; (Consolation) San Diego State 71 , Montana 61 ; (First 
Round) Southern Illinois 88, Montana 66; UN LV 101 , San 
Diego State 74. 
1967 Results: (Championship) UNLV 93, University of 
Pacific 91 (01) (Consolation) Loyola (LA) 86, Arizona State 
68; (First Round) UN LV 87, Loyola 77; Pacific 90, 
Arizona State 73. 
1966 Results: (Championship) UN LV 81 , Fresno State 68; 
(Consolation) Idaho State 81 , Albuquerque 77; (First 
Round) UNLV 98, Idaho State 79; Fresno State 91 , 
Albuquerque 78. 
1965 Results : (Championship) Albuquerque 65, UN LV 
61 ; (Consolation) Cal Western 60, Portland 57; (First 
Rou nd) UN LV 82, Cal Western 66; Albuquerque 77, 
Portland 64 . 
Arkansas State 
December 27, 1984 9:00 p.m. PST 
UNLV 
1964 Results : (Champ1onsh1p) UN LV64, Cal Western 57; 
(Consolation) Occidental 60, Western Washington State 
61 ; Cal Western 57, Occidental 4 t . 
1963 Results : (Championship) Cal Western 44, UN LV 41 ; 
(Consolation) New Mexico Highlands 85, Occidental 79; 
(First Round) Cal Western 60, New Mexico Highlands 58; 
UNLV 76, Occidental 63. 
1962 Results : (Championship) Occidental 58, Whittier 66 
(2 01); (Consolation) UN LV 65, Cal Western 57 (01); (First 
Round) Occidental 51 , Cal Western 59; Whittier 72, UNLV 
68. 
1961 Results : (Championship) Orange State 80, Cal Poly 
Pomona 93; (Consolation) UN LV 57, Cal Western 49; (First 
Round) Cal Poly, Pomona 85, UNLV 80; Orange State 47, 
Cal Western 37. 
The Classic salutes these outstanding performers: 
1983 Ed Catchings, UNLV, Danny Tarkanian, UNLV, 
David Wingate, Georgetown, Vincent Hamilton, Clemson; 
Jeff Richardson, Marshall ; Patrick Ewing , Georgetown. 
MVP - Patrick Ewing, Georgetown. 
1982 All Tournament: Dale Ellis, Tennessee; Michael 
Brooks , Tennessee; Greg Vinson, San Jose State; Sidney 
Green, UN LV; Jeff Collins, UN LV. MVP- Jeff Collins. 
1981 All Tournament: Larry Anderson, UN LV; Sidney 
Green, UNLV; Michael Johnson, UNLV; Leonard Agree, 
Loyola-Marymount ; George Sweigert, Miami (Ohio). MVP-
Sidney Green. 
1980 All Tournament: Richard Box, UN LV; Sidney Green, 
UNLV: Jose Slauqhter. Univ. of Portland: Michael Green. 
Mississ ippi State. MVP - Michael Johnson, UNLV. 
1979 All Tournament: Michael Burns, UN LV; Jay Vincent, 
Michigan State; Michael Johnson, UN LV; Sidney Green, 
UN LV; David Johnson, Weber State. MVP- Sidney Green, 
UNLV. 
1978 All Tournament: Neal Robinson, Temple; Earl 
Evans, UN LV; Tony Smith, UN LV; Vinnie Johnson, Baylor; 
Rick Reed, Temple. MVP- Rick Reed, Temple. 
1977 All Tournament: Earl Evans, UNLV; Paul Cathey, 
Gonzaga University; Jeff Perry, UC Santa Barbara; Reggie 
Theus, UN LV; Clint Richardson, Seattle University; Willard 
Govain, UNLV. MVP - Reggie Theus, UNLV. 
1976 All Tournament: Nick Pappageorge, St. Mary's; 
Reggie Theus, UNLV; Ken Harmon, Eastern Michigan; 
Lewis Brown, UN LV; Robert Smith, UN LV. MVP - Robert 
Smith, UNLV. 
1975 All Tournament: Otis Birdsong, Houston; Jackie 
Robinson, UNLV; Rickey Green, Michigan; Eddie Owens, 
UNLV; Robert Smith, UNLV. MVP- Eddie Owens, UNLV. 
197 4 All Tournament: Eddie Owens, UN LV; Ricky Sobers, 
UNLV; Roy Jones, Fresno State; Ray Edwards, South 
Alabama; Lewis Brown, UNLV. MVP - Eddie Owens, 
UNLV. 
1973 All Tournament: John Johnson, Denver; Gus 
Gerard, Virginia; Ricky Sobers, UNLV; Wally Walker, 
Virginai ; Bobby Florence, UNLV. MVP- Ricky Sabers, 
UNLV. 
1972 All Tournament: Bobby Florence, UNLV; Lester 
Weaver, UNLV; Coniel Norman, U. of Arizona; Jim Baker, 
UNLV; Frank Kendrick, Purdue. MVP - Bobby Florence. 
1971 All Tournament: Greg Starrick, Southern Illinois; 
Tom Stanton, Baylor; Jerry Baskerville, UNLV; Brady 
Small, Weber State; Adam West, Baylor. 
1970 All Tournament: Steve Bracy, Tulsa; Dana Lewis, 
Tulsa; Larry Morris, Tulsa; George Pillow, Indiana State; 
BookerWashinton, UN LV. MVP- Dan Bush, Indiana State. 
1969 All Tournament: Ralph Ogden, Santa Clara; Kevin 
Eagleson, Santa Clara; Odis Allison, UNLV; Ollie Taylor, 
Houston; Doug Rex, Santa Barbara. MVP- Dennis Awtrey, 
Santa Clara. 
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1968 All Tournament: Curtis Watson, UNLV; Bruce 
Chapman, UNLV; Dick Garrett, Southern Illinois; Chuck 
Benson, Southern Illinois; Bruce Butchko, Southern 
Illinois. MVP- Dick Garrett, Southern Ill inois. 
1967 All Tournament: John Trapp, UNLV; Rick Adelman 
and Dick Zembal , Loyola; Tom Jones, Pacific; Frank 
Bailey, Arizona State. MVP - John Trapp, UNLV. 
1966 All Tournament: Jay Kennedy, Albuquerque; Ron 
Boone, Idaho State, Elburt Miller, UNLV; Jack Kennedy, 
Fresno State; Jerry Chandler, UNLV. MVP - Elburt Miller, 
UNLV. 
1965 All Tournament: Clyde Dawson, UNLV; Gene 
Burkauskas, Albuquerque; Zolio Domiques, Al-
buquerque; AI Razutis , Cal Western; Ed Clark, Portland. 
MVP - Gene Burkauskas, Albuquerque. 
1964 All Tournament: Silas Stepp, UN LV; Tim 
Cunningham, Cal Western; George Asan, Western 
Washington State; Duane Hunter, Occidental ; Roosevelt 
Lee, UNLV. MVP - Silas Stepp, UNLV. 
1963 All Tournament: Duane Hunter, Occidental ; David 
Shay, UNLV; John Caryle, Cal Western; Billy Cochran, 
New Mexico Highlands; Jim Hefner, Cal Western. MVP-
Jim Hefner, Cal Western. 
1962 All Tournament: Tom Freese, Whittier; Larry 
Edwards, Occidental ; Jim Hefner, Cal Western; Henry 
Ellis, Whittier; Chet Hildebrandt, UN LV. MVP- Tom Freese, 
UNLV. 
1961 All Tournament; Norris Greenwood, Cal Western; 
Tim Leonard, UNLV; Art Williams, Cal Poly, Pomona; 
Edgar Clark, Orange State; Jon Breitman, Orange State. 
MVP - Tim Leonard, UNLV. 
Individual Game: 
Most Points: 41 , Miller, UNLV, 1966. 41 ,Johnson, Denver, 
1973. 
Most Field Goals: 16, Miller, UNLV, 1966 
Most Free Throws: 22, Miller, UNLV, 1966 
Most FT Attempted: 27, Miller, UNLV, 1966 
Most Rebounds: 24, Baskerville, UN LV, 1971 
Most Assists: 12, Mattos, Weber State, 1979 
12, Tarkanian, UN LV, 1982 (twice) 
Most Blocked Shots: 9, Johnson, UNLV, 1979 
Team Game 
Most Points: 120, UNLV vs. Wagner, 1982 
Fewest Points: 37, Cal Western, 1961 
Most Points: Half 65, UN LV, 1973 
Fewest Points: Half 13, UNLV, 1963 
Most Field Goals: 51 , UNLV vs. Wagner, 1982 
Fewest Field Goals: 14, UNLV, San Jose State, Tenn., 
1982 
Most Free Throws: 31 , Fresno State, 1966 
Fewest FT Made: 0 , Miss. St., 1980 
Most FT Attempted: 41 , UNLV, 1963 & 1966; Fresno State, 
1966; Loyola LA, 1967 
Fewest FT Attempted: 6, Miss. St., 1980 
Individual Tournament 
Most Points: 81 , Miller, UNLV, 1966 
Most Field Goals: 29, Johnson, Denver, 1 973 
Most Free Throws Att: 40, Miller, UNLV, 1966 
Most Rebounds: 46, Cathey, Gonzaga, 1977 
Most Assists : 24 , Mattos, Weber State, 1979; Danny 
Tarkanian, UNLV, 1982. 
Most Blocked Shots: 11, Johnson, UN LV, 1979 
Team Tournament 
Most Poin ts: 224 , UNLV, 1975 
Fewest Points: 86, Cal Western, 1961 
Most Field Goals: 91 , UNLV, 1975 
Fewest Field Goals: 37, Cal Western, 1961 
Most Free Throws: 61 , Houston, 1969 
Fewest FT Made: 7, Miss. St., 1980 
Most FT Attempted: 82, UNLV, 1966 
Fewest FT Attempted: 17, Miss. St., 1980 
1985 GMC 
A truck you can live with. 
WIDESIDE OR 
FENDERS IDE, 
WE'RE ON 
YOUR SIDE! 
DO IT WITH DIESELS! 
LIVE 
COMFORTABLY 
WITH A TROCKI 
NO SWEETER 4-SEATER! 
WE LOOK FORWARD 
TO SHOWING YOU THE GMC 
ed~ 1Htt31 ~~ t 1itJ~ lW f nvoPitAwA 
ir--1 ~I II 
3655 W. TROPICANA * 736·2919 
8 a.m. to 7 p.m. MONDAY thru FRIDAY * 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. SATURDAY 
UNLV ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATION 
- ~ 
Tina Kunzer Charlotte Summers Jerry Tarkanian Dallas Norton 
Assistant Athletic Director Assistant Athletic Director/Finance Asst. Athletic Dir./Community Relations Assistant to the Athletic Director 
Fred Albrecht Doug Sanderson Joyce Aschenbrenner 
Executive Dir. Athletic Development Director of Athletic Development Sports Information Director 
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Le Riggle 
Athletic Ticket Manager 
1984-85 UNLV RUNNIN' REBEL BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
DATE GAME 
Nov. 20 MEIJI UNIVERSITY (Exhibition) 
Nov. 23 at Nevada-Reno 
Nov. 30 at Colorado State 
Dec. 8 at Georgetown 
Dec. 18 NEVADA-RENO 
Dec. 20-21 LITE-REBEL ALL-STAR ROUND-UP 
TIME 
8:05pm 
7:30pm 
7:30pm 
1 :00 pm (EST) 
8:05pm 
McNeese St. vs. Southwestern Louisiana 
San Diego State vs. UNLV 
Dec. 27-28 BUDWEISER-UNLV HOLIDAY CLASSIC 
6:30pm 
9:00pm 
Kansas State vs. Pan American 
Jan. 2 
Jan. 5 
Jan. 10 
Jan. 12 
Jan. 16 
Jan. 19 
Jan . 21 
Jan. 26 
Jan. 31 
Feb. 2 
Feb. 7 
Feb. 9 
Feb. 16 
Feb. 18 
Feb. 21 
Feb. 23 
Feb. 27 
Mar. 2 
Mar. 7-9 
Arkansas State vs. UNLV 
at Utah State 
at San Jose State 
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 
FRESNO STATE 
at U.C. Santa Barbara 
MARYLAND 
CAL. STATE FULLERTON 
at Cal. State-Long Beach 
SAN JOSE STATE 
UTAH STATE 
at University of the Pacific 
at Fresno State 
Senior forward Ed Catchings at Irvine 
at Cal. State Fullerton 
NEW MEXICO STATE 
U.C.-SANTA BARBARA 
IRVINE 
CAL. STATE-LONG BEACH 
at PCAA Tournament 
INTRODUCING 
HOMES BUILT 
BY BECKER. 
RANCHO LAS VEGAS: On Michael Way !Between 
Cheyenne & Smoke Ranch Rd.) For buyers with custom tastes. 
up to 5 bedrooms, 3 baths. 2400 sq. ft. of living space on 
V.-acre lotsl 
Priced from the low S100's. 878-9444 or 733-2900 
THE GREENS: Corner of Decatur Blvd. & Washington 
Ave. Townhome living at its finest in Charleston Heights. Up 
to 4 bedrooms. 2 v2 baths in a choice of one and two story 
floor plans. 
Priced from the S80's. 877-9170 or 733-2900 - -· ·::· · 
WOODLAND PARK II: OffMoJave(jf \ 
I Between Sahara and Desert Inn) A great 1- :::'\.. 
homebuying opportunity! Up to 4 bedrooms. , v 
2 v2 baths 1n a prest1g1ous Las Vegas area. · .. 
Priced from the low S100's. 733-2900 
DEERPOINTE: Corner of Torrey Pines 
& Smoke Ranch Rd. For investment-oriented homebuyers. 
One and two story garden homes with up to 4 bedrooms. 
Priced from the mid S40's. 648-6017 or 733-2900 
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6:30pm 
9:00pm 
8:00 pm (MST) 
7:30pm 
8:05pm 
TBA 
7:30pm 
Noon 
8:05pm 
7:30pm 
8:05pm 
8:05pm 
7:35pm 
TBA 
TBA 
7:30pm 
8:05pm 
8:05pm 
7:00pm 
8:05pm 
TBA 
All-America candidate 
Richie Adams 
THE RUNNIN' REBEL STAFF 
TIM GRGURICH 
Assistant Coach 
Tim Grgurlch begins his fi fth season with the Run-
nin' Rebel coaching staff . Grgurich adds a tremendous 
amount of coach ing expertise to the Runnin ' Rebel 
program. 
A graduate of Central Catholic High School in Pitt-
sburgh, Pennsylvania, Grgurich earned three letters in 
both basketball and baseball. He then attended the 
University of Pittsburgh and was a three year letter-
winner in both basketball and baseball. While playing 
for Pitt, the Panthers appeared in one NCAA Tourna-
ment and one NIT Tournament, making it to the quarter-
finals each time. 
COACHING EXPERIENCE-Grgurich began his 
lengthy collegiate coaching career as an assistant 
coach at his Alma Mater, the University of Pittsburgh. 
Serving as the assistant coach for the Panthers for 11 
seasons, Grgurich also coached Pitt 's freshman 
basketball team and tall ied an impressive 99-33 record . 
He was appointed Head Coach of the Panthers in 1975 
and tall ied a five year record of 71 -70. Grgurich com-
pi led a 52-30 mark his last three seasons at Pitt. As 
head coach, he guided the Panthers to two NIT Tour-
nament appearances. He also recruited and coached 
All -America Billy Knight who is now with the Kansas Ci-
ty Kings. Grgurich earned numerous coaching awards 
at Pitt , including, Pittsburgh Basketball Writers Coach 
of the Year in 1975-76, 1977-78 and 1978-79. 
PERSONAL INFORMATION-Date of birth is 6-11-44. 
Alma mater is the University of Pittsburgh 1966. 
Grgurich also earned a Masters degree from the 
University of Pittsburgh in 1966. He is married to the 
former Kathy Kinly and has two children, Jennifer (10) 
and Suzanne (6) . 
Mark Warkentlen begins his fifth year with the Run-
nin' Rebel coaching staff. Warkentien 's primary respon-
sibilities are scout and recruiting coordinator. 
A graduate of Ramona High School in Riverside, 
California, Warkentien earned three letters in basket-
ball. Warkentien attended Riverside City College and 
played under head coach Bill Mulligan (now the head 
coach of UC Irvine). In his two years at Riverside CC 
(1971-72, 1972-73) they won two Mission Conference 
Championships and compiled a record of 45-17. 
Warkentien earned All-Conference honors in the 
1971 -72 season . 
BILL LASTRA 
Graduate Assistant Coach 
MARK WARKENTIEN 
Assistant Coach 
COACHING EXPERIENCE-Warkentien 's inception to 
collegiate coaching was in 1973 when he served as a 
part-time assistant at his Alma Mater (Riverside CC) 
under Bill Mulligan . In 1975 Warkentien traveled with 
Mulligan to Saddleback College as an assistant coach . 
In Warkentien 's two years at Saddleback, the team 
amassed a 47-18 record . He left Mulligan's wing when 
he was appointed University of California Riverside 
Head Women 's Basketball Coach . In his first year at 
UC Riverside he tallied a 18-7 record and guided his 
team to the A lAW Regional Playoffs. He left UC River-
side to accept a men's assistant position at California 
State Fullerton under head coach Bobbie Dye (now the 
head coach at Boise State). He stayed at Fullerton un-
til 1980 when Mull igan was appointed head coach of 
UC Irvine (in all , he has coached for Bill Mulligan at 
three schools) . Warkentien stayed at UC Irvine for on-
ly one recruiting season before coming to UNLV in the 
fall of 1980. 
PERSONAL INFORMATION-Date of birth : 6-16-53. 
Alma Mater: Cal State Fullerton 1976. Warkentien is 
single. 
Bob Kloppenburg begins his first year with the Run-
nin ' Rebel coaching staff. Kloppenburg comes to UNLV 
with an extensive background of coaching experience. 
A graduate of Marshall High school in Los Angeles, 
Kloppenburg earned All-City honors for two years and 
was named Los Angeles Player of the Year in 1945. 
Upon high school graduation he attended the Univer-
sity of Southern California and played basketball for two 
years. He was the second leading scorer in the Pacific 
Coast League in 1946 and was named honorable men-
tion All-America in The Sporting News. Kloppenburg 
then went to Fresno State University and played basket-
ball for one year with the Bulldogs. 
COACHING EXPERIENCE-Kioppenburg has amass-
ed over 25 years of collegiate and professional basket-
ball coaching. He was the head coach of the United 
States International Academy in San Diego, Calif. for 
20 years. During his 20 seasons, Kloppenburg tall ied 
a record of 389-169, compiled 18 winning seasons and 
was awarded Coach of the Year dist inction five times. 
He guided his team to 13 district playoffs and five na-
tional NAIA tournament appearances. Kloppenburg 
began his coaching career in the professional ranks 
ERIC SAULNY 
Graduate Assistant Coach 
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BOB KLOPPENBURG 
Part-Time Assistant Coach 
with the Cleveland Cavaliers. He then went to the Seat-
tle SuperSonics for two seasons as an assistant coach. 
Kloppenburg then went to the san Diego Clippers as 
the defensive coordinator. At San Diego, he coached 
superstars Bill Walton and Terry Cummings. Prior to 
his appointment at UNLV, Kloppenburg spent one year 
as a West Coast scout for the Washington Bullets. 
PERSONAL INFORMATION-Date of birth: 7-28-29. 
Alma Mater is Fresno State Univ. 1950. Kloppenburg 
earned his masters in Education at Whittier College in 
1962. His wife Gayle was an elementary school prin-
cipal and a consultant for the San Diego School District 
for 20 years. He is the author of " SOS Pressure 
Defense" which will be released by Prentise Hall in 
1985 . Enjoys reading and traveling in his spare time. 
He and his wife have one son (Gary) and one daughter 
(Kim). 
Bill Lastra begins his th ird year with the Runnin' 
Rebel coaching staff. Lastra's coaching responsibilities 
include high school underclassmen recru iting and 
teaching defensive skills. 
A graduate of Cathedral High School in Los Angeles, 
Lastra earned three letters in basketball. Lastra also 
earned CIF All-Academic honors his senior season . 
COACHING EXPERIENCE- Lastra began his 
coach ing experience on the prep level as the head 
coach of Arcadia High School in 1980. In his inaugural 
season at Arcadia his team broke a ten year defensive 
record. In 1981-82 Arcadia broke the ir own Pacific 
League defensive record by allowing only 49 .1 points 
per game. He amassed a 31-16 record for two seasons 
at Arcadia. In 1982 Lastra came to UNLV. 
PERSONAL INFORMATION-Date of birth : 11-23-56. 
Alma Mater: California State Los Angeles 1979. Lastra 
received his Secondary Teaching certificate from Cal 
State Los Angeles in 1980. Currently pursuing a 
masters degree in Sociology. Upon graduation , Lastra 
plans to pursue a doctorate in Sociology. He recently 
acquired a real estate license. He enjoys playing ten-
nis and working out in his free time. Lastra is single. 
Eric Saulny begins his second year with the Run-
nin' Rebel coaching staff. Saulny's primary duties are 
coaching the guards. 
A graduate of Mt. Carmel High School in Los 
Angeles, California, Saulny earned MVP honors his 
MELVIN BENNETT 
Volunteer Assistant Coach 
Headquarters for all Runnin.' 
Rebels Fans, and Alumni 
ICE COLD 
DRAFT BEER 
~~~~ 
COCKTAIL 
LOUNGE 
Rebel Sports 
Fans Favorite 
Watering Hole 
before and after 
eachgam.e . . . 
In the Camelot Center for 
Eastsiders, just a short 
dribble and slam dunk 
from the Thomas & 
.Mack Center -
4972 .Maryland Parkway 
736-4444 
In the Fremont Village 
Center for Westsiders -
276 North Jones 
870-0255 
FEATURING ... 
• Back East Real Sicilian 
Pizza 
• Hickory Smoked Ribs 
& Chicken 
• Serving Lunch and 
Dinner 24 hours 
• Full .Menu to choose 
from 
• Family Dining Room 
• Party Room available 
FREE 24 hours 
• 5 different Draft Beers 
available 
• Satellite Sports from 
around the world 
JERRY KOLOSKIE 
Head Trainer 
ANN MAYO 
Academic Advisor to Basketball 
CLEVELAND EDWARDS 
Assistant Academic Advisor to Basketball 
LONNIE WRIGHT 
Graduate AssistanVAcademics 
junior and senior seasons. Among the other high school 
honors he earned were Best Defensive Player, All-
League, AII-CIF, and four years on the honor roll. 
Saulny then attended Los Angeles Harbor College 
where he earned All-America honors. He still holds all 
the assists records at LA Harbor (game - 21 , season 
- 276, career 506). Saulny then went to San Jose State 
in 1973. He was the leading percentage scorer in the 
nation for guards in 1973 (63%). He also was awarded 
Best Defensive Player, PSA and PCAA Player of the 
Week distinction at San Jose State. Upon graduation, 
Saulny played for the San Jose Windchesters (a farm 
team of the Golden State Warriors professional basket-
ball club) . During his two years with the Windchesters 
he led the team in scoring and assists. 
COACHING EXPERIENCE-Saulny began his 
coaching experience at Manual Arts High School in Los 
Angeles, California as an assistant coach in 1976. Dur-
ing his four year stint at Manual Arts he helped direct 
four consecutive league championships. In 1981 , he 
was appointed head coach of Verbum Dei High School 
in Los Angeles. Saulny compiled a 45-10 record at Ver-
bum for two years and guided his team to the CIF Final 
Four in 1983. Saulny also coached an Adidas College 
Summer League team in 1979. He came to UNLV in 
the fall of 1983. 
PERSONAL INFORMATION-Date of birth: 10-20-51 . 
Alma Mater: B.S. San Jose State Univ. 1976. Current-
ly pursuing a masters in Sociology at UNLV. He also 
worked for the Golden State Warriors as an assistant 
public relations director for the 1975-76 season. Saulny 
1s single. 
Melvin Bennett brings an impressive background to 
the Runnin' Rebel coaching staff. 
A graduate of Peabody High School in Pittsburgh , 
Pennsylvania, Bennett was one of the most highly 
sought after recruits in the state. He earned All-City and 
All-State honors along with three letters while at 
Peabody. He finally accepted a scholarship offer from 
Tim Grgurich who was then the head coach of the 
University of Pittsburgh. Bennett had an extremely suc-
cessful inaugural season with the Panthers. After one 
season with the Panthers, Bennett was drafted by the 
Vi rginia squires of the American Basketball Associa-
tion in 1975. Bennett then played with the Philadelphia 
76ers of the National Basketball Association for one 
season. He was then traded by the 76ers to the Indiana 
Pacers in 1976. 
COACHING EXPERIENCE-Bennett was a volunteer 
assistant coach at the University of Pittsburgh under 
Tim Grgurich . He came to UNLV in 1983 and is enter-
ing his second season with the Runnin ' Rebels. 
PERSONAL INFORMATION-Date of birth: 1-4-55. 
Alma Mater is Peabody High School 1973. He is cur-
.rently enrolled at UNLV and is pursuing a Bachelor of 
Arts degree. He enjoys camping and golfing in his 
spare time. Bennett and his wife , Eva, reside in Las 
Vegas. 
Jerry Koloskie begins his third year with the Rebels. 
A graduate of Monogah High School in West Virginia, 
Koloskie lettered in football , basketball , and baseball. 
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE-Assistant trainer, Iowa State 
University, 1981 . Student trainer, West Virginia Univer-
sity, 1980. 
PERSONAL INFORMATION-Date of birth: 2-15-57. 
Alma Mater: B.S. , West Virginia, 1980. Masters, Iowa 
State, 1981 . Koloskie is married to the former Annette 
Cunningham. 
Ann Mayo begins her first year with the Runnin ' 
Rebel staff. As academic advisor she is responsible tor 
counseling, scheduling of classes, tutoring and the 
coordination of all academic affairs for the Runnin ' 
Rebel Basketball team. 
A graduate of Mira Costa High School in Manhattan 
Beach , California, Mayo earned numerous academic 
awards. She was a California State Scholarship 
Federation Gold Sealbearer and a California state 
Scholarship award recipient. Mayo also graduated with 
the Highest Honors and was a Merit Society 
semifinalist. Mayo then attended California State 
University Dominguez Hills and earned her bachelor 
of arts and master degrees. She then went to Ohio 
State University in Columbus, Ohio to earn her doc-
torate in Student Personnel Administration. 
PREVIOUS WORK EXPERIENCE-Mayo comes to 
UNLV with wealth of academic and administrative ex-
perience. In 1976, she was the Assistant Director of 
Relations with Schools at California State Bakersfield . 
She then was appointed Assistant Director of Career 
Planning and Placement at Cal State Bakersfield in 
1977. She left Cal State Bakersfield in 1978 and went 
to Ohio State University as an Academic Advisor. Mayo 
then served as an Athletic Academic Counselor for 
Ohio State 's athletic department for five years. She 
came to UNLV in the summer of 1984. 
PERSONAL INFORMATION-Alma Mater: BA Califor-
nia State University Dominguez Hills 1974, MA Cal 
State Dominguez Hills 1976, Ph.D. Ohio State Univer-
LARRY CHIN 
Equipment Manager 
BARRY VACCARO 
Basketball Team Manager 
ANNETTE FAZIO 
Basketball Secretary 
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sity 1982. Mayo was elected to the Executive Board of 
the National Association of Academic Advisors for 
Athletics in 1984 as the Executive Secretary. She en-
joys playing chess and tennis in her free time. Mayo 
is single. 
Cleveland Edwards begins his first year with the 
Runnin ' Rebel coaching staff. He comes to UNLV with 
an extensive coaching and academic background. This 
year he will be working with Academic Advisor Ann 
Mayo as an assistant academic consultant. 
A graduate of Fifth Avenue HS in Pittsburgh, Pa. , Ed-
wards was an outstanding athlete in both football and 
basketball. In basketball he earned All-America, All-City 
and All-State honors as a guard. In football Edwards 
earned All-America, All-City and All-State honors as a 
quarterback, halfback and defensive back. Upon high 
school graduation he accepted a basketball scholar-
ship to Robert Morris JC in Pittsburgh. He was award-
ed All-America distinction at Robert Morris. Edwards 
then attended the Univ. of Pittsburgh and played under, 
now UNLV assistant coach , Tim Grgurich . At Pitt he 
was named to the All-East and the All-Steel Bowl team. 
COACHING EXPERIENCE-Edwards first coaching 
job was an assistant position at Farrell HS in 1972. His 
collegiate coaching debut was in 1973 as an assistant 
at Robert Morris JC. At Robert Morris, Edwards coach-
ed All-America Earl Cureton who is now with the Detroit 
Pistons of the NBA. In 1977, he was appointed as an 
assistant coach at his Alma Mater, the Univ. of Pitt-
sburgh. Edwards then came to Las Vegas and spent 
last year as the assistant football and basketball coach 
for Bishop Gorman HS. Bishop Gorman won both the 
basketball and football state crowns in 1983-84. 
PERSONAL INFORMATION-Date of birth: 2-5-48. 
Alma Mater: U. of Pittsburgh 1972. Enjoys cooking in 
his spare time. Edwards is single. 
UNLV MEDICAL STAFF 
ORTHOPEDICS 
Dr. Gerald Higgins 
Dr. Gary Monroe 
NEUROSURGERY 
Dr. Steve Agata 
GENERAL PRACTICE 
Dr. Sam Russo 
Dr. Elias Ghanem 
DENTIST 
Dr. James Callaway 
DERMATOLOGY 
Dr. Hugo Paulson 
NEUROLOGY 
Dr. Fred Boulware 
MAXILLOFACIAL 
Dr. Daniel Orr 
FIRST INTERSTATE BANK OF NEVADA , N A MEMBER FDIC 
[i¥8 de q~r ~or~ herem Ncram, 
living the life we want often means something a little 
different. But it always means something special. Most 
of all, it means working together. 
And no matter the life you choose to live, 
First Interstate Bank of Nevada is committed to helping 
you live it. 
Maybe it's making a move for the better with 
the help of a home improvement loan. Or planning 
for retirement with one of our IRAs. For some, it's a new 
car or recreational vehicle. Or a college education with 
a government-backed student loan offered only through 
First Interstate Bank of Nevada. Perhaps it's fmancial 
strength for that growing business. Or a consumer bank-
ing package that fits your individual needs. 
First Interstate Bank of Nevada and you. 
Working together to help you live the life you want. 
Just as we've been 
ctomg for the past #. ~ 
eighty-two years. ®Fii'Sf lnteiSfate Bank 
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HEAD BASKETBALL COACHES -- 1984-85 
GEORGE McQUARN RON PALMER 
CAL STATE FULLERTON CSU LONG BEACH 
BILL MULLIGAN 
UC IRVINE 
JERRY PIMM 
UC SANTA BARBARA 
BOYD GRANT 
FRESNO STATE 
JERRY TARKANIAN 
UN LAS VEGAS 
WELDON DREW 
NEW MEXICO STATE 
TOM O'NEILL 
PACIFIC 
BAR-FOUNTAIN-VENDING 
HIGH COMMISSION 
VENDING PROGRAM 
SALES-SERVICE 
• FOUNTAIN SYRUPS 
• BAR MIXERS 
• JUICES 
NEW COMPACT 
OFFICE VENDOR 
3131 S. POLARIS/ LAS VEGAS, NV 
(702) 362-3515 
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BILL BERRY 
SAN JOSE STATE 
ROD TUELLER 
UTAH STATE 
UNLV C.A.K.S. LTD. 
Automobile dealers in Las Vegas are contributing a large measure of help to the UNLV Athletic Program with member-
ship in the UNLV C.A.R.S. (Courtesy Auto Resource System) Ltd. program - the loan of courtesy cars. Like other pro-
grams which are a part of Rebel booster activities, this project enables the UNLV Athletic Department to make greater 
use of its funds. These sports-minded dealers have earned a debt of gratitude from the Rebel Athletic Department. They 
are an important part of the ''Team" that helps make UNLV athletics so successful. 
Don Ackerman 
Gaudin Ford/SAAB 
Gary Ackerman 
Gaudin Ford/SAAB 
Norm Jenkins 
Sav-Mor Rent-A-Car 
ABBEY RENT-A-CAR 
3751 Las Vegas Blvd . S. 
Las Vegas, NV 89109 
736-4988 
ALL STATE RENT-A-CAR 
McCarran International Airport 
5175 Rent Car Road 
Las Vegas, NV 89111 
736-6147 
CASHMAN CADILLAC 
2711 E. Sahara Ave. 
Las Vegas, NV 89104 
457-0300 
CHAISSON MOTORS 
2333 S. Decatur 
Las Vegas, NV 89102 
871-1010 
LAS VEGAS DODGE 
3470 Boulder Highway 
Las Vegas, NV 89121 
457-1061 
FINDLAY OLDS 
3024 E. Fremont 
Las Vegas, NV 89121 
457-1021 
FLETCHER JONES CHEVROLET 
444 S. Decatur Blvd . 
Las Vegas, NV 89107 
870-9444 
FLETCHER JONES TOYOTA 
3175 E. Sahara 
Las Vegas, NV 89104 
457-0333 
.. 
DESERT GMC, INC. 
GMC & Frieghtliner Trucks 
3655 W. Tropicana Avenue 
Las Vegas, NV 89103 
736-2919 
FRIENDLY FORD/PUGEOT 
666 N. Decatur Blvd. 
Las Vegas, NV 89107 
870-7221 
GAUDIN FORD/SAAB 
2121 E. Sahara Ave. 
Las Vegas, NV 89104 
731-2121 
HANNA-EPPRECHT DATSUN 
3055 E. Fremont Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89104 
457-1061 
SAV-MOR RENT-A-CAR 
McCarran International Airport 
Las Vegas, NV 89111 
736-1234 
Dollar Rent-A-Car/ 
Salt Lake City Airport 
WARTHEN BUICK 
3025 E. Sahara Ave. 
Las Vegas, NV 89104 
457-0353 
LAS VEGAS HONDA 
1700 E. Sahara Avenue 
Las Vegas, NV 89102 
369-3099 
Ed 01/iges 
Friendly Ford-Peugeot 
Wayne Sealey 
Friendly Ford-Peugeot 
Cliff Findlay 
Findlay Oldsmobile 
Dave Wilden 
All-State Rent-A-Car 
Barry Steinhouse 
Abby Rent-A-Car 
James Cashman 
Cashman Cadillac 
Jim Chaisson 
Chaisson Motors 
Paubon 
DICE(,CARD ". 
"Growing Larger By Serving Better" 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
2121 Industrial Road 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
89102 
(702) 384-2425 
RENO, NEVADA 
250 Bell Stree"4 #190 
Reno, Nevada 
89503 
(702) 786-2465 
PAUL-SON CASINO SUPPLIES 
of New Jersey Inc. 
3017 Atlantic Ave. 
Atlantic City, NJ 08401 
(609) 348-8771 
\ 
31 RICHIE ADAMS 
Forward/Center 
6-8/215 Senior 
New York, NY • Ben Franklin High School 
IT CAN'T UNWIND, OR FLOOD, 
OR BREAK UP, OR SHORT OUT, 
OR WEAR DOWN. ROLEX ••• 
WHEN YOU REALLY NEED 
THE RIGHT TIME. 
When aquanauts probe dangerous depths, they 
know survival depends upon equipment. It must 
be tough, trusty, impregnable. Down there, tim-
ing is crucial. That's why the best wear the Rolex 
Submariner-Date in 18kt. gold, or surgical stain-
less steel. In its renowned Oyster case, this self-
winding 30-jewel chronometer is pressure-proof 
beyond 100 fathoms. 
856 E. SAHARA AVE. 11iE MEAOOWS MAll.. 
11iE FASHION SHOW MAll.. 
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THE PACIFIC COAST ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
The PCAA, now entering its 16th 
year, is developing into one of the 
strongest Division I conferences in the 
nation. 
Since 1978, the PCAA has grown 
from an all California League to a 
league that has members from four 
states in the western part of the nation. 
The leagues' newest member, New 
Mexico State, will participate in con-
ference football for the first time in the 
1984 season . 
In addition to New Mexico State, the 
other PCAA members are California 
State University, Fullerton; California 
State University, Long Beach; Fresno 
State University; San Jose State 
University; University of California, 
Irvine; University of California, Santa 
Barbara; University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas; University of the Pacific and 
Utah State University. 
Lewis A. Cryer, who begins his 
seventh year as Commissioner of the 
PCAA, has overseen the conferences' 
phenomenal growth during his tenure. 
Under his guidance, the PCAA has 
grown in stature to rival some of the 
more established conferences in the 
Lewis A. Cryer 
PCAA Commissioner 
Dennis Farrell 
Asst. Commissioner 
Jody Harter 
Assistant to the 
Commissioner 
nation . The PCAA has also recently 
added championships for women's 
basketball , swimming and track and 
field and is currently working to expand 
the PCAA women's league. 
Working in the PCAA office with 
Cryer are: Assistant Commissioner 
Dennis Farrell ; Supervisor of Football 
Officials J&ck O'Cain ; Supervisor of 
Basketball Officials John Dangleis; 
Assistant to the Commissioner Jody 
Harter; Administrative Assistant Dodie 
Hayes and Secretary Michele 
Schrimpf-Scott. 
The conference office is located at 
1700 East Dyer Road, Suite 140, Santa 
Ana, California and the phone number 
is (714) 261-2525. 
John Dangleis 
Supervisor of 
Basketball Officials 
REBEL TRADITION 
Without certain traditions , a Run-
nin' Rebel game just wouldn 't be the 
same. Last season a new tradition 
was added, which has become a 
favorite part of the pre-game hoopla. 
Thanks to Mr. George Gerringer, the 
Runnin' Rebels enter the Thomas 
and Mack Center on their own red 
carpet, as we ROLL OUT THE RED 
CARPET FOR YOUR RUNNIN ' 
REBELS. Mr. Gerringer crafted and 
donated the red carpet for the 
Rebels. 
Another time-honored trad ition is 
the pre-game light show, which is a 
carry-over from the days the Rebels 
played in the Convention Center, 
where the original pre-game lighting 
show was designed by Art Rader. 
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DODGE 
BOTH SIDES OF TOWN 
HIU'i/4'\jl .. 824 DECATUR BLVD. 
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@i~Ung m t1w 
fjlnnii@r!JJJ~mnn 
" 
French cuisine 
in a palace atmosphere. 
A taste of old Italy in a 
sophi sticated setting. 
8aggyrT10ReS' 
Handsome elegance featuring 
Steak and Seafood. 
JT~J 
Overlooking the Stri p. 
Chinese and American dining. 
Classy version of a 
New York Deli. 
~~ 
Varied menu with 
24-hour service. 
~~~mnd 
A Las Vegas tradition : 
Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Sunday 9:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Gayle Moneyhan & Norm Jenkins 
invite you to 
McCARRAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
736-1234 
13 FREDDIE BANKS 
Guard 
6-2/156 Sophomore 
Las Vegas, NV • Valley High School 
Your Phone Service: Better than ever because our 
equipment and our people make the difference. 
Centel is out to make your phone 
service better than ever. In the past five 
years we've invested nearly $300 million 
in highly sophisticated equipment. 
Like our digital switching systems, 
which give you faster dial tones, quicker 
connections, Jess line norse, and opens the 
way to Custom Calling and direct-dial 
overseas calls. 
And behind all that sophisticated 
equipment are some special people who 
make it all work smoothly. People like 
Eddie Pinjuv, Les Cole, Bill Murrell , 
Dolores Carpenter and Barbara Franklin. 
Like all Centel people, they believe 
our customers deserve top-notch service 
for their money. 
Your phone service. We're all 
working hard to make it better than ever. 
/ 
CENTEL 
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Some things never change. Like the 
thrill of a new car. Remember the feeling 
of excitement when you took that first 
drive? The unmistakable aroma of 
newness? The admiring glances and 
comments as you floated down the 
Boulevard? 
Today, luxury, technology, and 
automotive wizardry only add to the thrill. 
That singular exhilaration of a new car 
will always be there, whether it 's your 
first or your twenty-first. 
Rediscover the sensation of driving in a 
brand new car from Anthony Motors. 
Building a tradition with 
you in southern Utah 
M 0 T 0 R s 
cHEVROLET ~DATSUN mazoa 
1175 SOUTH 150 EAST, ST. GEORGE, UTAH 84770 
TELEPHONE (801) 628-5201 
I 
• And after the game, slam-dunk your favorite pizza 
at Pizza Hut. 
.. . .. . . . . 
... 
.. . · .·.· ...... :: ... :'· .. : ·::· . .. · . ... . . · . · ... . . . 
. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . .· ... :: . ·.· ... · .. · . . . . ....... : .· : . . . .... . 
. . ' . . . 
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: ..::,.::),.  /.:-_(<::_:::.>;· .. 
. : ·.:':' .. :~:':~:_:>· . . . ... ... .. .. -...=-. ;;-:....;;. 
.. ···~Vi.·~=/ 
I Large Pan Pizza - $6.99 
I Medium Pan Pizza- $5.99 
I 
I 
I 
I 
WITH THIS COUPON -
buy any large 1 topping Pan Jillla. 
Pizza for $6.99 or any ~
medium-sized 1 topping Pan ~ 
Pizza for $5.99. Each 
addit;onal topp;ng only 90<. !it ~ 
Offer expires June 30, 1985. ut 
Large Supreme 
I Pan Pizza - $8.49 
I Medium Supreme 
I 
I 
1 Pan Pizza- $7.49 1 
I WITH THIS COUPbN- ~ I' buy a large Supreme Pan ~ 
I Pizza for $8.49 or a n ''78 I medium-sized Supreme Pan 1':. f1.tJ 
Pizza for $7.49 . Offer :'UU( I expires June 30, 1985. -.I ~ I 
Present coupon when ordering. One coupon per party 
I per visit at participating Pizza Hut® restaurants.,. ~ I other Pizza Hut® offer. l/20a cash · I Present coupon when ordering. One coupon per party per visit at participating Pizza Hut® restaurants. Not valid in combination with any other Pizza Hut® offer. 
1.1/;as~de:on.;e·.;S~za;, I. Not valid in combination with any ~~JFF 
.&. r=p=-va;.©: P;.H~c . . -- .I 
~ 
FEATURING 
Trad 1t1onal and deep-
- d1shp1zza . freshpasta . 
appet1zers . beer. w1ne . 
and soft dnnks. 
11 AM TO MIDNITE 
FOR LUNCH AND DIN ER 
ON THE MEZZANINE 
HOT&L./CASINC 
20 ED CATCHINGS 
Forward 
6-7/201 Senior 
Los Angeles, CA • Jordan High School 
Blue Cross 
Blue Shield 
of Nevada 
GROUP HEALTH CARE PLANS. INDIVIDUAL HEALTH CARE PLANS. PREFERRED PROVIDER ARRANGEMENTS 
... to keep your health care costs down. 
CALL BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD TOLL-FREE 800-648-3250 OR YOUR INDIVIDUAL AGENT/BROKER TODAY. 
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1st & Ogden 
Downtown 
(702) 385-1222 
(800) 634-6505 
On the Colorado River 
Laughlin , Nevada 
(702) 298-2242 
MEET THE TOURNAMENT PARTICIPANTS 
ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY 
Head Coach 
Nelson Catalina 
LOCATION : Jonesboro, AK 
ENROLLMENT: 8,430 
NICKNAME: Indians 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Eugene Smith 
HOMECOURT: Indian Fieldhouse 
DATE FOUNDED: 1909 
CONFERENCE: Southland 
COLORS: Scarlet & Black 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR : Larry Lacewell 
CAPACITY: 4,382 
* * * HEAD COAC H: Nelson Catalina ALMA MATER (YR): Ouachita Baptist '72 
SEASON AT ARK ST: 1st RECORD AT ARK ST: 0-0 
Reginald Gordon 
OVERALL RECORD (YRS): 0-0 BASKETBALL PHONE: (501 ) 972-2077 
ASSISTANT COACHES (ALMA MATER/YEAR): Leighton McCrary (Philander Smith '74), Bob Ward 
(Murray State '74) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Jerry Schaeffer 
OFFICE PHONE: (501) 972-2077 
SERIES RECORD: UNLV 1 Arkansas State 0 
LAST MEETING : 1977-78 (UNLV 80-70) 
1983-84 OVERALL RECORD: 13-15 1983-84 CONFERENCE RECORD: 4-8 
ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY ROSTER 
No. Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Cl. Hometown (High School) 
10 Willie Cutts G 6·2 165 so Bryant (Bryant) 
11 Tommy Harper G 5-9 155 SR Grenada, Miss. (Grenada) 
12 Tim Norman G 6-3 185 JR St. Lou is, Mo. (Mercy) 
14 Brad Gosh ien G 6-4 185 SO Bryant (Bryant) 
20 Mark Hill G 6-4 200 FR Portland, Ark. 
21 Mickey Penosky G 6-4 180 SR Joliet, Ill. (Catholic) 
22 David Lewis G 6-0 165 SO Florissant, Mo. (McCluer) 
23 David Person G-F 6-6 185 JR Osceola (Osceola) 
24 Marchie Murdock G 6-3 185 SO Malvern (Malvern) 
30 Alan Smith F 6-6 200 FR Fort Wayne, Ind. (Northrup) 
33 Marvin Stevens F 6-6 195 SR Columbus, Oh io (South) 
34 Rick Barney F 6-5 200 JR Lou isville, Ky. (Central) 
40 Reginald Gordon F 6-6 220 SO Memphis, Tenn. (Central) 
42 Jim Gregory c 6-9 195 FR St. Louis, Mo. (Ritenour) 
44 Mike Todd G-F 6-7 200 JR Madison, Wis. (West) 
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TOM COWARD 
LINCOLN-MERCURY 
Our Commitment To Quality Customer Service 
Extends From Our Service Director- Our Service 
Advisors - All Our Technicians and Elmer's 
Elmer Farkus 
Service Director 
Newest Assistant. 
An Allen Scope Is Like Hiring 
The Ten Best 
Diagnosticians In The World 
Allen introduces a bold new concept for service in the 
80's. The world' s first and only engine diagnostic 
computer that collects data based on an auto's actual 
operating characteristics - sifts this information auto-
matically, and deduces in the most logical manner which 
of the engine parts are defective and need to be replaced 
or repaired. Faulty components are pinpointed for all 
major engine systems - starting - charging - fuel 
distribution - compression - timing and ignition. 
QUALITY SERVICE- AFFORDABLE PRICE- PLUS! 
The Lifetime Service Guarantee. 
Tom Coward Lincoln-Mercury offers it. 
Only Ford. Lincoln. and Mercury owners 
can get it . 
The Lifetime Service Guarantee is so 
extensive, it covers virtually every repair 
on your car or light truck. for as long as 
you own it. Period. 
And it doesn't matter whether you 
bought it new. or used. Or who you 
bought it from. 
No other dealer, no other repair service 
-foreign or domestic- offers th is kind of 
security. 
Free Parts. Free Labor. 
Now, when you pay for a covered repa ir 
once, you never have to pay for the same 
repair again. Ever. 
The dealer who did the work will fix it 
free. Free parts. Free labor. For life . 
But here's the best part; the Lifetime 
Service Guarantee is itself free. 
A limited warranty on thousands of 
parts in normal use. 
Things not covered are routine ma in-
tenance parts, belts. hoses. sheet metal 
and upholstery. 
For Life. 
How can we guarantee repairs for life? 
Because we' re confident of the quality of 
our workmansh ip and the parts we use. 
The Lifetime Service Guarantee. 
LIFETIME 
SERVICE 
GUARANTEE 
(WE FIX CARS FOR KEEPS) 
PARTS DEPT. NOW OPEN 
SATURDAY 9 AM -1 PM 
MERCURY 
LINCOLN 
s! 
With Us, You're #1 )< 
+ 
NEVADA STATE BANI< 
Yo ur C ommunity M inded Bank 
Member FDIC 
Office Park Phase II 
Now Leasing 
600 to 30,000 Sq. Ft. of Space 
Sahara & 1-15 
For Leasing Information 
Call 
362-2111 
43 RICKY COLLIER 
Guard 
6-4/186 Sophomore 
Riverside, CA • Ramona High School 
Quality, Price & LOcau 
Tour Our Models Today at 
Paradise Heights/Henderson- 564-6521 
Oeste VIllas- 646-3070 
Hacienda De Pecos- 451-8078 
Warm Springs Ranch- 361-2919 
and 
Villa Bonita/Laughlin-1-298-2347 
Discover the Good Life 
SCL#2J711 
MEET THE TOURNAMENT PARTICIPANTS 
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY 
Head Coach 
Jack Hartman 
LOCATION: Manhattan, KS 
ENROLLMENT: 18,470 
NICKNAME: Wildcats 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Duane Acker 
HOMECOURT: Ahearn Fieldhouse 
DATE FOUNDED: 1857 
CONFERENCE: Big Eight 
COLORS: Purple and White 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Richard Towers 
CAPACITY: 11 ,220 
* * * HEAD COACH: Jack Hartman ALMA MATER (YR): Oklahoma State '50 
SEASON AT KANSAS: 15th RECORD AT KANSAS: 265-141 
OVERALL RECORD (YRS): 409-205 (22) BASKETBALL OFFICE PHONE: (913) 532-6531 
ASSISTANT COACHES (ALMA MATER/YEAR): Jimmy Allen (Henderson State '68), Darryl Winston 
(Kansas State '77) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Mike Scott 
OFFICE PHONE: (913) 532-6735 
SERIES RECORD: UNLV 1, Kansas St. 1 
LAST YEAR: 1983-84 (UNLV 84-78) 
1983-84 OVERALL RECORD: 14-15 1983-84 CONFERENCE RECORD: 5-9 
KANSAS STATE ROSTER 
No. Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Cl. Hometown (High School) 
SR Cheney, KS 
Eddie Elder 
10 Mark Bohm 
12 Herman Slater 
20 Joe Wright 
25 Tim Leahy 
30 Lee Scott 
G 5·10 150 
G 6-0 170 
G 6-3 175 
G 6-2 175 
G 6-2 174 
SO Kansas City (William Jewell) KS 
JR Carthage (State Fair CC), MO 
JR Manhattan (Cloud Co. CC), KS 
SR St. Louis, MO (Mercy) 
32 Ben Mitchell 
34 Eric Watson 
35 Derrick Howse 
40 Brad Underwood 
41 Mark Dobbins 
43 Tyrone Jackson 
44 Tom Alfaro 
45 Ron Meyer 
50 Eddie Elder 
51 Kevin Muff 
52 Alex Williams 
F/C 6-9 202 
G 6-2 183 
F 6-8 203 
G 6-41/2 198 
G 6-5 196 
F 6-5 195 
G/F 6-6 190 
C/F 6-9 225 
C/F 6-9 213 
F 6-7 217 
C/F 6-8 217 
32 
JR St. Louis, MO (Christian Brothers) 
SR Brooklyn, IL (Lovejoy) 
JR Helena (Phillips Co. CC), AR 
JR McPherson (Independence CC), KS 
FR Humboldt, KS 
JR East St. Louis, IL (Lincoln) 
SR Fresno, CA (Mclane) 
FR Wichita, KS (Campus) 
SR Tulsa, OK (Cascia Hall) 
JR Salina (Cloud Co. CC), KS 
SO St. Louis, MO (O'Fallon Tech) 
Bank on 
Nevada's Oldest_ 
Since 1889 First Federal has been giving 
Nevada the best in financial services. 
And we're continu ing to offer you more great serviCes: 
• BetterCheck or Interest/Checking 
· No-Risk Money Fund 
• Real Estate Loans. Home Equity Loans. 
Personal Loans 
• Retirement Plans 
·Savings 
• Automatic Teller M achines 
Your savings insured to $100.000. 
m First Federal Savings 01 Nevada 
Otl•ces statewtde 
Maryland Parkway OffiCe Meadows Office 
2RR7 South Maryland Park-way tOO S. Valley View Boulevard 
~~ 
West Sahara at Gemco Cemer 
SRil West Sahara A\·enue 
Tropicana & E.1stem OffK..--e Las Vegas Boule\"3rd Offi<."e Green Valle\' Offt<:e 
4R90 South Eastern Avenue 1901 L..1.s Vegas Boulev·J rd South 2790 Nonh Green Valley Parkway 
;()()]) 
501® 
jeans 
for men. 
The fit 
the feel 
the look 
the original. 
Hvndl• r ... nn 
:\t.•v;.u\.t 
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"We've got fh.e 
byfh.e 
bi•ns" 
INTRODVCING 
I'HFSIILY 
SVBROLJS 
The Fresh Alternative is even fresher 
with our oven-fresh sub rolls, baked on 
the premises. So don't settle for 
styrofood served on styrobuns. Come up 
to Subway where the sandwiches and 
salads are always fresh and delicious. 
605 E. Twain 
Thomas l. Adams 
Judy Ferraro 
David L. Funk 
Nancy M. Grella 
David Kreelt, CLU , ChFC* 
David Manzi 
* Alumni 
Jozlyn Buyachek* Michael D. Carter Tim DeRosa Brent Ellsworth 
OUR PROFESSIONALS CAN 
HELP YOU REACH YOUR 
FINANCIAL GOALS. 
It's tough out there today- tough to get by all 
the obstacles that can block your chances of 
reaching your financial goals. 
We can show you how to strengthen your family's 
or business' financial security, protect yourself 
against the high cost of illness, and pile up funds 
for a more comfortable retirement. 
Call one of us today. Helping you become a 
financial winner is our full-time career. 
These are some of the many New York Life Agents 
in this area- all good people to know. 
Life, Group and Health Insurance, 
Annuities , Pension Plans. 
Las Vegas General Offices 
1850 E. Flamingo Road 
(702) 796-2000 .~t 
Clifford J. Lawrence 
Douglas E. Ryzdynski John J. DeBuono , CLU * William C. Gallagher * 
Associate General Manager Sales Manager Sales Manager 
Georgia Neu Randall A. Patterson Daniel l. Russell, CLU, ChFC* 
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Kent L. Ellsworth 
James E. Ford 
Jon A. Galane 
Kathryn Howard 
Karen S. Leach * 
Young K. Lim 
Paul Sant 
INCORPORATED 
QERRINGER....:J 
CARPET SERVICE 
3900 WEST DESERT INN ROAD 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA - 89102 
TELEPHONE - - (702) 876-6333 
12 CHRIS FANCHER 
Guard 
5-1 0/160 Freshman 
Marengo, IN • Crawford County High School 
GOOD LUCK 
REBELS 
Dr. Gerald L. Higgins 
Dr. Gary S. Marrone 
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MEET THE TOURNAMENT PARTICIPANTS 
PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
Head Coach 
Lon Kruger 
LOCATION: Edinburg, TX 
ENROLLMENT: 10,000 
NICKNAME: Broncs 
PRESIDENT: Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez 
HOMECOURT: PAU Field House 
DATE FOUNDED: 1927 
CONFERENCE: Independent 
COLORS: Green and White 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Lon Kruger 
CAPACITY: 5,000 
Duane Thornton 
* * * HEAD COACH: Lon Kruger ALMA MATER (YR): Kansas St. '75 
SEASON AT PAU: 3rd RECORD AT PAU: 20-35 
OVERALL RECORD (YRS): 20-35 (2) BASKETBALL PHONE: (512) 381 -2221 
ASSISTANT COACHES (ALMA MATER/YEAR): Kevin Wall (Pittsburgh State '75), Greg Grensing 
(North Texas State '79), John McDowell (Pan American '77) 
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR: Jim McKone 
OFFICE PHONE: (512) 381 -2240 
SERIES RECORD: UNLV 5 Pan American 1 
LAST MEETING: 1981-82 (UNLV 104-66) 
1983-84 OVERALL RECORD: 13-14 
PAN AMERICAN ROSTER 
No. Name 
1 0 Tyrone Scott 
11 Michael Anderson 
13 Arturo Castillo 
15 Tim Duryea 
20 Kevin Johnson 
25 Cornelio Alvarez 
32 Harold Anderson 
33 Danl Williams 
34 Anthony Edmonds 
35 Wayne Fulford 
40 Tom Fiepke 
42 Duane Thornton 
44 Roy Swift 
45 Troy Dingle 
50 Jaime Gonzalez 
52 Phillip Bernard 
Pos. Ht. Wt. Cl. Home Town 
G 6-0 160 JR Waterloo, Iowa 
G 6-0 153 JR Louisville, Kentucky 
G 6-0 168 SO Weslaco, Texas 
G 6-2 179 SO Denton, Texas 
G 6-4 186 FR Morgan City, Louis iana 
F 6-6 200 SO Roma, Texas 
G 6-3 179 SR Cleveland, Ohio 
GF 6-4 185 FR Muskegon, Michigan 
G-F 6-4 184 JR Indianapolis, Indiana 
F 6-5 200 SO Port Charlotte, Florida 
G 6-4 188 JR Elizabeth, Kentucky 
F 6-5 198 SR Kansas City, Missouri 
F 6-7 196 FR Detroit, Michigan 
C-F 6-9 212 SR Smithsburg, Maryland 
C 6-7 195 SR Laredo, Texas 
C-F 6-7 222 SR New Orleans, Louisiana 
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The 252,465 fans that attended the Runnin ' Rebel home contests last year not only broke all existing UNLV crowd records, 
but ranked the Runnin ' Rebels in the Top 10 in attendance in the nation. 
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED FACTORY DEALER 
SALES • LEASING • SERVICE • PARTS 
• OPEN 6 DAYS & EVENINGS 
LAS VEGAS HONDA AUTOMOBILES 
369-3099 
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~AY &7(oss TRANSPORTINc. j 
300 WEST OWENS AVENUE LAS VEGAS, NV 89106 
646-4661 55 JOHN FLOWERS 
Transporting People is our Business 
Good Luck 
Center 
6-9/230 Senior 
Fort Wayne, IN • South Side High School 
First Western Savings 
ASSOCIATION 
CORPORATE HF:ADQUARTERS 2700 West Sahara, Las Vegas • 871-2000 
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LAS VEGAS, THE CITY 
The city of Las Vegas, Nevada is a thriving metropolis 
of nearly half-a-million permanent residents nestled in 
a desert valley near the southernmost tip of the state. 
Located in the scenic southwestern United States, 
Las Vegas is within a 30-mile radius of Lake Mead; the 
massive Hoover Dam and Colorado River recreational 
area; the snow skiing trails of 12,000 foot Mt. 
Charleston ; and a panorama of red-rock mountains, 
eroded sandstone landscapes and replicas of old 
western towns. Also, within easy reach is the Southern 
California coastal areas, Arizona's Grand Canyon , 
California's Death Valley and Southern Utah's Zion Na-
tional Park. 
First settled in 1855 as a missionary outpost of the 
Mormon Church, the city has grown into one of the 
premier entertainment spots in the world . Of course, 
everyone is familiar with the famed Las Vegas " Strip," 
where renowned entertainers come to perform and the 
glamour and glitter is unsurpassed anywhere. Yet, the 
" Strip" is by no means the only means of entertain-
ment. In many important ways, Las Vegas is like any 
other large city that is on the go. There is a rich cultural 
scene including art galleries, theatres, ballet and 
numerous musical organizations. 
In addition, there are new museums, recreational 
parks, libraries, churches and hospitals making Las 
Vegas a city able to satisfy every taste . 
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HOOVER DAM SPECTACULAR-Hoover Dam, 35 miles from Las 
Vegas, Puts on its own show as water gushes across 100-yard-wide 
canyon through needle valves five feet in diameter. Hoover Dam is 
not only the single most popular visitor site in Southern Nevada, but 
it produces hydroelectric power and releases irrigation water from Lake 
Mea!i fur the S01Jthwest. 
DEAD 
RINGER. 
It's not easy saying good-bye to on old 
colleague ... one that was with you 
when you first struggled to open the 
doors of your business. 
Of course, there were days when you 
seriously considered replacement. 
Now the time has come . .. a chance 
to improve upon the post with a 
telephone system and service that will 
allow you to rest in peace. 
362-1133 
©r~~ 
A company that answers your pre and 
post telephone needs. 
Soles & Service Lie. No. 20381 
An unbeatable collection of 80 stores and 
boutiques, paraded down a gorgeous new 
landscaped promenade ... all topped off by 
the Boulevards famous dome! Come see 
for yourself! We really are Better than Ever! 
B'&ru~d Mall 
MARYLAND PARKWAY AT DESERT INN 
WEEKDAYS 10AM - 9PM • SATUR DAY 10 AM - SPM • SUNDAY NOON - 5PM 
35 ARMON GILLIAM 
Forward 
6-8/230 Sophomore 
Bethel Park, PA • Bethel Park High School 
Go Running Rebels! 
731·0055 t 1ST & 2ND TRUST DEED LOANS ON PRIME NEVADA REAL ESTATE 
JERILYN CLAYTON 
President It 
COn)()LIDATED rno::rTG~E 
2235 E. Flamingo • Suite 113 • Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
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1985 UNLV REBEL BASEBALL SCHEDULE 
Date Opponent Time 
Feb. 9 Univ. of Nevada-Reno 12:00 
Feb. 10 Univ. of Nevada-Reno 1:00 
Feb. 21-24 Desert Baseball Classic TBA 
(Lewis-Clark State College, 
Washington State, BYU, 
UNLV) 
March 2 *Cal State-Long Beach 12:00 
March 3 *Cal State-Long Beach 1:00 
March 9 at *Fresno State Univ. 7:00 
March 10 at *Fresno State Univ. 1:00 
March 14 *Cal State-Fullerton 2:30 
March 15 *Cal State-Fullerton 1:00 
March 16 Gonzaga University 1:00 
March 17 Gonzaga University 11 :00 
March 19 Brigham Young Univ. 1:00 
March 20 Brigham Young Univ. 1:00 
March 23 at *San Jose State Univ. 12:00 
March 24 at *San Jose State Univ. 1:00 
March 25 Univ. of Nebraska , 7:00 
March 26 Un1v. of Nebraska 4:00 
March 27 Univ. of Nebraska 3:00 
March 30 *UC-Santa Barbara 12:00 
March 31 *UC-Santa Barbara 1:00 
April 2-6 at FRESNO STATE 
TOURNAMENT (Fresno TBA 
State, Nevada-Reno, 
Cal State-Long Beach, 
UNLV) 
April 8 Grand Canyon College 7:00 
April 9 Grand Canyon College 1:00 
April 13 at *UC-Irvine 12:00 
April 14 at *UC-Irvine 1:00 
April16 Southern Utah State 4:00 
April 20 at *Cal State-Fullerton 12:00 
April 21 at *Cal State-Fullerton 1:00 
April 27 *Univ. of the Pacific 5:00 
April 28 *Univ. of the Pacific 1:00 
Apri130 at Arizona State Univ. 5:00 
May 3 at *Cal State-Long Beach 2:30 
May 4 at *Cal State-Long Beach 12:00 
May 11 *UC-Irvine 4:00 
May 12 *UC-Irvine 1:00 
May 14 at Univ. of Nevada-Reno 5:00 
May 18-19 PCAA NORTH-SOUTH 
PLAYOFFS TBA 
May 23-26 NCAA REGIONALS TBA 
June 1-10 COLLEGE WORLD 
SERIES TBA 
*Denotes PCAA Conference Games 
1985 SCHEDULE 
INDOOR 
January 19 All Comers 
January 26 NAU at New Mexico 
February 2 NAU Invitation 
February 8 Cornhusker Invitation 
February 16 UNLV All Comers 
February 23 OPEN 
March 2 UNLV Invitation 
March 8-9 NCAA Indoor Nationals 
OUTDOOR 
March 16 OPEN 
March 23 lrvine-Colorado-CSLA 
March 30 OPEN 
April 5-6 Sun Angel & Texas Relays 
April 13 LSU-Fiorida State - Florida 
April 20 OPEN 
April 27-28 Mt. Sac Relays 
May 4 Irvine Invitational 
May 11-12 California Relays & Pepsi 
May 18-19 PCAA Championships 
May 25 OPEN 
May 28 - June 1 NCAA Championsh ips 
1984-85 
UNLV BASEBALL 
Senior Rebel Jim Pace gives it his all as he slides home during a home con-
test at Roger Barnson Field. 
Hustlin' Rebel catcher Tim Arnold sprints full speed as he rounds third and 
heads for home. 
1985 UNLV TRACK 
Las Vegas, NV 
Flagstaff, AZ 
Flagstaff, AZ 
Lincoln , NE 
Las Vegas, NV 
Las Vegas, NV 
Syracuse, NY 
Irvine, CA 
Phoenix, AZ & Austin, TX 
Baton Rouge, LA 
Walnut, CA 
Irvine, CA 
Westwood , Modesto, CA 
Irvine, CA 
Aust in, TX 
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NCAA National Champion track star Sheila Tarr displays her winning form 
in the javelin. 
Do you want 
a speaker 
for your next 
meeting? 
That's what our Southwest Gas 
Speakers Bureau is all about... 
providing you with a dynamic 
and informative presentation 
about today's vital energy issues. 
Anytime your group, club or 
association would like a current 
look at energy matters that affect 
you, call the Southwest Gas 
Speakers Bureau. 
876-7130 
SOUTHWEST GAS tDRPDRATIDn 
"Speaking of Energy" 
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32 GARY GRAHAM 
Guard 
6-3/185 Sophomore 
Baltimore, MD • Dunbar High School 
Swiss, German & 
American Food 
Across from the Las Vegas H1lton 
Open 
Daily 
5 P .M . 
3003 Paradise Road I 734-6888 
1984-85 SWIMMING AND DIVING MEET SCHEDULE 
DAY DATE 
Sat. Oct. 27 
Fri. Nov. 9 
Sat. Nov. 10 
Sat. Nov. 17 
Sun. Nov. 18 
Fri-Sun. Nov. 30-Dec. 2 
Fri. Dec. 7 
Sat. Dec. 8 
Sat., Sun. Jan . 12, 13 
Tues. Jan . 15 
Thurs.-Sat. Jan . 24, 25, 26 
Fri. Feb. 1 
Sat. Feb. 2 
Sat. Feb. 9 
Sat. Feb. 16 
Thurs.-Sat. Feb. 28-March 2 
Thurs.-Sat. March 7-9 
Sat.-Sun . March 16, 17 
Thurs.-Sat. March 21 -23 
Thurs.-Sat. March 28-30 
DATE OPPONENT 
Feb. 8 at San Diego St. 
Feb. 9 at Grossmont JC 
Feb. 10 at U. of San Diego 
Feb. 15 Northern Arizona 
Feb. 16 Weber State 
Feb. 16 Loyola Marymount 
Feb. 21 at UC-Irvine 
Feb. 22 at USC 
Feb. 23 at Chapman College 
Feb. 28 at Pacific Coast Obis. 
Championships 
LOCATION MEET/OPPONENT 
Las Vegas 4th Annual Red/Grey lntersquad & Allstar Dual Meet 
Flagstaff, AZ Northern Arizona U. Dual Meet 
Phoenix, AZ Arizona State University 
Los Angeles, CA University of Cal , Irvine 
Los Angeles, CA USC Western Relays 
Las Vegas UNLV Landmark Invitational 
Long Beach, CA Long Beach State Univers ity Dual 
Los Angeles, CA Cal State University, Northridge 
Los Angeles, CA Irvine Invitational 
Santa Barbara, CA University of Cal , Santa Barbara 
Las Vegas REBEL CLASSIC INVITATIONAL 
Malibu , CA Pepperd ine University Dual Meet 
Malibu , CA Pepperdine Relays 
Reno, NV University of Nevada, Reno & University of the Pacific 
Las Vegas Brigham Young University 
Las Vegas WOMEN 'S PCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Las Vegas MEN'S PCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
T.B.A. WESTERN ZONE DIVING CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Tuscalusa, AL WOMEN'S NCAA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Austin , TX MEN'S NCAA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 
Senior Tim Dobias hopes to rega in the 
All-America status he achieved as a 
sophomore in the 200 Individual Medley. 
Freshman Sally Fleisher is one of the 
Lady Rebel bright stars of the future. 
1985 TENNIS SCHEDULE 
TIME 
2:00p.m. 
10:00a.m. 
10:00a.m. 
2:30p.m. 
10:00p.m. 
3:00p.m. 
1:30p.m. 
1:30p.m. 
1:00p.m. 
All Day 
Mar. 7-9 6th Annual Michelob Las Vegas All Day 
Light & Hotel Continental Tourn. 
CSUF, Weber St. , SDSU , 
Fresno St. , Utah St. , UNLV 
Mar. 15 New Mexico State 2:00p.m. 
Mar. 16 Cal Poly Pomona 9:00p.m. 
MEN/WOMEN 
Coed 
Women 
Coed 
Coed 
Coed 
Coed 
Coed 
Coed 
Coed 
Coed 
Coed 
Men 
Men 
Women 
Men 
Women 
Men 
Coed 
Women 
Men 
TIME 
4:00PM 
6:30PM 
1:00PM 
1:00PM 
9:00AM 
All Day 
2:00PM 
11 :00 AM 
All Day 
2:00PM 
All Day 
2:00PM 
9:00AM 
12:30 PM 
2:00PM 
All Day 
All Day 
All Day 
All Day 
All Day 
Mar. 16 Cal State Northridge 3:00p.m. Head Coach Jack Pate and UNLV's 1984 Singles ' Champion, Scott Warner 
Mar. 17 Idaho State 10:00a.m. 
Mar. 22 Mesa Jr. College 2:30p.m . 
Mar. 23 Cal State Los Angeles 10:00a.m . 
Mar. 23 Redlands 3:00p.m . 
Mar. 29 BYU 2:30p.m. 
Mar. 30 Westmont 10:00a.m . 
Mar. 30 Cal St. Fullerton 3:00p.m. 
Mar. 31 at Hawaii TBA 
Apr. (matches to be announced) 
Apr. 11-14 at Santa Barbarba Tourn . 
Apr. 12 vs. UCSB 10:00a.m. 
Apr. 13 vs. Long Beach 10:00a.m. 
Apr. 14 vs. Fullerton 2:00p.m. 
Apr. 19-21 UNLV lnvit. Tour. TBA 
USIU , Hawaii , UNV, NAU, 
Grossmont JC 
Apr. 24-28 at Ojai Valley Tennis Tourn . All Day 
May 2-5 at PCAA Conference Championships All Day 
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Dusty Mac, our pesky Nevada 
dough miner, is still diggin' up 
place in search of his legendary "lost" 
McCarran Mine (actually, we're re-
modeling, and Dusty is taking the 
blame for things). 
FRUSTRATING EXPERIENCE 
During our extensive remodeling 
program at McCarran Airport, passen-
ger pick-up and drop-off can some-
times be a frustrating experience. The 
best advice is to have someone drive 
you to the airport (or take a taxi) and 
drop you off in front of the terminal. 
~ 
\ 
) ~ .. ~.,,~~ 
ia~egas, Nev.'; to bathe 
aviation industry after remodeling 
ON YOUR RETURN 
To avoid vehicular congestion and 
jangled nerves, pre-arrange to call 
someone when your plane arrives. By 
the time your baggage is sorted and 
delivered to the baggage pick-up area, 
your "ride" can meet you at the exit to 
the baggage claim area and you can 
be on your way in a matter of moments. 
FREE SHUTTLE BUS 
In the meantime, free shuttle bus ser-
vice is still being provided to all termi-
nals every 5 minutes from the new 
parking area. This is one of the best 
ways to avoid congestion. 
McCarran EE 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
We'll make it 
bigger ... and better! 
McCarran~ 
The Clark County Board of Commissioners 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS 
The University of Nevada, Las Vegas, has 
grown and developed in its relatively short 
history into one of the most dynamic urban 
universities in the Southwest. With some 11 ,000 
students, a vigorous Continuing Education pro-
gram, and and active performing arts complex, 
the university has become both the educational 
and the cultural hub of southern Nevada. 
Academic excellence has been a priority at 
UNLV since its inception as the Southern 
Regional Division of the University of Nevada in 
1957. When Maude Frazier hall opened on cam-
pus that year it stood alone, surrounded by 
desert and fronted by a two-lane county road. 
By the mid-1960s the university had become 
a four-year, degree-granting institution known as 
Nevada Southern University. Full autonomy with 
status equal to UNA came in 1968, and the 
following year the Board of Regents gave the 
campus its new name: the University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas . 
UNLV is part of the University of Nevada 
System, which is governed by the nine-member 
Nevada Board of Regents. Its 335 acres of park-
like landscaping and modern buildings is located 
two miles from the Las Vegas Strip , in the heart 
of a busy commercial and residential area. 
The push for academic excellence has inten-
sified in recent months under the direction of 
UNLV's energetic new president, Dr. Robert C. 
Maxson. During the first months of Dr. Maxson 's 
administration a number of substantial gifts have 
come to UNLV to support academics and to help 
build the new School of Engineering and Com-
puter Science. Of these, the Margaret Elardi 
Nevada Scholars Program and the Harold and 
Mayme Stocker Interest-Free Loan Program are 
notable for the impetus they give to the univer-
sity's campaign to attract Nevada's finest high 
school graduates. 
Nevada Power Company's recent pledge of 
$1.5 million came soon after a gift of $500,000 
by construction general contractor J.A. Tiberti , 
both for support of the engineering school. 
The drive to expand UNLV's engineering and 
computing science programs actually began in 
1982 when local business ar.d community 
leaders visited the Silicon Valley in California, 
where they learned that establishment of an ac-
credited engineering school at UNLV is critical 
to attracting clean , high-technology business to 
southern Nevada. It has moved forward decisive-
ly since then . An academic program was design-
ed and received regent's approval , new faculty 
members have been hired, and plans have been 
drawn for a $15.2 million building to house the 
school. 
Most significantly, the groundswell of support 
from the Greater Las Vegas Chamber of Com-
merce, the Nevada Development Authority, the 
UNLV Foundation, and other groups establish-
ed specifically to promote the school has 
resulted in substantial private contributions to 
the project. 
When the new engineering building is con-
structed , it will join several important additions 
to UNLV's physical plant that have opened in 
the past several years , including the $11 .7 
million Frank and Estella Beam Hall , which 
houses the colleges of Business and Economics 
and Hotel Administration; and the 18,500-seat 
Thomas and Mack Center, home of the Runnin' 
Rebels and the site of major popular concerts 
and sporting events. The business and hotel 
building is named for the parents of donor 
Thomas T. Beam, and the arena is named for 
long-time UNLV supporters Jerome Mack and 
E. Parry Thomas. 
UNLV is proud of its physical facilities-its $5 
million Alta Ham Fine Arts Build ing and $7 
million , four-story addition to James R. Dickin-
son Library among them-but campus ad-
ministrators, faculty , and students understand 
that the heart of the university lies in its teaching 
and research programs. 
Bachelor's degrees are awarded in 50 major 
subjects, and 28 programs lead to the master's 
degree. Specialist and doctorate degrees are of-
fered in education. All programs have been ful-
ly accredited by the Northwest Association of 
Schools and Colleges. 
The university has a distinguished faculty of 
more than the 400 men and women who are ac-
tively involved in teaching , research , and com-
munity service. 
Faculty members, 77 percent of whom hold 
doctorates, have come to UNLV from some of 
the nation 's greatest universities; many have ex-
tensive experience in the professions in which 
they teach . 
The UNL V Humanities Building 
UNLV operates on the semester system, with 
a Mini Term offered between Spring and Fall 
semesters and two five-week sessions schedul-
ed during the summer. Regular daytime classes 
are augmented by a strong evening program. 
Las Vegas residents by the thousands-some 
15,000 annually, in fact-take advantage of the 
more than 500 credit and non-credit courses of-
fered each year by the Division of Continuing 
Education. These "Classes for People" are 
designed with a wide range of potential students 
in mind: teachers, nurses and other profes-
sionals who need course work to stay current 
in their fields; persons interested in developing 
artistic and handicraft skills; business people 
who want to gain expertise in new areas or brush 
up on present abilities; people who want to learn 
photography, writing , computer programming; 
virtually anyone who wants to learn. 
An ever-expanding and growing UNLV campus. Academics play the most vital role in UNL V's growth. 
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33 ELDRIDGE HUDSON 
Guard/Forward 
6-7/212 Sophomore 
Carson, CA • Carson High School 
If anybody needs a specialist YOU do! 
Presenting 
the 
0Jlmerican 
CJ3ancorp 
of 
2Jevada 
family 
of 
financial 
• servtces 
Southern Nevada's only full service bank specializing in meeting the financial 
needs of the business and professional community, including our unique 
Priority Banking program designed specifically to aid you in reaching your 
financial goals. 
2800 W. Sahara 500 E. Charleston 3950 S. Eastern 362-7222 
Member F.D.I.C. 
A real estate equity lender, providing a variety of loans on Southern Nevada 
real estate as well as sound, sophisticated and secure investment opportunities. 
2800 W. Sahara 362-2442 
A major function, of particular interest to businesses, is providing direct 
equipment leasing programs, in addition to excellent investment opportunities. 
2800 W. Sahara 362-2442 
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·Park 
d . g business lS a Where Oln . pleasure. 
. ffices For Sale or Lease. Professwna~g/384-3776 
11 SERVICE 
THE ONLY AIRLINE W~~K~:~~G~~~~~~~YN~~ENNEDY AIRPORTS. FROM LAS VEGAS TO NEW y 
TWA 
• • • 
... Now, more than ever, every state , county, municipal, civil service, military or large corporation needs 
to consider which retirement option is the best choice. You need a professional. These men are the best 
there are. 
From left to right: Mark Watanabe, Paul Chidester, Mel Hamilton, Chris Zockoll, 
Jim C. Pettyjohn Jr., Stan Isom, Enessy Ficklin. 
LIFE INSURANCE • PENSION MAXIMIZATION • BUY-SELL AGREEMENTS 
ESTATE PLANNING • DEFERRED COMPENSATION • KEY MAN INSURANCE 
401K PLANS • I.R.A. • TAX SHELTERED ANNUITIES AND INVESTMENTS 
DISABILITY • GROUP LIFE AND HEALTH PLANS 
Beneficial Life 
Chris Zockoll Agency 
1050 E. Flamingo Road, Suite 137 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
(702) 735-0102 
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A MAN AND HIS TOWEL 
Everybody wants to know about the Tarkanian trade-
mark - Tark's Towel. The towel dates back to Jerry 
Tarkanian's Long Beach State days, when an ingenious 
manager devised it to help Coach's mouth from getting 
dry. Actually, there are two towels; the one on top is wet 
(soaked in nothing more than tap water) and the one 
on the bottom is dry and is used simply to keep the wet 
one from sitting on the floor. The towel is wetted and 
folded (into 16ths, by the way) by a designated student-
manager, who has learned the folding technique from 
a predecessor. The towels are handed to Coach Tarka-
nian as he enters the court at pre-game. The folder of 
the towel, most recently, is student-manager Barry Vac-
caro, a junior from Pittsburgh , PA. Vaccaro adds that 
the towels are nothing more than plain , ordinary locker-
room towels (but he does go through the stack to find 
the least raunchy ones!). 
1984·85 Kunninl Rebel Koster 
(Alphabetical) 
Name Pos. Ht. Wt. Cl. DOB Hometown High Schooi/Coach/JC or College 
Richie Adams ** F-C 6-8 215 SR 3-15-63 New York, NY Ben Franklin/Stan Dinner/Massachusetts CC 
Fred Banks* G 6-2 156 so 3- 6-65 Las Vegas, NV Valley/Bill Bobier 
Ed Catchings * F 6-7 201 SR 7-28-62 Los Angeles, CA Jordan/Richard Mason/EI Camino 
Ricky Collier * G 6-4 186 so 1- 2-65 Riverside, CA Ramona/Tony Masi 
Chris Fancher G 5-10 160 FR 11-23-65 Marengo, IN Crawford County/Terry Enlow 
John Flowers * c 6-9 230 SR 7- 7-62 Fort Wayne, IN South Side/Murray Mendenhall/Indiana Univ. 
Armon Gilliam F 6-8 230 so 5-2'8-64 Bethel Park, PA Bethel Park/Red Ryan/Independence JC 
Gary Graham * G 6-3 185 so 4-18-64 Baltimore, MD Dunbar/Bob Wade 
Eldridge Hudson * G-F 6-6 212 so 3-25-64 Carson , CA Carson/Rich Acres 
Frank James * F 6-6 190 SR 2-18-63 Baltimore, MD Walbrook/Gerald Boyd/San Jacinto JC 
Anthony Jones G-F 6-6 196 JR 9-13-EY2 Washington , D.C. Dunbar/Bob Wade/Georgetown Univ. 
Richard Robinson c 6-9 206 FR 12- 8-64 Granada Hills, CA Kennedy/Dean Cadwell 
Leon Symanski F 6-7 210 JR 3- 6-64 Orange, CA Syosset/Ron Livolsi/Orange Coast 
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OPEN 24 HOURS 731 -1050 
'WHERE SANDS MEETS TWAIN ON PARADISE " 
-i. ~ -
"HEY REB" Announces the: 
UNLV ATHLETIC 
CLUB 
Providing support tor the athletic program in areas 
other than athletic scholarhsips. Along with the tax 
deduction , the club provides all members with UNLV 
scarlet & silver colors . Call 739-3614 tor details. 
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QUALITY 
BULL 
••• and 
FRESH FISH 
5006 Maryland Pkwy, just south 
of Tropicana • 798-6962 
ONE FREE DRINK 
With This Ad Or UNLV Ticket Stub 
(One Free Drink Per Person) 
*** ·~ ASK A BO UTTHE 
oonet/u FUN CLUB BUS 
~ <:::7-- TO ALL REBEL HOME GAMES 
Tropicana & Spencer- Liberace Plaza 
798-2021 
I've been banking in this State for 
over thirty years and when I'm out 
talking to people they tell me they 
want personal attention. 
At Security you 'll find that personal 
banking touch. You have my word on it. 
We offer that at Security Bank and 
we do it better than any other bank 
in the State. 
~y~ 
Ernie Martinelli 
President/Chairman of the Board Sure banking has changed over the years. 
Some financial institutions feel that 
computers and automatic teller machines 
give you everything you need. 
That's great for them but what about you. 
At Security Bank we offer all the 
technology to better serve you and some-
thing more, people who care about you. 
SECURITY 
If you 're just a person with a number and 
want to be more, visit us today. 
Stephen D. Wright 
798·4776 
2320 E. Tropicana Ave. 
Las Vegas, NV 891 09 
Marsha Pippin 
877-4990 
2820 W. Charleston Blvd. 
Las Vegas, NV 89125 
BANK OF NEVADA 
MEMBER FDIC 
Nancy Smith 
362-8422 
3400 S. Jones Blvd. 
Las Vegas, NV 89180 
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25 FRANK "Spoon" JAMES 
Forward 
6-6/190 Senior 
Baltimore, MD • Walbrook High School 
.. 
CRISP --AND CLEAN 
NO CAFFEINE 
NEVER HAD IT. NEVER WILL 
THE SEVEN-UP COMPANY OF lAS VEGAS, NEVADA. 
THE AUTHORITY OF THE SEVEN-UP COMPANY, ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Fox The Village 
Green 
Congratulations to the award-winning Rebels team from an award-winning team of homes! Green 
Valley Homes, Inc. , proudly presents Fox Ridge Estates and The Village Green - luxurious Green 
Valley communities created especially for unique Southern Nevada lifestyles. From elegant executive 
homes with an unlimited array of innovative amenities, to the unrivaled elegance of townhome liv-
ing in a matchless setting, Green Valley Homes offers exceptional residential environments for 
t housands of homeowners. All within the 8400-acre thriving master-planned community of Green 
Valley with a supporting team of business, schools, recreation and industry. 
Fox Ridge Estates, 530 Lambeth Court (Valle Verde and Fox Ridge Drive in Green Valley) I 456-8708 
The Village Green, 3011 High View Drive, Green Valley I 451-8818 
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WALK TO THE MGM 
2 BEDROOMS 
FROM S315 MO. 
300 E. FLAMINGO ROAD 
735-4242 
Alltn 
II. 
]Jng.el 
INSURANCE AGENCY 
A St rive for Excellence. 
As in any successful operation. a constant pursuit of 
knowledge and determination must be maintained to achieve 
a professional status. 
Allen D. Vogel Insurance Agency is just that, professional. 
Our well-educated staff, together with almost 100 years of 
combined experience by management, have created a solid 
foundation fo r the best service possible. 
As an Independent Insurance Agency, we have the 
capabilities to manage all of your insurance needs. From 
Commercial Lines Property and Casualty, to Personal Lines 
Home , Auto, Life. Health and Disability. We also specialize 
in Professional Liability, business packages , and all types 
of surety. 
Mastering the insurance trade is our objective . 
We are unique . 
737·0590 2001 E. FLAMINGO, SUITE 201 
11 ANTHONY JONES 
Guard/Forward 
6-6/196 Junior 
Washington D.C. • Dunbar High School 
The Steak Out 
Restaurant • Lounge 
************* Your Before and After 
The Game Gathering Spot 
************* 
4800 S. Maryland Parkway 
LasVegas,Nevada89109 
(702) 798-8383 
Located Opposite Valley Bank 
Dorothy & Maryland Parkway 
Open 24 Hours • Great Steaks , Burgers , Seafood and Appetizers 
Big Screen T.V. in Stereo Sound • Two Bars Upstairs and Downstairs 
Outside Dining 
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THE UNL V CHEERLEADERS AT OLD VEGAS-(bottom left to right) Shawn Kelso, Angela Rowe, Bobby Miller 
(middle left to right) Carl Cook, Maria Jones, Jan Northway, Jennifer Savino, Shelly Moyer. (top left to right) 
Brian Smith, Jamie Carroll, Jayson Mitchell, Karen Hare, Larry Jones. 
Food, Family, Friends Our Specialty 
Happy Hour- 4-7 PM, Monday-Friday 
Regular Hours- 11 :30 AM-11 PM, Mon.- Thurs. 
11 :30 AM-Midnite , Fri & Sat. 
10:00 AM-11 PM, Sunday 
Sunday Brunch-10:00 AM-2:00PM 
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• Fun, Entertainment, Casual & Lively 
Atmosphere 
• Menu contains 15 sections, 113 Delightful 
Specialties . .. Something for Everyone 
• Mexican Dishes, Bar-B-Que, Stir-Fry, 
Salads, Burgers, Sandwiches, and more 
• Full-seated bar, Open all the time 
• Live Entertainment Tuesday-Saturday 
evenings 
• Movie Night every Sunday & Monday 
• Children welcome at Special Prices 
Come kick -up your heels with our flamboyant 
waiters and waitresses 
4770 Maryland Parkway • Las Vegas 
(702) 798-5541 
THE 1984 UNLV CHEERLEADERS 
Yrs on 
Name Class Major Squad 
Jamie Carroll FR Undecided 1st 
Carl Cook so Communications 1st 
Randy Crum SR Personnel 
Management 1st 
Mark Dixon SR Biology 1st 
Karen Hare so Communications 2nd 
Jay Hogue so Engineering 2nd 
Maria Jones so Dance 2nd 
Larry Jones FR Theatre Arts 1st 
Shawn Kelso so Graphic Arts 1st 
Jayson Mitchell so Business Management 1st 
Bobby Miller so Physical Education 
Shelly Moyer JR Business 
Jan Northway FR Undecided 
Angela Rowe FR Undecided 
Jennifer Savino so Business 
UNL V FIGHT SONG 
On UNLV Fight. 
" ALMA MATER - UNL V" 
Alma Mater, we praise you 
Lifting our voices high; For the spirit you have shown 
with a conquering hand of might 
We raise our banner to the sky. 
You've given inspiration through the years 
And with your knowledge we have 
grown. 
On UNLV Fight, 
Charging triumphantly; 
Fight, UNLV, Fight 
Alma Mater, U-N-L-V 
May you continue in glory 
Days of old , and days to be 
We'll treasure your dignity. 
For Victory. 
Alma Mater, we 'll remember you 
When our student days are through 
Hard times, good times 
They'll be part of UNLV's call. 
HAIL TO NEVADA 
Hail to Nevada, the place I love the best. 
Hail to Nevada, to the glory of the west. 
We 've got the state with all the personal ity. 
That's why all the other folks are jealous as can be. 
Hail to Nevada, her glory reigns supreme. 
She is the lady who is always in our dreams. 
We'll make you welcome if you ' ll only be our guest. 
Come on by and you 'll see why Nevada is the best. 
Come on by--You 'll see why Nevada is he best. 
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2nd 
3rd 
1st 
1st 
2nd 
High School 
Western High School 
Chaparral High School 
Kansas City East HS 
Rancho High School 
Valley High School 
Clark High School 
Valley High School 
Basic High School 
Chaparral High School 
Bonanza High School 
Chaparral High School 
Bonanza High School 
Bonanza High School 
Valley High School 
Valley High School 
JACKETS 
PRO JERSEYS 
T·SHIRTS 
CAPS 
PENNANTS 
BUTTONS, 
MUGS ETC. 
SUPER BOWL 
ITEMS 
JACKETS 
JACKETS 
T·SHIRTS 
CAPS 
JERSEYS 
BATTING TOPS 
PRO CAPS 
CUSTOM PRO 
STYLE 
OR 
._ _____ ,REGULAR UNIFORMS 
• .. AI>Qflo .l.\ oo()(. .. fYttAGUI 
COLLECTIBLES JERSEYS 
CAPS WORLD SERIES 
PRODUCTS JACKETS 
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••••• 
STIRRUPS PANTS 
COACHES SHORTS, 
SOCKS 
OFFICIAL LAS VEGAS 
STARS PRODUCTS 
T·SHIRTS 
CAPS 
SWEATERS 
GOLF SHIRTS 
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Alias II 
Smith 
&_.Jones 
A CMLIZED EATING AND DRINKING ESTABLISHMEN~ 
eva a 00 RICHARD ROBINSON 
Center 
6_9/206 Freshman 
1 Grana a ' d H.llls CA • Kennedy High Schoo 
AVIS, A COMPANY 
THAT TRIES HARDER, 
IS PROUD TO 
SUPPORTMAis~ THAT EASY. 
G. . of o~sti"llY is ouc tcademack. In a M~ f 
hrase, we try harder.. winning teams are ma?e o. 
P It's this code of e~hJcs tha~ebels anything you dont know. 
But we're not telling you b t is our low weekend rates 
What you may not know A~i~~omething of a rebe~ of 
(So low, in fact, th~y make for the asking at a~y of flv~ con-
rent-a-cars_.) The;.:re ~ot~s Las Vegas Inte~natlonal ~(!~rt, 
venient Avis locatJOnFs. f Las Vegas Hilton and Caesars Palace, the ron Jer, 
Grand Hotels. (702) 739_5595, or toll free from Or call us locally at f- tate at (800) 331-12~2. 
Southern Cali forma and out.-o ~arder makes it easier on you. It's just one more way trymg 
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~- SfCOIID TO IIOIIf.• EJ TRYING HARDER MAKES AVIS "" "' lr•u""'( ~\\ • "" 
SIDELINED? 
Get your car back 
in the game! 
1t'£:CAR DOCIDR 732-«)112 
ESTABLISHED 1974 
SPECIALIZING IN HOME 
MADE IT ALlAN FOOD 
STEAKS & SEAFOOD 
COCKTAILS 
OPEN7DAYS 
DINNER 
4:30 TO 10:30 
!. I " ' L--~' •:::::•"•:.:::.••--t.-
KAAEN ~ 
~ ~~ 
: ~ 
E DE EAT INN l:i 
Rl732-1817lr= 
2797 S. MARYLAND PKWY 
(LOCATED IN THE SUNRISE CITY SHOPPING CENTER) 
JUST 5 MINUTES FROM STRIP HOTELS. 
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maybe 
you need 
more 
than 
practice? 
2300 E. TROPICANA AVE . 6850 W. SPRING MTN. RD 
(at EASTERN) (at RAINBOW) 
1150 E. DESERT INN RD. 4420 E. BONANZA RD 
(at MARYLAND PKWY.) (at LAMB) 
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SPANISH OAKS, FLAMINGO & BOULDER 
35SO W•at 8ahar• An HJO E Fl1m1ngo Rd 
NORTH LAS VEGAS, CHARLESTON PLAZA, 
2011 E. Lake M .. d Bl•d 1100 E. Charleeton Blvd 
BONANZA & RANCHO, HENDERSON STORE, 
100 Rancho Dr l.,. 15• Norttl Boulder Hwr 
LV EXPRESSWAY 1: JONES, 
281 Jllllortt'l Jon" 
munity 
rtment com rtY companY· 
, newest apa Lncoln prope 
Las \jegas naged bY ' 
ldlflotVer bUilt and ma ·1der • o ne 8U' Wt 'Anllrtrnents LPC America's Number te ""'age 
nJJ""' R\'lerga 
. ·de s uare rt«~ents clty'N' . paradise q t Gardens 00 apa 11 ' dOWS . Wa\nU over 25 nta\n Sha n Tra,\s 
ce tJ\OU e Wa90 
"·ew Terra bb\e "\\\a9 Grand ' sandPe 
* COLLEGE TUITION 
ASSISTANCE 
* GUARANTEED STUDENT 
LOAN REPAYMENT 
*ADDITIONAL PART-TIME 
,) INCOME 
CALL YOUR LOCAL LAS VEGAS 
ARMY GUARD REPRESENTATIVE AT: 
30 LEON SYMANSKI 
385-0303 Forward 6-7/210 Junior 
Orange, CA • Syosset High School 
••• and we'll tell you about a special offer! 
Bring in your Rebel's ticket stub and Tony Roma's will give you a FREE loaf 
of our famous onion rings with lunch or dinner. (Limit one per party). 
Offer Good Only Ar Tht> Tony Roma's On Sahara Thru The Basketball Season. 
Not Va lid In Conjunction With Any O ther Offer. 
ToNY 
• A PLACE FOR RIBS • 
'------------ S M 
620 E. Sahara Ave. • 733-9914 
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SCORECARD 
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JERRY'S NUGGET 
SAlUTES 
THE REBELS 
After the Game, or anytime, the all new 
Jerry's Nugget is the perfect place to meet 
with friends. We have all the action Las 
Vegas is famous for, including Bingo. Come 
in and be a part of it all, and remember our 
Race and Sports Book; It's just the right size 
to cheer on your favorite team. After the ac-
tion, relax and enjoy one of our delicious 
meals ... you'lllove our prices too. By yourself 
or with a group, you'll enjoy yourself at the 
all new Jerry's Nugget And remember, 
parking is never a problem in our 
1,200 space lot. 
1821 Las Vegas Blvd. North/North Las Vegas, NV 89030/399-3000 
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UNLV SCHOLARSHIP DONORS 
We gratefully appreciate the 
moral and financial support pro-
vided by the Alumni and friends 
of UNLV who are identified as 
UNLV Scholarship Donors. Only 
with their continued help can 
UNLV's varsity athletic teams 
maintain national prominence. 
Thank you , UNLV Scholarship 
Donors! 
This list was compiled as of 
November 30, 1984. 
APOLOGIA-Every attempt was 
made to ensure accuracy in this 
listings. However, it is possible for 
errors to occur and we wish to 
apologize for any inconvenience they 
may cause. 
Jerry Abney; J. Dave Ackerman ; Frank & 
Wendy Adams; Virgin ia Adams; Robert & 
Barbara Agonia; Airl ines Travel & Tours-Betty & 
Dick Case; Antonio & Maria Alamo; Wayne & 
Ann Alexander; Algiers Hotel-Jack Walsh ; All 
American Van & Storage-Marge Baley; All State 
Rent-A-Car-Dave Willden ; All State Tours-Bob 
Adams; Alvin & David Allen ; Dr. Richard L. Allen ; 
Jerry Allred ; Wade Allred ; Oscar Alterwitz; 
American Printing-Jim Kizzire; American-Nevada 
Corp.-Mark Fine. 
Dr. Stanley Ames; Bob Amira; Anderson Dairy-
Glen & David Coon ; Carole Anderson ; Dale 
Anderson ; Greg & linda Anderson ; Jack K. 
Anderson; Myrwin H. & Dawn Anderson ; 
Nancylee Anderson & Gail Kelly ; Ray F. 
Anderson; Robert P Anderson ; Steven K. 
Anderson ; Tom & Martha Anderson ; Don 
Andress; Dorothy Andriola; James C. Andrus & 
Co.; Allen & Eileen Anes; Aniello Insurance 
Agency-Aifio Aniello ; Larry Apple; Mr. & Mrs. 
Rene Arceneaux; Dr. Thomas Armour; John E. 
Armstrong ; Dr. Alan J. Arnold ; Art ist ic 
Embro idery ; Michael Ashe, Inc.; Renny 
Ashleman ; Ashley's Boat Shop-Vern & Jean 
Ash ley; Terry Atwood ; James Avance; Ellen 
Ayoub; Aztec Bearing and Supply. 
Klaus G. Bachenheimer; L. Gene Backus; 
Sandy & Shea Backus; Dr. Donald & Mary 
Baepler; Gil & Donna Baker; Les Baker; Robert 
& Kareen Balch ; Pattie Baldwin ; Stan & Patricia 
Baldwin; Dr. Robert W. Balin ; Dennis W. & Jeri 
Ballew; Bally Distributing of Nevada-Ray Brown; 
Mr. & Mrs. Rowland Bandy; Bruce E. Banke; 
Barbary Coast Hotel-Michael Gaughan ; Donald 
& An nette Barclay; Dr. James Barger. 
Barker, Gillock & Perry; DiWiatt & Joyce 
Barker; William S. & Joan Barker; Arvid & Neva 
Barn hart; Robert Bartoli ; Dennis & Jeanne 
Barton; Percy Basch ; Dennis G. & Marcia 
Bassett ; Keith Bassett ; Wid & Barbara Bastian ; 
Russ Bates; Dick Baughman; Joseph & Kristine 
Bauman; Dr. Dennis Bealick; Del B. & Dell Bean; 
Larry & Shirley Beasley; Thomas Beatty; Ernest 
A. Becker, Jr.; Becker Realty Corp.; Bruce 
Becker; Ernie Becker; Pete J. & Angela Becker; 
Beckley Singleton Delanoy & Jemison; W. Bruce 
Beckley; Pat & Liz Beckwith ; Dr. R. & Mrs. Esther 
Bedotto, Jr. 
Chris Beecroft; Richard & Cindy Belding ; Lloyd 
Bell ; Tom Bell ; Neil Beller; Jimmy & Barbara Belt; 
Bemel Corp.-Ben Sartori ; J .C.S. Bench 
Advertising-Chuck Robison ; Floyd Benedict; Mr. 
& Mrs. Sherman Bennett; Lloyd Benson; Mike 
& Dianne Bergemeyer; Al icia & Monet Berger; 
Ralph & Brenda Berger; William P. Berliner; 
Lucky Bessent; Arden E. Bicker; Herb & 
Margaret Biddulph ; Jack Biegger; Robert & 
Diane Bigelow; Sen . James H. Bilbray; Jack 
Binion. 
Dr. Brent B. Sirkin; Will iam & Janis Bischoff; 
Fred Black; Bill Blackard ; Robert Blair; Joel L. 
Blaisdell ; Joseph & Bonnie Blasco, Jr.; Joseph 
& Mary Blasco, Sr. ; James & Pamela Blasco; 
Nadine J. Bleeker; David Bliss; Brian L. & Loretta 
Block; Gill Blonsley; Robert J. Blum; Jerry Blut ; 
Blystone Equipment Co. ; Randy & Barbara 
Boesch; George Boman; Bonanza Beverage Co.; 
Wendell & Laneal Bond; Jeffrey & Donna Boone; 
Ed & Catherine Borla-Paul Bartolo; Leo F. Borns; 
Bill Borona, Jr.; Don Borsack ; Robert & Ruth 
Bostic. 
Lori Bouchard ; Tommy Boudreau; Boulevard 
Trophy-Ed Luboff; William & Elizabeth Bowers; 
Richard & Gloria Bowler; Dr. Sidney Boyers; 
Charles & Nancy Boyle; Gary Boyter; James V. 
Bradham; Gary & Nancy Bradley; Ira Bradshaw; 
Leo F. & Emelia Brady; William L. & Barbara 
Brady; Brandom Construction Co.-Joe Brandom; 
Bruce Breger. 
D. Roger & Elizabeth M. Bremner; Gary 
Brennan; Bill Brenske; Robert F. Brew; John 
Brewer; Wilbur L. & lona Brewer; Bob & Alyce 
Briggs; Michael Brinkmann; Robert Brinton; Bob 
& Sue Broadbent; Bob Brooker; George C. 
Brookman ; Brooks Electric Co.-Bob Brooks; Dr. 
Dwite Brooks; Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Brooks; 
Thomas P Brooks; Brown Insurance Agency; 
Brown-Wells-Seller and Kravitz; Sharon & Jay 
Brown; Mahlon Brown; Ralph Brown; Seymore 
& Fran Brown; Sid Brown; Wayne J. Brown; Gary 
J. & Rebecca Browner; Carl Brunson; Vincent 
& Betty Bruttomesso Sr.; Paul Bryan; Ted Buban; 
James L. Buchanan; Pam & John Buchanan; 
Charles W. Buck. 
Val Buhecker; Don Bumgarner; Nell ie Bunch; 
Keith & Jeanene Bunker; Richard & Carole 
Bunker; Julian Burnett ; Jeff Burr; Joseph & 
Sharon Burt; Robert & Della Bush . 
C&H Investment; J. Forest Cahlan; Cal Neva 
Produce-Jerry Ushijima; Cal Neva Produce-Ken 
Ushijima; Patrick & Carol Caldwell ; Dr. Rheen 
Call ; Ken Callahan ; Pamela K. Callahan ; David 
Calmelot; Domingo Cambeiro; Dr. Kirk V. 
Cammack; John K. & Mary L. Campbell ; Ronald 
E. Campbell ; Sylvia Campbell ; Vaughan Cannon 
Jr.; Jerry Cansdale. 
Ross Capawana; Capri Mobile Park; Dr. 
Leonard Carpi; Dr. William Carpi ; Cash-Sullivan 
& Cross lns.-Bruce Layne; Robert A. Cashell ; 
Cashman Cad illac-James Cashman Jr.; Jack 
Cason; Pete Cason; Gil & Juareen Castillo; 
Wayne Castleberry; Dr. Ceylon T. Caszatt; 
Charles Catt; Cattlemens Steak House-Pam 
Jochim ; Cavalier Restaurant; Mary Cavanaugh; 
Dr. Will iam Cavin ; Century 21 Gordon Realty-
Mike Gordon ; Chaisson Motor Cars ; Jim 
Chaisson ; Allin Chandler; Bruce Chapman; Dr. 
& Mrs. Joseph Chenin ; Dr. & Mrs. Stephen 
Chenin ; Bernie Chippoletti ; Frank & Mary 
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Chmura; Carl & Ellen Christensen; Don J. & Zona 
Christensen; Dr. David Christensen ; Dr. Don L. 
Christensen; Dr. Paul Christensen; Lonnie 
Christensen; M.J. & Hazel Christensen ; Paul J. 
Christensen; Vern Christensen . 
Doorn & Jeann Christian ; Warren D. Church ; 
Dan & Suzanne Churchfield ; Churchill Downs 
Race Book; George & Melba Cichoski ; Cinema 
Services/Las Vegas, Inc.-Jim Brennan ; Claires 
Flowers-Joyce Swessel ; Barbara C. Clark; Cloyce 
& Barbara Clark; Stephen H. Clark; Dr. Robert 
Clark; Patrick & Diane Clary; Forrest & Ruby 
Clawson; Jerilyn Clayton ; John & Joan Clements; 
Bob Cline; Jeffrey Clontz; Jack Close; Mel Close; 
Clover Underwriters-Harry Brandise; Thomas H. 
Cochrane ; Robert Coffin ; Burton Cohen ; Steven 
B. Cohen; Gerald & Roselyn Cohn; James J. 
Colbert, Jr.; Jerry D. & Lorraine Cole; Douglas 
& Naomi Coleman ; Larry E. & Chloe V. Coles. 
Collins Brothers Corp.-Martin & Allen Collins; 
Lamon Coll ins; Color Spec. of Nevada-Dan 
Roscoe; David C. Combs; Don Combs; Conant 
& Company-Rodney Conant; Cliff Conk; Phillip 
Conk; Terry Conk; Frank & Karen Consiglio; Mike 
Conway; Nelson Conway; Jack & Betty Coogan; 
James & Patricia A. Cook; William H. Cook; 
Cooke-Kerzetski Const. Co.-Chuck Kerzetski ; 
Coors of Las Vegas; Mr. & Mrs. Douglas 
Copeland ; Richard & Marie Corn ; Dr. Mark 
Corrigan ; Mike & Nancy Corrigan ; Jack A. 
Cos key. 
Mike & Ruth A. Costello; Rick Costello; James 
Cotham; D. D. Cotton ; Marc Covert; Chet & Karla 
Cox ; David Cox; Dr. Grant & Georgia Cox ; Orlo 
Cox; Cragin and Pike Insurance-Frank Kerestesi ; 
Dr. John Crear; Creative Signs; Allan Creel 
Printing Co.; J.R. Davy Crockett; Marlow & Carol 
Cropper; Doug & Bonnie Crosby; Dr. Clarence 
F. Crossley; Dr. David Crossley; Jerry Crowe; Dr. 
Michael Crutchfield ; Edd E. & Coe Ann Curry; 
Berkley H. Curtis; John & Maria Curtis; Bernard 
& Mary Ann Cusimano; Richard Cutbirth ; Cutler 
Insurance Agency-Wendell Cutler; Cuzzens, Inc.; 
D & G Oil Company Inc.; D B World-Donovan 
Burke; Robert & Carol Dachelet. 
Moe Dalitz; Charles M. Dam us; Sam Dandrea; 
Chuck R. & Lois Darling ; Robert F. Darling; Bert 
Darmand Jr.-Bobby Nichols Travel ; Dick Darnold ; 
Jack & Helen Daseler; Frank Davenport; Mrs. 
Louise Davey; Dr. & Mrs. Joel Davidson; Michael 
D. Davidson; Davis Concrete Const.-Neil B. 
Davis; Dick Davis; Pam Davis ; Larry & Barbara 
Dawson ; Dr. Jim & Mary Deacon ; Dean Roofing 
Co., Inc.-Jerry Dean; Charles Deaner; Joey Dee; 
Richard Deheras ; Drake Delanoy; Deloitte 
Haskins-Sells; Delta Electric Co.-Glen Hickey; 
Deluca Liquor & Wine-Joe Slaton; Wilford E. & 
Polly Deming; Teresa Denning ; David H. & 
Arlene Dennis ; Jack Dennis ; Desert 
Construction , Inc.-John & Tom Harmon ; Desert 
Decor; Desert GMC Inc.; Desert Springs 
Hospital-Dee Garlington; George & Pat Deverell ; 
Fred & Karen Diamond; Jeffery W. Dick; 
Dickerson-M iles-Pica-Mitchell Properties ; Dr. 
William Dickerson . 
George Dickerson ; Robert P. Dickerson ; Cal 
& Sandra Diegel ; Mike Diehl ; Dr. John DiFiore ; 
Dino Realty-Paul Dino; Chuck Dirocco; Disposal 
Investments; Kenneth Dixon; Betty K. Dokter; Dr. 
Mark A. Dolginoff-Paradise Pet Clinic; Dr. Donald 
Dombrowski ; Mary G. Dombrowski ; Richard 
Donaldson; Dons Roofing Service-Don & Shirley 
Gonsalves; Jack M. Doty; Steve Douglas; Dr. 
Robert & Marna Dreier; Lt . Gen. Walter Druen , 
(Continued on page 74) 
the 
If you've been looking for the beef. you just found it in Carl's 
new 1/3 Pound Western Bacon Cheeseburger. 
The first thing you'll notice is a bigger beef patty- 30% 
bigger than what you've had to settle for at Wendy's . Burger 
King. McDonald's and jack-in-the-Box. It's thicker, the way 
you'd make it yourself. 
Naturally, Carl's wouldn't think of frying anything this 
good. Instead it's charbroiled to sear in the juices and full 
beef flavor. 
But the 1/ 3 Pound Western Bacon Cheeseburger doesn't 
stop with the addition of cheese and two whole strips of 
bacon. Crisp onion rings and hickory barbecue sauce make 
it absolutely one-of-a-kind . 
Try one. It isn t like any other hamburger you 've ever tasted . 
Because it's a burger the way a burger ought to be. 
in 
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BARNSON FIELD UNDERGOES CHANGES 
When the 1985 UNLV baseball season 
begins in February, it will mark the 
thirteenth season of home play at Roger 
Barnson Field. The Rebels "home" field 
has gone through many changes on the 
corner of Swenson and Flamingo and a lot 
of the credit goes to Head Coach Fred 
Dallimore, entering his twelfth season as 
skipper of the Rebels. 
"Basically the first year the field was built 
(1973), there was more dirt than grass," said 
Dallimore. The official stadium dedication 
game was held in April , 1973, when the 
USC Trojans defeated the Rebels 9-2, in 
front of nearly 1,500 fans. 
"The first thing we did was raise the 
elevation of the field and install sprinkler 
heads," said Dallimore. "Operations and 
Maintenance (O&M) of UNLV deserves a lot 
of credit for the development of the baseball 
field. They raised the infield nine inches 
and added drains in the dugouts. 0 & M, 
with the help of Charles Moody (Director) , 
revamped the sprinkler system and improv-
ed the irrigation," Dallimore added. 
The next step was to reseed the entire 
playing surface. The outfield surface and 
foul territories today are planted with Alta 
Fescue and are overseeded yearly with nor-
mal Perennial Rye. 
"My first year as head coach in 1974, we 
had one protective screen," Dallimore said. 
"We now have six to eight quality protec-
tive screens and a $2,500 hitting tunnel in 
the right field area. 
"We lacked the machinery back in 1973 
to maintain the infield dirt and grass. Today, 
with the help of the UNLV Baseball Dugout 
Club, we have three mobile tractors to serve 
this function . 
"Through the efforts of Mike Stowers, 
director of UNLV Audio Visual , we installed 
a public address system and supplied elec-
tricity in all the cages for batting machines," 
said Dallimore. 
Night baseball came to Barnson Field 
when lights were installed in June, 1982. 
The lights consist of eight standards, with 
a total of 144 fixtures, with 1500 watt metal 
halide. The total cost of the lights was 
$180,000 and they were installed by Strat-
ton Electric of Las Vegas. " Barnson Field 
has first class lights and are among the 
fi nest around colleges and even minor 
league parks in the country," said 
Dallimore. " Night baseball allowed us the 
possibility of increasing our attendance and 
generate more revenue." 
"Our next step was to remove the huge 
poles supporting the backstop," Dallimore 
continued. As people know who have at-
tended UNLV baseball games in the past, 
a fan's viewpoint would be obstructed a 
great deal by the poles. 
In March of 1983, Young Electric Sign 
Company, in conjunction with Dave Mead, 
donated the materials to remove the eleven 
inch pillars and replaced them with four 
inch square stock poles. 
By Jim Gemma 
Asst. Sports Information Director 
Hustlin' Rebel Coach Fred Dallimore and the 
pride of the Rebels, Roger Barnson Field, 
blanketed with a new sod surface. In the 
background , the new scoreboard and 
message center. 
Last summer, Dallimore and his staff 
replaced the infield grass with Santa Ana 
Hybrid. " It took us two weeks to prepare the 
underlying dirt and five hours to lay the sod 
down," said Dallimore. "We picked the sod 
from Nevada Turf growers and now our in-
field is one of the finest in the country." 
The infield dirt has also been replaced 
with crushed brick added with a powder 
stabilizer from Phoenix, Arizona. "Our in-
field is flatter, it plays much better and is 
more durable. From far away the grass 
looks like astra turf," Dallimore said. 
The biggest addition of Barnson Field , 
however, arrived a few weeks ago. A 
$155,000 scoreboard has been installed 
beyond the left field fence. The scoreboard 
is a dream come true for Dallimore, who 
has worked on the project for nearly two 
years. Dallimore helped negotiate a lease-
purchase arrangement with Young Electric 
Sign Company. 
"The one item I would like to stress is that 
the scoreboard will not take anything away 
from the educational dollars that the state 
provides for the university," Dallimore said . 
" I am delighted with the addition of the 
scoreboard to the baseball facility," Athletic 
Director Dr. Brad Rothermel added. "The 
advertisers (primarily Coors and First In-
terstate Bank) continue to show their 
outstanding support for Rebel baseball. 
With the addition of the scoreboard and the 
new playing surface, Barnson Field ranks 
as one of the best facilities in all of college 
baseball." 
The scoreboard stands 36-feet high with 
" message grams" on both sides of the 
board. The advertising generated from the 
scoreboard could bring up to $13,000 a 
month in revenue to the baseball and soc-
cer orograrns. 
The scoreboard will run a variety of 
messages including: public service an-
nouncements, university activities, and for 
. five minutes an hour, it will run messages 
pertaining to advertising. The scoreboard 
will run from dawn to midnight daily. 
" Including the layout, design, and size, 
with the unlimited computer capabilities, it 
ranks as one of the top scoreboards for 
amateur baseball in the country," said 
Dallimore. 
The scoreboard will display computer 
graphics on the "message gram" with 
game statistics and the score through ten 
innings. 
Even with the vast recent improvements, 
future plans for Roger Barnson Field in-
clude still many more additions: 
-Expanded pressbox, men's-women's 
restrooms, permanent concession stands. 
-Permanent seating of 4,219 seats, in-
cluding individual boxes. 
-Fieldhouse, including locker rooms for 
soccer and baseball and coaches' offices. 
-Paved parking for soccer and baseball 
facil ities off Swenson Avenue. 
-Batters eye in center field , green 
backdrop, creating a better hitting 
background , 30 feet high and 80 feet wide. 
-Relocation of the flagpole from center-
field to right center field . 
Scheduled completion of these various 
items is expected within three years accor-
ding to Dall imore. "The reason why I am 
pushing so hard for all of this is because 
of the name this field bears," said 
Dallimore. 
The ball park was renamed Roger Barn-
son Field in March of 1980. Roger Barnson, 
UNLV assistant athletic director, was killed 
in an automobile accident on March 14, 
1980. 
"Roger was a first class citizen of Nevada 
and a great friend," said Dallimore. "He had 
an impact on many lives and was a great 
supporter of UNLV baseball." "This facili-
ty should bear first class qual ities because 
Roger was a first class human being." 
AUTHOR 'S NOTE 
I have worked with Coach Dall imore 
and the Rebel baseball team for six 
years and it is incredible how much time 
and effort is put into the upkeep of the 
entire facility in general. I only wish that 
Roger Barnson could drive by on Swen-
son Avenue and see his name up in 
lights on the new scoreboard in left field. 
COMMERCIAL 
LEASING 
GROUP 
haendellk . t 
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RETAIL LEASING 
COMMERCIAL LEASING 
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REAL ESTATE BROKERS 
2373 'A' RENAISSANCE DRIVE 
RENAISSANCE OFFICE PARK 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89109 
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SCHOLARSHIP DONORS rcontinued trom page n) 
Jr. ; Roger & Nancy Drumm ; Larry DuBoef; Pete 
& Robin Ducharme; R. Scott & Kathleen Dugan; 
Duke & Company-Raymond Sigesmund; Don & 
Patricia L. Dunn ; Durable Homes, Inc.-Dan 
Byron; Jerry Dye; E C R Inc.; Mel & Luba Eads. 
Dr. J. Lawrence Earl ; Kelly & Ann Edwards; 
Mike & Carolyne Edwards; Mrs. Bunny Edwards; 
Kevin Efroymson ; Dee R. Egbert; Sam & Joan 
Egdorf; Larry & Janice Eichler; El Cortez Hotel-
Jackie Gaughan; Elbow Room ; Elks Helldorado-
Mario Drago; Ellenburg Company; Dr. John 
Ellerton ; Dr. William L. Ellingson ; Robert P. Ellis; 
Chuck Eisner; EMC, Inc.-Herman Eminger; 
Karen E. Emigh; Jerry & Sharlene Engel ; Charles 
C. Englert ; Walt Epprecht Leasing ; Dr. Franco 
Erculei ; Fred Erickson Insurance; Don & Sherri 
Erickson; William R. Ernst; Blake Esauk; Dr. Chet 
Eskey; Jeffrey L. Eskin; Bernard & Ramona 
Eubank; Richard & Linda Eurich ; Gene & Vanda 
Eversole; Martin & Judy Exber; John P. Fadgen; 
Bill Fain ; Don Fair; Familian Pipe Supply Co. ; 
Farinola Medical Corp.-Or. Gerard V. Farinola; 
John G. Farrell ; James P Faso; Dr. Leonard 
Faustina. 
Dick & Linda Favero; Richard Fehler; Dr. 
Harold L. Feikes ; Feinn Tire Co. ; Bernard & 
Elaine Feldman; Ferdinands; Frank J. Fertitta Ill ; 
Frank Fertitta; Don J. Ficklin ; Enessy Ficklin ; 
Royce Ficklin ; Pius & Helen Fidel ibus; Fidelity 
Realty Co.-Daniel Byron ; Bob Fielden ; Ed Fike ; 
Financial Planning; Pete Findlay Oldsmobile ; 
Cl iff Findlay; Mark Fine; Dr. Joseph Fink; Fred 
Fink . 
Harold & Lillian Finkel ; First American Tille-
Vince Figgins; First Financial Guarantee; First 
Interstate Bank-Dave Vlaming ; First Nevada 
Realty-Bill Conaty; First Western Savings-Gen . 
R.G . Taylor; Herb & Geraldine Fischer; Herald 
& Dorothy Fisher; Dennis Fitzgerald ; Flamingo 
Hilton Hotel ; Flamingo Pecos; Mr. & Mrs. H.J. 
Fleig; Dr. Steve Fleming ; Leon & Brenda 
Flinders; Ben Flippin ; Dr. George Flushman; 
Ronald D. Fogler; Joe Foley; Frank Fonda; Wing 
& Lilly Fang; D.B. Ford Insurance Adjusters; 
Tommy & Janette Ford ; Rick Fore ; Liz 
Foremaster; Harold P. & Linda Foster; Robert & 
Betty Foster. 
Abe & Evelyne Fox; Kenneth G. Fox; Ed Frank; 
Patty Franks; Brock Fraser; Richard & Marilyn 
Frassato; Bob & Lois Freeman ; Dr. Joseph A. 
Freer ; Jeannette Friday; Stuart & Jean 
Friedlander; Bill Friedman; Friendly Ford ; Harry 
G. & Beverly Fritz; Jerry & Dixie Fullerton ; Keith 
& Marvis Fulton ; Stan Fulton ; John J. & Dorothy 
Fusch ; G & M Plastering-Elizabeth Bearden; 
Morton R. Galane; Keith E. Galliher-Mark G. 
Tratos; James & Jackie Gallo; Herb Galloway; 
Roy & Nancy Galyean; Bruce W. Gamet!; James 
Gamet!; Mark D. Gamet!; Mark W. Gamet! ; AI 
Garbian . 
Richard & Becky Garman ; AI Garraway; Alan 
D. Garth ; Phil Garth ; Vince Garth , Sr.; Vince 
Garth Jr.; Gene Garvin ; Jerry Garvin ; Garys 
Discount Liquors-Gary Adler ; AI & Nancy Gasho; 
Kathleen Gaston; Robert Gaston; Gaudin Ford-
Don or Gary Ackerman ; C.J. Duke Gavin ; Dr. 
Roger & Nancy Gehring-Don Miller; General 
Concrete-Dick Stewart ; Genes Distributing lnc.-
Gaylan Davies; Jim Gerke; Gerringer Carpet 
Service, Inc.; Louie Geyer; Dr. N . Ghahreman; 
Fred D. Gibson; Gail & Janet Gibson; Gigar Sales 
Agency-Jack Gigar; Dr. Armand Gilbo; Jack M. 
& Mary Gilday; Douglas E. & Joann Gilkey; 
Bernie Gilman; Larry Gilmore; Howard & Shirley 
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Gipson ; Dr. Irwin Glassman; Ken Glicken ; 
William & Mary Glickfield ; Dr. Marv & Marilyn 
Glovinsky; Freddie Gluzman ; Sharon Glynn ; Bill 
Godown; A. Goff; Dottie Gottstein ; Golden Gate 
Hotel & Casino-ltalo Ghelfi ; Golden Goose 
Casino-Herb Pastor; Golden Nugget-Steve 
Wynn ; Golden Steer-Joe Kludjian ; Dan Goldfarb; 
Dr. Robert & Nancy Goldman; David Goldwater 
Ltd .; Golem Insurance Agency; Frank Gonzales. 
Galen & Margeret Good ; Harry & Margaret 
Goodheart; Barry Goodman; Don & Gloria 
Goodman ; Dr. Jordan Goodman; Oscar B. 
Goodman ; Richard & Martha Goodman; Evelyn 
Goat; David & Mimi Gordon ; Dr. & Mrs. William 
F. Gordon; Marc Gordon; Steve Gordon; Eugene 
Gorlick; Jeanne Gorlick; Manuel & Pauline 
Gorman; Dr. Robert Goudge; Dwight Gould ; Mike 
& Marilyn Grabowski ; Grace Corp.-Bill Morris; 
Andrew J. & Laura Graf; Ken & Yvonne Gragson; 
Edward L. & Marlene Grant ; Madison B. Graves; 
Grayline Tours of Nevada-Barry Perea; Conway 
Grayson ; Steven & Kim Greco; A. Kent & Jan 
Greene; Gardner Greenman ; David & Belle 
Greenspun; Hank Greenspun; Judge Toy R. 
Gregory. 
Greyhound Exposition Service-0.1. Jamison; 
Greystone Travel-Herb Kaufman ; Dr. Darwyn 
G rierson ; Dr. Duane Grierson ; Griffin 
Investigations-Bob Griffin ; Marvin & Sylvia Gross; 
Robert Grossan ; Dr. Frank L. Gruber; David 
Gubler; Dr. K.N. Gubler; Joseph & Corinne 
Guercio; Charles Gullo; Jeffrey & Kathy Gussow; 
Bernie Gutierrez; Michael Gutkneght; H & GG 
Properties; Larry Haas; Hacienda Resorts, Inc.-
Paul Lowden ; Dr. M.C. Hack; Gregory T. Hafen; 
Gordon Hafenrichter; Jim Hagen; Mike P. & 
(Continued on page 77) 
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ALL-TIME REBEL SCORING LEADERS 
PLA YER·SEASONS G fGM fTM·fTA 
Eddie Owens, 1973-77 118 913 395-498 
Sidney Green , 1979-83 119 823 423-585 
Silas Stepp, 1962-66 106 724 495-696 
Larry Anderson , 1979-83 120 821 156-212 
Bob Florence, 1971-74 77 621 432-488 
Elburt Miller, 1966-69 57 553 551-718 
Glen Gondrezick, 1973-77 115 533 245-337 
Lewis Brown , 1973-77 113 573 143-218 
Jackie Robinson , 1973-77 110 514 230-351 
Tony Smith , 1976-79 86 525 154-195 
Booker Washington, 1969-72 68 511 168-232 
Reggie Theus, 1976-78 91 427 323-399 
Bernie Fumagalli , 1958-61 61 447 228-337 
Michael Burns, 1978-82 95 394 334-489 
Richard Box , 1978-82 118 413 154-241 
Curtis Watson, 1967-69 57 377 209-279 
Robert Smith , 1974-77 92 369 216-246 
Michael Johnson , 1979-82 88 371 212-308 
Sam Smith , 1975-77 60 405 133-180 
Jim Baker, 1972-74 51 404 133-199 
Bruce Chapman . 1968-70 54 379 182-253 
Earl Evans, 1977-79 55 378 174-246 
Don ~ons , 1967-69 57 379 150-264 Odis llison , 1969-71 48 278 301-485 
Ricky Sobers, 1973-75 54 349 157-194 
Jim Jansen , 1958-61 63 299 239-365 
Jerry Chandler, 1966-68 57 295 244-315 
Tom Watkins , 1968-70 50 370 88-127 
Cliff Findlay, 1967-70 80 324 164-280 
Jerry Dick, 1962-65 77 293 180-257 
Gary Tapper, 1962-64 51 284 158-264 
Richie Adams, 1981-82, 1983-84 64 276 111-164 
Robert Riley, 1968-71 79 248 159-268 
Jeff Collins, 1982-84 58 278 92-158 
Eric Booker, 1982-84 66 248 121 -171 
Bob Moon , 1963-65 49 207 212-417 
John Trapp, 1967 29 253 104-187 
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GOOD LUCK REBELS 
4 1 No . Mojave Road • Las Vegas . Nevada 89101 
Telephone 702/ 382-1100 
PTS 
2221 
2073 
1943 
1818 
1674 
1657 
1311 
1289 
1258 
1204 
1190 
1177 
1122 
1122 
980 
963 
954 
954 
943 
941 
940 
930 
908 
857 
855 
837 
834 
828 
812 
766 
726 
663 
655 
648 
628 
626 
610 
75 
AVE 
18.8 
17.4 
18.3 
15.2 
21 .7 
29.1 
11.4 
11.4 
11.4 
14.0 
17.5 
12.9 
18.4 
11 .8 
8.3 
16.9 
10.4 
10.8 
15.7 
18.5 
17.4 
16.9 
15.9 
17.9 
15.9 
13.3 
14.6 
16.6 
10.2 
9.9 
14.2 
10.4 
8.3 
11 .2 
9.5 
12.8 
21 .0 
UN LV's all-time lead ing scorer Eddie Owens. 
HEY KIDS! 
Be a special member 
of our new 
Rebel team! 
Burger King © and Pepsi Cola © 
present 
The UNLV JUNIOR REBELS 
Thomas and Mack Center Records 
PLAYER 
Adrian Dantley 
Rickey Green 
Adrian Dantley 
Adr ian Dantley 
Rochelle Oliver 
PLAYER 
Jack Sikma 
Mark Eaton 
Donya Monroe 
James Donaldson 
Tara Garlepp 
Richie Adams 
MOST POINTS 
46, Jazz vs Houston, 1-4-84 
45. Jazz vs Denver, 4-10-84 
40, Jazz vs San Diego, 2-7-84 
39, Jazz vs Portland , 3-13-84 
38, UNLV Lady Rebels vs California Sun , 11-21-83 
MOST REBOUNDS 
18, Seattle vs Jazz, 1-31-84 
18. Jazz vs San Diego. 2-7-84 
17, UNLV Lady Rebels vs UC-Irvine, 2-3-84 
16, San Diego vs Jazz, 2-7-84 
15. UNLV Lady Rebels vs California . 11-26-83 
15. UNLV Runn1n ' Rebels vs UC-Irvine. 1-9-84 
INDIVIDUAL HIGHS 
Field Goals Made - 16, Adrian Dantley vs San Diego, 2-7-84 ; 
Rickey Green vs Denver. 4-10-84 
Field Goals Attempted - 28, Mike Mitchell , San Antonio vs Jazz, 12-9-83 
Field Goal Percentage- .789 (15-19), Rochelle Oliver, 
UNLV Lady Rebels vs Cal Sun , 11-1-83 
Free Throws Made - 28, Adrian Dantley vs Houston , 1-4-84 
Free Throws Attempted - 29, Adrian Dantley vs Houston , 1-4-84 
Free Throw Percentage- .965, Adrian Dantley vs Houston , 1-4-84 
Assists - 18, Danny Tarkanian , UNLV Runn in' Rebels vs West Virginia, 
12-1 0-83 
Blocked Shots - 6, Mark Eaton , Jazz vs San Diego, 2-7-84 
Steals - 7, Danny Tarkanian , UNLV vs New Mexico State, 1-7-84 
7, Rochelle Oliver, UNLV vs UC-Santa Barbara, 11-30-83 
Turnovers - 10, Danene Sherwood (New Mexico) vs 
UNLV Lady Rebels, 1-5-84 
TOP 5 SCORES (COMBINED) 
1 - (255) - Utah Jazz 135, Denver Nuggets 120- (4-10-84) 
2 - (245) - Chicago Bulls 128, Utah Jazz 117 - (11-23-83) 
3 - (244) - Los Angeles Lakers 129, Utah Jazz 115 - (4-5-84) 
4 - (243) - San Antonio Spurs 126, Utah Jazz 117 - (12-9-83) 
5- (243) - Utah Jazz 124, Port land Trail Blazers 119 - (3-13-84) 
TOP 5 CROWDS 
1 - 18,500- Georgetown Hoyas vs UNLV Runnin ' Rebels, 
(12-30-83) Georgetown 69 UNLV 67 (OT) 
2- 18,500 - Fresno State Bulldogs vs UNLV Runnin ' Rebels, 
(1-21-84) UNLV 64 Fresno State 62 
3 - 18,359 - Los Angeles Lakers vs Utah Jazz, 
(4-5-84) Lakers 129 Jazz 115 
4 - 17,400 - Fullerton State Titans vs UNLV Runnin' Rebels, 
(2-23-84) UNLV 74 Titans 62 (OT) 
5 - 17,200 - Utah State Aggies vs UNLV Runnin' Rebels, 
(2-9-84) UNLV 97 Utah State 75 
Rebels Rank 6th in 
NCAA Division I 
Attendance in 
1983-84 
G/S 
1 Kentucky -- ------------- 16 
2 Syracuse --------------- - 1 7 
3 Brigham Young-------- 15 
4 Louisville -------------- 15 
5 Indiana--------------- 15 
6 Nevada-Las Vegas --- 16 
7 New Mexico ------------ 20 
8 Iowa --------------------- 14 
9 Minnesota ------- 15 
Former Rebel Danny Tarkanian holds the Thomas & Mack record for assists in 
a game with 18 against West Virginia Un iversity. 
10 Vanderbilt---- --- 18 
11 DePaul -------------------- 16 
12 Purdue------------ 13 
13 Illinois - ---------------- 15 
14 Louisiana St. ------------ 14 
15 Iowa State -------------- 16 
16 Ohio State--- ----- 14 
17 Michigan ----- 18 
18 Kansas --------------- 16 
19 UTEP ----------------------- 20 
20 Maryland --------------- 16 
21 Utah - -------- --------- 15 
22 rennessee ------------ 19 
23 North Carolina --------- 12 
24 No. Carolina St. ----- 17 
25 Day1on --------------- 16 
26 Oklahoma ------------- 16 
27 Marquette -------------- 16 
28 Memphis State ------ 22 
29 Notre Dame ---- 18 
30 Nebraska -------- 17 
31 New Mexico St. ----- 14 
32 Missouri -------- 16 
33 Oregcn State -------- 11 
34 Wichita State ------- 15 
35 Michigan State ------ 14 
36 Houston 15 
37 Wake Forest ------ 16 
38 UCLA ---------------- 17 
39 Marshall ------ 15 
40 Tulsa ------- 20 
Attend. Avg. 
380,453 23,778 
380,465 22,380 
321 .714 21,448 
246,818 16,455 
239,546 15,970 
252,465 15,779 
314,707 15,735 
216,300 15,450 
222,450 14,830 
249,292 13,850 
215,550 13,472 
173,144 13,319 
197,143 13,143 
177,596 12,685 
202 ,796 12,675 
172,166 12,298 
218,450 12,136 
185,400 11 ,588 
231 ,191 11 ,560 
181 ,505 11 ,344 
170,119 11.341 
215,384 11 ,336 
132,299 11 ,025 
184,500 10,853 
173,368 10,836 
171 ,253 10,703 
170,623 10,664 
229.605 10,437 
184,394 10.244 
173,721 10,219 
141 .509 10,108 
161 ,106 10,069 
110,000 10,000 
149,839 9,989 
136,056 9,71 8 
145,449 9,697 
147,203 9,200 
150,236 8,837 
131 ,992 8,799 
174,345 8,717 
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SCHOLARSHIP DONORS 
Denel l A. Hahn ; Frank B. Hall & Co. ; Bob A. & 
Christie Hall ; Roger E. Hall. 
Dr. Dan Halseth; Art Ham Ill ; Art Ham Jr.; 
Frank & Jaci Hamiter; Lonnie Hammargren; Jim 
Hammer; Delloyd Hammond ; Jack Hanes; 
Denn is Haney; Jack W. Hanson ; Harden 
Insurance Agency-Craig Harden ; Harden 
Insurance Agency-Max N. Harden; Sam Harding; 
Eldon Hardy; Melvyn Harmon; Tom D. Harper; 
Lane & Judy Harriman; Harrington Maintenance 
Co.-Bill Harrington-James Scull i; Bob Harris; Carl 
S. Harris ; Richard A. Harris; Dr. William F. 
Harvey; Mr. & Mrs. Will iam C. Harvey; Jinx 
Havas; Steve Hawley; Park Haws; Dale & Connie 
Hayes; John Hayes; Leon Heaton; Vic Hecker; 
(Continued from page 74) 
Hefner Engineering & Mgt.-Stephen Hefner; 
Ronald Heit. 
Ron & Sandie Heitmann; Bruce Hendricks; 
A.G . Henry; Carl D. & Barbara H. Henry; Harold 
G. Henry; Jerry Herbst; Nick Herda; Donald D. 
& Jean Herman; David & Hope Hernandez; Bil l 
Hernstadt; Dr. Jerry Higgins; Vern Highley; Deric 
& Marianne Hill ; Jimmy & Charlotte Hill ; Dave 
& Kathryne Hilty; Rosie Hinojos; Jay Hodapp; 
David & Margaret Hoff; Dr. Edward Hoffman; 
Mike & Karen Hohl ; Ron A. & Jean Hollers ; Dr. 
Michael Hollingshead; C.L. Hollstein · Larry 
Hollstein ; Wallace L. Holst Ill ; Dr. Flip Ho~ansky; 
Alexander Hamberger; J.C. & Karen Hopkins; 
Norman Horn . 
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Hotel Computers Inc.; Fred & Irene 
Houghland; House of Burton-Lee Burton ; House 
of Lamps-Bob Johnston; J.K. & Nancy Houssels, 
Jr.; Jack Houston; W. Scott Howard; Paul Hudak; 
Benet L. Hudson ; Lee Hudson ; Paul H. Huffey; 
Bob Huffman ; Howard Hughes Development 
Corp.-John L. Goolsby, Pres.; Fred Hughes; 
Colburn & Frances Hull ; Charles Hunsberger; 
Jack & Colleen Huntington; Richard & Mary 
Huntington; Hunt's Spring Mountain Chevron ; AI 
C. & Dorothy Hurtado; Gary Husney; Penny G. 
Husson; Will iam & Maxine Hutfilz; Dr. Dale C. 
Hyer. 
Howard & Sherry Ickes ; Ideal Office 
Equipment-Ivan Eisenberg ; Don lglinski ; Ronald 
Ingerson ; Cecil R. Jackson ; Connie J. Jackson; 
Frank Jackson; Dr. & Mrs. Theodore Jacobs; Max 
& Linda Jacobson; Russell & Camelia Jacoby; 
Morris Jaeger; Richard Jameson ; George 
Jaramillo; Joseph R. Jaramillo; Rex A. Jarrett ; 
Vernon Jemison ; Konnie Jenkins; Ronald 
Jenkins; Charles A. Jensen ; Curtis Jespersen; 
James J. Jimmerson ; Bob Jirovec; Kenneth 
Johann; Fred & Elizabeth Johns; A. Dick & June 
Johnson; Charley Johnson; Dr. Joseph Johnson; 
Sam Johnson; Scott Johnson; Steve & Rosemary 
Johnson; Steven Johnson; Thomas W. Johnson. 
R. Gardner Jolley; Ralph Jones Display; Dr. 
David R. & Anne Jones; Dr. James Jones; Dr. 
Kendall E. Jones; Dr. Reuben & Christy Jones; 
Fletcher Jones; George Jones; Herb M. Jones; 
Paul & Edith Jones; Robert V. Jones; Roy 
Jorgensen; Frank Joy; Dr. Jack Jurasky; Jerry 
& Cecilia Justus; George F. Kalb; Alwin B. & 
Beverly Kallsen ; Dr. Gary Kantor; Lewis & 
Elizabeth Kaplan ; Norman Kaplan ; Kap & Jane 
Kappelman ; Chris Karamanos ; Lee Karsian ; 
George Katz ; Mike Katz; Herb Kaufman ; Jeff 
Kaufman ; William F. Keairnes Insurance Agency; 
Larry Keever; Daniel & Opal Keiserman ; Dan & 
Ellen L. Keller; Robert Keller ; Keltner Milam & 
Co., Ltd .; Ken Keltner; Will Kemp ; F. John 
Kennedy; Gary H. Kent; Carl & Gayle Keppler. 
Keyser-Co.-R.S. Keyser; Charles Kilian Inc. ; 
John Killebrew; Rodney Killian ; Roy A. & Betty 
Kimball ; Kinetico-Robert & Barbara Kaempfer; 
Bruce King ; Joe King ; Wayne & Anita King ; 
Kinkos Copies-Gerry Alesia; Michael L. Kinnaird ; 
Mike Kirch ; Herman Kishner Trust-Irwin Kishner; 
Jerry Kittay; Kirt Klahalz; Keith Kleven ; Mrs. 
Herman Knoller-David & Linda Mendenhall ; 
Pauline & Randy Knoller; Richard & Evelyn Koeb; 
Frank Koempel ; Larry Koentopp ; W.E. & Elsie 
Koerwitz; Dr. Richard Kohlmeyer; Leroy & Helen 
Kottum; Joe & Anita Kozak. 
Bob Krause ; Sam Krug ; Thomas & Mary 
Kummer; Dr. J. Parker Kurl inski; L.W. Inc.; Alan 
J. LaRocgue; Harry & Rebbecca Lahr; Herb & 
Betty Laikin ; Dr. S. Joseph LaMancusa; Lee & 
Carol Landreth ; Richard H. & Carol A. Lang ; 
Mark & Jeanne R. Lange; Larkin Plumbing-
Heating; Larry Larkin ; Larsen Electric Sign Co.; 
Jay M. & Lana Larsen ; Dr. Donald Larson ; Las 
Vegas Americans; Las Vegas Athletic Club ; Las 
Vegas Auction ; Las Vegas Auto Parts; Las Vegas 
Auto.:rruck Plaza-Jay Manning & K. Vollmer; Las 
Vegas Club-Mel Exber; Las Vegas Hilton Hotel-
Henri & Larry Lewin ; Las Vegas Honda. 
Las Vegas Sun; Joseph & Peggy Ann Latour; 
S.G. Latham; Dan Laub ; Joel Laub ; Mrs. Mary 
Laub ; Duane Laubach ; Laventhoi-Horwath-
Revelle Taylor; Gene E. & Diana Lawson ; Paula 
Leal ; Dr. Raoul Leavitt ; Howard Leavitt ; Joyce 
Leavitt; Lynn Leavitt; Mike & Linda Leavitt; Myron 
& Shirley Leavitt ; Clark D. Lee Insurance Agency-
Danny Lee; Lee Office Supply; John & Jo Leitch ; 
Allen & Joanne Lee; John Doechung Lee ; Mr. 
& Mrs. Hank Leitner; Roy & Sally Levine; Albert 
(Continued on page 78) 
SCHOLARSHIP DONORS 
(Continued from page 77) 
& Edith Levitt ; AI Levy; Sidney Levy; Alan R. 
Lewis & H. Carol Bumgarner; Cal Lewis; Robert 
E. Lewis ; Bertha Leypoldt ; Col. Jack & Evelyn 
Libby; Arthur & Judith Liebert; Mark & Janet Line. 
Lionel, Sawyer-Collins ; Lawrence & Laura 
Lippold ; Monte & Linda Littrell ; Phil ip & Colleen 
Little; Dr. Ralph Litton ; James L. Litwiller; Larry 
& Barbara Lochridge ; Stanley Loeb ; Longley 
Construction Co., Inc.; Dr. Earl L. Lord ; Neil & 
Helga Lett ; Wallace W. Loucks; Carl E. Lovell Jr.; 
Fred & Lucille Lucas; Darrell D. Luce; John 
Lukens; Lynn Lull ; Dr. James Lum; Joe Lupo; Art 
Lurie; Ron Lurie ; Tony Lush ; Jim Luther; Jerry 
& Sue Lykins; Lyle B's; George R. Lyles; L.D. 
" Doc" & Constance Lyons; Dr. Robert Lysgaard ; 
D. B. MacBride; Angus MacEachern ; Charles A. 
Mack; Jerry Mack; Michael Mack; Donald & 
Janet Mackay & Dr. Gary Marrone; Keith 
MacKenzie ; Dr. James & Onnie Magar; Cal & 
Ginger Magleby. 
William Mahon; W. Randall Mainor; Ray & 
Mary C. Maki ; Stanley A. Mallin ; Ralph & Jan 
Marchbanks; Jeff Margolin ; David Marino; Bruno 
& Allison Mark; A.A. Marnall ; Marquis and Haney 
Ltd .; Albert G. Marquis; Ernie F. & Dottie Marquiz; 
Jim Marsh; Martin & Associates-Roger Peltyn ; 
Ralph Martin ; Tom Martin ; Steve Marx ; Janice 
Mason; AI Mastenbrook; Gerald W. Mathis-CPA; 
M. Gene Matteucci ; Jack E. Matthews; Dr. 
Edward & Joan Maule; Robert R. Maxey; Maxim 
Hotel-Larry Feil ; Dr. Lance D. Mayor; Clark & 
Kathy McAfee; Douglas R. McCain ; McCandless 
International Trucks-John McCandless; Gene & 
Alice McCoy; Robert W. McCoy; C.E. & Ruth 
McDaniel ; Bob McDonald ; Randall & Maria 
McGhie; Ronald & Donna McGregor; Jim & 
Vickie McGurk. 
Mcintosh Realty; McKinnon Diagnostics; J.B. 
& Frances Mcleroy; Bernie & Edith McMahon; 
Terry McMelroy; Charles & Gayle McMillan; Joe 
McNamee; Raymond & Joyce McNeill; Dr. David 
McNelis; David D. Mead; Ray Meade; MediVisit-
Jerome F. Snyder; George Mehocic; Dr. Dwight 
Meierhenry & Dr. William E. Ursick; Joe & Judy 
Mello; Judge John Mendoza; Fred Meoli; William 
& Marilyn Mercer; Armond & Christine Merluzzi ; 
Saul & Myrle Messer; Douglas J. Michael ; John 
Midby & Assoc. ; Andrew Mikulich . 
Frank & Dorothy Mikulich ; Sebastian S. 
Mikulich ; Cliff Miller Contracting ; Arlene Miller; 
Berlyn Miller; Bob Miller; Dr. Edward J. Miller; 
Dr. Harvey S. & Patricia Miller; Dr. Russell Miller; 
Lou Miller; Otis Miller; Sherman Miller; W.B. & 
Nora Miller; Pam Millisor-Schwartz; Ray W. 
Millisor; Stephen R. Minagil ; Dr. Ivan Mindlin; 
John Miner; Dr. Mark Minguey & David C. 
Combs; Rich Misdom; Gary & Kate Moffatt; 
Gerald Moffitt & Assoc.; Mr. & Mrs. Bernard 
Mogstad; Eldon Mohler; Gary E. Mohler; Grant 
& Mary Mohlman; Irwin Molasky; Steven 
Molasky; Dr. B.J. Molzen ; Mike Mona; Mario C. 
Monaco; Gayle Moneyhan; Jim L. & Jennie 
Moody; Mike D. Moody; Arthur E. Moore; Bob 
& Linda Moore; Doris Moore; Paul Moore. 
John T. Moran; Kenneth & June Morgan; Bill 
& Vivienne Morris; Michael W. Morrissey; Tim 
R. Morse; William & Margaret Morse; Francis 
Morton; Norman & Maxine A. Mott; Charles 
Mowery Chevron ; George T. Mueller; James W. 
Mull ins; Emmett F. & S.D. Munley; Phil Murphy; 
Lawrence Mushkin ; Don Myers; Nick Naff; Dr. 
Nafees Nagy; James E. & Beverly Nalley; 
National Care of Nevada-Roger Collins; Nay 
Mechanical Inc.-Miles Nay. 
Naylor Realty-Chuck Naylor; Thomas C. 
Naylor; James C. & Patricia Neel ; Harold Neese; 
Dr. Erven Nelson; Edward & Ruth Nelson; James 
& Sharon Nelson; Leroy & Joann Nenneman; 
Nevada Beverage; Nevada Copy Systems; 
Nevada Heart & Lung-Or. Don L. & Cindee 
Bunch; Nevada Independent Insurance Agents; 
Nevada Liquor and Wine; Nevada National Bank-
A.G . Henry; Nevada Ready Mix-Gary Stewart; 
Nevada Savings & Loan-Sherman Miller; Nevada 
Southern Title-Joe Johnston ; Nevada State 
Bank-Richard A. Carlson ; Nevada Supply Inc.; 
Nevada Title Co.-Ron Evans; Conley Newby. 
Don & Rae Leta Newman; Dr. Beverly Neyland; 
Bobby Nichols Travel ; Dr. Lowell Niebaum; Ed 
Nigro; Dr. Andrew & Pat Nixon; Rick Noell ; Walter 
V. Norwood ; Donald C. Nunes; John B. Oakes; 
Roger Oakes; Bob O 'Connell ; Earl M. Ohlson 
Ltd .; Olliver Insurance Services-David Lee; 
Olliver Insurance Services-Oliver Gardunio; Russ 
& Ruth Ann Olsen ; Robert & Sandra Olson ; Jim 
Ordowski; Oro-Tech Industries ; O 'Rourke 
Plumbing-Pau l O 'Rourke; Daniel L. Orr; Jim & 
Shirley Orr; Pat R. & Beverly Orr; Roy E. & Linda 
B. Orr; Roxy Ortega; Richard Oshins; Bob & 
Mary Ostermiller; D.E. & Mary Owensby; 
Cornelio Padilla; Bob Pahor; Larry & Cathy 
Palcovic. 
Palm Mortuary-Ken Knauss; Robert J. Paluzzi; 
Bill Pappas ; Pardee Construction-Ben Penn; 
R.G. Park Electric ; Thomas L. Park Inc.; Parker 
Lawn; Dr. Juel & Darlene Parker; Robert & Mary 
Jo Parker; Roy Parrish ; Charles Parrott ; Teen 
Patterson ; Paul-Son Dice & Card Co.-Paul Endy; 
Richard W. Paulin ; Jesse Paulk; Dr. Hugo & 
Gayle Paulson; E.T. & Barbara Paulus; Mrs. Tony 
Pavao; Dr. John Payne; Robert & Helen Payne; 
Mr. & Mrs. Dave Pearlmutter; Robert N. Peccole; 
William Peccole ; Dr. Michael Peikoff; JC Penney 
Co.; Jay & Penny Pennington ; Pepsi Cola-Mike 
Parenti ; Max & Margaret Perlowin; Personal ized 
Pools-Donna Will iams ; Louis & Wanda Peter; 
R.B. Peterson Construction Co.; Clark Peterson; 
David Peterson ; Douglas & Sharon Petty ; AI 
Phillips, The Cleaner-Mel Shapiro; Ron Phillips; 
Larry & Anne Phippen ; Dr. Sam & Laura Pick; 
Diana J. Pickard ; Robert Pidcock; Sue & Jim 
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Pierce ; L. Ralph & Lynn M. Piercy; Sam & Anne 
L. Pink; Dr. Bob & Evie Pinneo; Pioneer Hotel 
& Gambling. 
Tony Pitch Travel Service-in memory of Jack 
Walsh ; Tony Pitch Travel Service; Doug & Dot 
Pitzer; Plant World Nursery-Jerry Harrison; Victor 
Plassman ; Art & Dianne Platanitis; Carl Plunkett; 
Howard L. & Carol Poe ; Pogos Tavern-James 
Holcombe; Joe Pohorsky; Mr. & Mrs. John T. 
Pokrzyk; George & Florence Pollak ; Port Tack-
Starboard Tack-Bob Kostelecky; Murray Posin 
Esq. ; Wess Poulson ; Dave & Karen Powell ; 
Tobylyn Power; Richard Tim Powers; Gary L. & 
Teri Press; Prestige Cleaners-Carl Alfano ; Dr. 
John I. Pretto ; Richard B. Price ; Cal & Cindy 
Puana; Richard Pucci ; Dale E. & Denise Puhl ; 
Bert Purdue ; Ron Purdy; Richard & William 
Pursel ; Tom Pursel ; Richard Pyatt; Qual ity 
Impressions; Casey & Barbara Quinn ; Will iam 
& Connie Quinn ; Maria Quirk; Ted Quirk ; John 
A. Radan . 
Robert 0 . Rains Jr.; John A. & Lorna Ramsey; 
Jerry Ransdell ; Marc Ratner; Rawlings-Olson-
Cannon ; Ray & Ross Transport ; Bob Ray; William 
P. Ray ; Real Estate Broker-A.E. Smith ; Rod 
Reber; Marilyn Redd ; Reddy Ice-Southland 
Corporation ; Franklin D. Reed ; Ronald & Carolyn 
Reedom; Ralph & Jackie Reeley ; Merl Reese; 
John Reich ; Reiss Corp. Realtors; Susan K. 
Reith ; Ken Render; Edward D. Reznor; C. Allen 
Rhodes; Dr. Leonard Rhodes; David M. Rice; 
Diane Richard ; Don Richardson ; Robert S. 
Richardson ; William A. Richardson ; Larry 
Rickdall ; Gary L. & Sue Ridgeway; Ron Rieger; 
Richard & Aldeane Ries; Dr. Dan Ripplinger; Bob 
& Phyllis Rishling . 
Dr. Bill & Martha Roberson ; Roberts Realty; 
Roberts Roof & Floor Co.; Jim Robertson ; J.E. 
Robichud ; Carl & Kathryn Robinson ; Don A. 
Robinson ; Nate & Beverlee Robinson; James & 
Cheryl Rogers; Lawrence & Laura Rogge. 
Sig Rogich ; Ted Rogich ; Dr. Joseph A. Rojas ; 
Craig & Ralph Roles; Rader Roll ins; Dr. Donald 
Romeo ; Rannow Lawn Sprink'ler Co. ; Lorin 
Rannow; Frank Rosachi ; John Rosato; Daniel C. 
Roscoe; Dr. Stephen & Marsha Rose ; Arne 
Rosencrantz ; Dr. Jerry D. Routh ; Alfredo E. 
Roybal ; Bernie & Grace Roybal ; James W. Rozzi ; 
Harry & Marjorie Rubinson; J. Martell Rud ; Dr. 
Charles Ruggeroli ; Howard Ruppre ; Mark 
Russell & Assoc.; Daniel L. Russell ; James E. 
Russell ; W.E. & Dianne Ruston ; Chuck Ruthe ; 
Robert L. Ruymann ; Conrad L. & Ella Ryan ; Dr. 
Jim L. Ryan ; Dr. Terry Ryan ; Jesse L. Ryan ; 
Ryder Truck Rental. 
SAGA Food Serv ice ; Sahara Rancho 
Pharmacy-Harvey Riceberg ; Sahara Saloon & 
Liquor Store, Inc.-Bob Joslin ; Fidel Salazar; 
Michael Saltman; Sidney Saltz; Andrew & 
Sharon Sanchez; Lou is Sanchez; Grady 
Sanders; Dr. David & Beverly Sandquist; Brian 
Sanford ; Jay J. Sarno; Gordon Sarret; Blake 
Sartini; Elliott A. Sattler; Sav-Mor-Rent-A-Car-
Norm Jenkins; Dr. Michael P. Sawaya; Arthur & 
Patricia Sawdey; Dr. Joseph Scalley; Howard & 
Mike Schafran ; Dr. William Scheer; Barbara 
Schick ; Henry P Schlacks; Robert Schmidt; 
Larry & Sharon Schmitt; Stephen & Joyce 
Schneider ; Sigfried Schneiderman ; Bob 
Schnider Insurance; Frank Schreck ; Albert 
Schulman; Colleen Schumacher; Fred Sclafani; 
Bill & Nancy Scobie; Dr. Richard Scott ; Lorin 
Scott ; Seagram Distillers Co.-Lisa Cozen , Mgr.; 
Pat Sedillo; M. Nelson Segal ; Mark Segal ; Jerry 
Seiler; Rey Senatore; Frank Sennes; Dr. Anthony 
Serfustini ; Buzz & Ann Shafer; Jared & Claire 
Shafer; Dr. Joseph Shalev ; Barney Shapiro. 
(Continued on page 86) 
RYDER 
OR IT'S WRONG. 
fP1 
SHOW THIS AD AND 
SAVE! 
D SAVE $30 Off One-Way 
Ryder Truck Rental 
D SAVE $10 Off Local 
Ryder Truck Rental 
*Present This Ad To Any Ryder Dealer And Save 
The Brian Head Beginner-t 
For those of you who have always wanted to ski but thought it might be a little 
embarrassing just standing around by the rope tow, we have good news. 
We call it the Brian Head "Beginner to 
Hero" package, and we provide it for only 
$19.95 complete , no hidden charges . Ail-
day lift pass, profess ional instruction , the 
best equipment around , at a price you 
would normally pay for a lift pass alone . 
At Brian Head we believe in placing 
beginning skiers in a position of 
success. We make heros out 
of people who have never 
skied before. 
We 'll start you off with first rate 
equipment-rental skis , boots and poles , all 
comfortably fit to your specifications. Next 
you 'll get an ail-day lift pass on chair 6, a 
special slope designed and engineered for 
beg inners, and finally we 'll put you in the 
caring custody of fr iendly professional 
- ero Ski Package 
Includes ski pass, lessons 
and equipment rental. 
instructors who won 't quit till you 're a hero. 
You 'll learn how to turn , how to stop, how 
to gl ide down the slopes the way every 
expert once learned - from the people who 
know. And when you 're through you'll step 
in to the ranks of those who know how to ski. 
You can learn to ski this season - this 
weekend , at Brian Head . And be a 
hero your very first day. 
Call 801-677-2035 
P.O. BOX F 
CEDAR CITY, UTAH 84720 
FOR NO 
FOUL 
INSURANC 
IT'S A 
GREAT 
MOVE! 
e AUTOMOBILE 
e MOTORCYCLE 
e RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
OFF·ROAD VEH 
HOMEOWNERS 
e BUSINESS 
e LIFE & HEALTH 
Step under the rainbow for value, quality, 
service, variety and- most importantly- trust. 
CLAU DE ROSENTHAL 
736-2323 
2389-B Renaissance Drive 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
Renaissance Center e T ropicana & Eas tern 
For Your After Game Parties, 
Be Reddy with ... 
( '\ DIVI SION OF 
:, THE SOUTHLAND 
\.. ~ CORPORATION 
1010 NORTH MAIN STREET • LAS VEGAS , NEVADA 89101 
PHONE (702) 384-4522 
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IIJ;tldef 
Everything for the Super Fan 
MGM Grand Hotel 
Suite 27 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
(702) 736-2469 
!P~ 1J USFL -
@ Iii j}Ui:O® 
"Will Match Any 
National Competitor Price." 
Your Official 
U.N.L.V. Team Shop 
Carrying A 
Complete Line 
Of Rebel! 
~ Jerseys • Belt Buckles 
• Baseball Caps • Wrist Bands 
• Sweat Shirts • Key Chains 
• Shirts • Penants 
• Sweaters • Mugs 
• Jackets • Shorts 
• All Items Exclusively Designed 
And Lots More! 
Your Authentic 
Running Rebel 
• Jackets 
• Jerseys 
_ .. ....._"" • Hats 
OFFICIALLY LICENSED 
AND APPROVED 
Rcbelbilla * UNLV -Campus M aryland Pkwy 
Thomas & Mack A 
Pavthon - Paradise A:d 
00 Maryland Pkwy. 
Suite#8 
Across from UNL V 
Behind Carlos Murphys 
Next to Tower Records 
(702) 739·9200 
- ----1985 UNLV SOFTBALL-----
Lisa Anderson (#5) and Tracy Brainard (#14) are 
two of the players Head Coach Frances Cox 
hopes will bring about a successful return of 
women's softball to UNLV in 1985. 
our suits 
and sportcoats 
we're made 
to fit your 
style 
Regulars 48-60 
Longs 48-60 
X-Long 42-54 
Reg. Portly 48-60 
Short Portly 44-50 
Portly Long 46-60 
1984-85 SOFTBALL SCHEDULE 
Date 
Feb. 8 
Feb. 9 
Feb. 15·17 
Opponent Time 
Taft College 1:00 
CAL STATE FULLERTON 1:00 
at San Diego State Tourn . TBA 
San Diego State, USIU, 
NAU, UCSB, UNLV 
Feb. 22 NO. ARIZONA UNIV. 1:00 
Feb. 23 CAL-POLY POMONA 1:00 
Feb. 24 UC-SANTA BARBARA 12:00 
Mar. 8 at UC-Santa Barbara 1:00 
Mar. 9 at Cal-State Northridge 1:00 
Mar. 10 UCLA 1:00 
Mar. 16 UNIV. OF UTAH 1:00 
Mar. 22 NO. ARIZONA UNIV. 1:00 
Mar. 23 CAL-ST. NORTHRIDGE 1:00 
Mar. 26 UNIV. OF NEBRASKA 1:00 
Mar. 27 UNIV. OF RIVERSIDE 1:00 
Mar. 29 U. OF NEVADA-RENO 1:00 
Mar. 30 at Cal-Poly Pomona 1:00 
Apr. 1 U. OF NEVADA-RENO 1:00 
Apr. 2 LaVERN 1:00 
Apr. 3 LaVERN 1:00 
Apr. 12 UNIV. OF HAWAII 1:00 
Apr. 13 UNIV. OF HAWAII 1:00 
Apr. 15 at Utah State 1:00 
Apr. 16 at Univ. of Utah 1:00 
Apr. 19 at No. Arizona Univ. 1:00 
Apr. 20 at No. Arizona Univ. 1:00 
Apr. 27 at Fresno State 1:00 
Apr. 28 at Fresno State 1:00 
May 3 at U. of Nevada-Reno 1:00 
May 4 at U. of the Pacific 1:00 
May 5 at U. of the Pacific 1:00 
HEAD COACH: Frances Cox (1st year) 
IF YOU'VE 
BEEN WAITING 
FORA 
COMPUTER STORE 
THAT GIVES YOU 
MORE THAN 
HARDWARE, 
SOFTWARE 
AND A BILL ... 
Just because you ·re a special size doesn•t mean you 
have to settle for second best. Our special fall and 
winter suit and sportcoat collection was made specifi-
cally for tall and big men. So they're proportioned to fit 
you - and make you look your very best. Come in 
today and try on one from our outstanding selection of 
2-and 3-plece suits . blazers and sportcoats in tradi -
tional and contemporary styles. 
YOUR WAIT 
IS OVER! 
Giji~t:lii'IJ 
83 
For the most in personal computing. 
200 East Charleston Blvd. 
Las Vegas, NV 89104 
(702) 384-7070 
84 
1984-85 LADY REBEL BASKETBALL TEAM 
(left to right) Lisa Ryhmer, Saundra McPherson, Zina Harris, Kris Stiver, Angela Christian, Jackie Tefft, Kathy LaVern, Shauna 
Crawley, Misty Thomas, Charlotte Blair, Karen Hall. (missing from picture: Donya Monroe and Denise Brooks). 
SERVING LAS VEGAS AND HENDERSON WITH 
16 CONVENIENT. LOCATIONS 
85 
SCHOLARSHIP DONORS (continued trom page 77) 
Jay D. Sharp Jr.; Henry Sharp; Marv Shaw; 
David Shea; Larry Sheeler; Roy Sheldon ; Gary 
Shelton; Dr. John & Nancy Shepherd ; Parvin E. 
Shepperson Jr.; Dr. Fred & Esther Sherman; 
Sherwin Williams Paints; Geri Shiffman ; Berry 
& Teresa Shinehouse; Dr. Robert & Joann Shiroff; 
Terry Shonkwiler; Joan Shoofey; Showboat 
Hotel-Frank Modica; George Shrago; Sierra 
Construction- C. Kitty Rodman ; Gary E. & 
Janelda Silva; Olivia Silvagni; AI & Maxine Silver; 
Dr. Kent & Patsy Simister; Peter Simon; Michael 
Singer; Dr. Richard Singer; C.J. Sisk Co. ; Jerry 
& Judy Skinner. 
WilliamS. Skupa; Andy Skurski Realty; Virgil 
& Mell Slade; Sletten Construction-Chris J. 
Denning; Mike & Nancy Sloan; William E. 
Slocum Jr.; Richard & Sandra Small ; Edward D. 
Smith & Associates; Amelia Smith ; Dr. B.G. 
Smith ; Edward D. Smith ; Jacquelynn S. Smith ; 
Paul H. Smith ; Richard A. Smith ; Ron Smith; 
Paul Smitley Cons! . Co.; Bill Smyers; Charles & 
Ann M. Snavely; Dick Snyder; So. Nevada 
Mortgage Bankers-Glen Henslee; Southern 
Wine & Spirits of Nevada-Sidney Chaplin ; Walt 
& Pat Sobota Jr.; Dr. William M. Somers; 
Southwest Medical Assoc.-Or. Joseph A. 
Kaufman ; Southwest Medical Assoc.-Or. Anthony 
Marion; Southwest Medical Assoc.-Or. Edward J. 
Quinn ; Space Development-James Wondra; Ken 
D. & Carolyn Sparks; Speedy Instant Signs; Jack 
L. Speelman; Ron Speier; Bob & Naomi 
Sperl ing; AI Spino; Clyde & Marilyn Spitze ; 
Gordon Sprague Ltd. ; Dr. Gerald Sprague & Dr. 
Neil Swissman ; Eric & Vickie Springall ; Marcia 
Stafford ; The Stage Door-Randy Markin . 
Ron Stanley; Stanton Construction Co.-Stanton 
Jones; Star Costume; Thomas & Marilyn Stark; 
Mike Starr; Statewide Fire Protection-John 
Boschetto; Steel Structure; Stephen Stein ; Dr. 
& Mrs. Leon Steinberg ; Irving Steinberg; Dr. 
William K. Stephan; Jim Stephens; John 
Stephens; Mark Stephensen; Lionel Stern ; David 
& Barbara Stevenson; Dixon Stewart; Ed Still ian ; 
Richard Stites; AI Stith ; Stiver Exxon Inc.; Robert 
Hart Stone Jr.; Dean Stone; Stephan A. & Janis 
Stoney; Stoneys Loan-Jewelry Co.-Henry 
Kronberg ; Mark A. Stout ; Stratton Electric lnc.-
C.R. Stratton; Glenn R. Straub; Tom & Karen 
Strawn; Dr. Murton & Brenda Strimling; Strip 
Drug-lrv Carlson ; Marvin Strusser; George 
Sturman ; Paul Stutzman; J. Emmett Sullivan. 
Leland Sull ivan ; Les Sully; Sunrise Dental 
Ceramics; Sunrise Hospital-Roger Collins ; 
Superior Electric Inc.-Ken Barsy; Superior Tire 
Inc.-Andy Anderson; George Swarts ; Swartz 
Brothers; David Sweikert ; Dr. Skip Swerdlow; Dr. 
Neil Swissman; Leo D. Tafolla; Eve Tallon ; 
Richard Tam Enterprises; Dennis R. Tate; Verna 
Tate ; Taylor Construction Co.-Stu Mason; Harold 
& Betty Taylor; Marcel Taylor; Major Gen. R.G. 
Taylor; Teamsters Local No. 995; Charlie & 
Dorothy Teel ; Tony Tegano; Don & Rita Tell ; Hugh 
Templeton ; William B. Terry; Terry 's Villa; Ed & 
Carol Terwill iger; Art Thomas; Carl Thomas; 
Charl ie Thomas ; David M. & Jan K. Thomas ; E. 
Parry Thomas; Ken S. & Elaine Kay Thomas; 
(Continued on page 88) 
• 
for 
sports ... 
you can't beat 
TO THE BEST· 
BEST WISHES 
• NIKE 
• PUMA 
• SPOT·Bil T 
• MIZUNO 
• NEW BALANCE 
• RAWLINGS 
lud • BIKE • SPANJIAN • SAND·KNIT 
POP'S OASIS 
Jean, Nevada 
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• BROOKS • DELONG 
• MIKASA • RUSSEll ATHlETIC 
• TUFWEAR • lETTER JACKETS 
SPORTING GOODS 
COMPLETE STOCK 
ATHLETIC & SPORTING GOODS 
COMPLETE SCHOOL & TEAM OUTFITTING 
INSTANT LETTERING ON ALL TEAM EQUIPMENT 
IN HOUSE LETIERING SILK SCREEN ING & VINYL 
3558 PROCYON 
NEAR SPRING MOUNTAIN & VAUEY VIEWC 
873-2468 •' 
,, 
OPEN MON-FRI 9-6 SAT 8-5 _:.:' 
SCHOLARSHIP DONORS rcontinued trom page a6) 
Sandy Thomas ; Charles E. Thompson ; Dick 
Thompson ; Judge J. Charles Thompson ; Lyle E. 
Thompson; Preston & lleen Thompson; Thomas 
J. & Joyce Thompson ; Patrick M. & Dixie Thorne; 
Dave Thornton ; J.A. Tiberti Construction; The 
Tillerman; Timet; Bill Titus; John & Candy Tobin; 
L. Jack Tobler Realty; Herb Tobman ; Brad Tope; 
Bill & Clorinda Towle; Town Pump Liquors; 
Donna Trew; Chuck Trickle ; Jerry R. & Diane M. 
Truax; Jack Truran; Joe Tuderios; Dr. Glenn 
Tueller; Clyde T. & Vera M. Turner; Robert & 
Muriel Udowitch ; Union Plaza Hotel ; Roy M. 
Unrau ; Sam & Geri Upton; W.R. Urga; William 
Ursick; Irene Valdez; Valley Bank of Nevada-
Richard A. Etter. 
Valley Hallmark-Barry Wasden & Don Harris ; 
Valley Hospital Medical Center-Claus Eggers; 
Valley Supply; Marvin & Susan VanBuskirk; Kris 
Vanetti ; Hugh & Mona VanGorder; Walter 
Vanoostendorp; Larry VanSickle; Terry Vasknetz; 
Michael R. Vaughn ; Robert Vaughn; Gary & 
Linda Vause; Vega Vending Inc.-Rafael E. Vega; 
Vegas General Const. Co.-Ken Black ; Vegas 
Village Beauty Salon-George Bleazard ; Vernay's 
Fashions; Michael L. Villani; Don Vincent ; Dr. 
Charles A. Vinnik; Maureen Vinnik; Chuck & Terri 
Vitale; Alan Vitkus; Viva Zapata-C. Greg Ramirez; 
Allen D. Vogel Insurance Agency; Harry Vogel ; 
Henry J. Volk; Ed Von Tobel Jr. ; Joe Vranesh ; 
VTN-Nevada-Dave Weir; W M K Transit Mix-Stan 
Skaza; Harold Waddle ; Jim Wade; Donald K. 
Wadsworth ; Dick & Annie Wagner; Lois Waits; 
Johnny Walker; Wallace Consulting Engineers-
Scott Wallace; Vesta & Barbara Ward ; Joe 
Warpinski . 
Russell Warthen ; Dr. A.A. Wascher; Dr. David 
Wasserman ; Watkins Development Co.-William 
C. Watkins; Stanley Weiner; Ed Weinstein; Arnold 
Weinstock; Paul Weintraub ; Don Welcher; 
George & Debra Weller ; David F. & Jeanenne 
Welles; Wells Cargo, Inc.-Howdy Wells; Eli Welt; 
Gerald & Marcy Welt ; Mike & Carlene West; 
Michael West; Western Fire Prevention-Sheldon 
Mellor; Western Homes-Paul Robarts; Western 
Supply-John Lonetti ; Dan & Patricia Westlund; 
John Whelton Law Office; Pete White Concrete; 
Floyd & Frances W. White; Bruce Whiteley; 
Craig , Mark, Phil & Dennis Whiting ; George 
Whitney; Lloyd Whitney; Whittlesea Blue Cab-
Jim Bell ; Wholesale Builders Supply-John 
Abercrombie; James & Sydney Wickliffe; Robert 
& Marcia Wickliffe; Wiener-Waldman-Gordon ; 
M.J. Wiens Jr.; Stan Wiggins; Robert D. Wilcox ; 
Charles Wilcoxen; Wild West Electronics; William 
Wilgus; Leonard T. Williams Jr.; Claudine 
Williams; Dr. Robert Williams; Russell & Judy 
Williams; Lt . Col. Don Williamson; Dr. Jeff 
Willoughby; Allyn & Shirley Wilson ; Art & Lillian 
Wilson ; Dean Wilson ; J.D. & Sandra Wilson ; Dr. 
William Wilson ; Gray W. Wilson ; Leonard A. 
Wilson ; Mr. & Mrs. Richard Wimmer; Paul & 
Norma Winard; John & Christy Winlow; John & 
EllenS. Winn; Ted & Cyn Winzer; Roger Wirth ; 
William L. Wolfbrandt ; James F. & Sharon 
Wolfram; Paul Wolfsohn ; Mel Wolzinger; Donald 
L. Wood; Woodbridge Inn Apartments~im Heers; 
Bruce Woodbury; Frank Woodbury; James R. 
Woods; Roy Woofter; Dale A. Wooldridge; Work 
Clothes Rental Co.; World Wide Coal Reserve ; 
Worthen Trucking Inc.; Dick Worthen ; Richard 
Your PCAA Champion Rebel Football team! 
Congratulations to UNLV's 
PCAA Champion Rebel 
Football Team. 
PACIFIC COAST ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
A. Wright; Phil & Alexis Wucinich ; Kenneth R. 
Wynn ; Robert E. & Jane Ybarra & James C. 
Kennedy; Gary & Sandra Yelverton; Dr. & Mrs. 
Arthur Yoshida; Steven & Jane Young ; Your 
Travel Place-Ken & Linda Schnitzer; John Yoxen ; 
Mike & Lauretta Zarvian ; Dave Zderic; Dr. Wayne 
Zeiger. 
Donald & Gilda Zeiter; George R. Zellers; 
James R. Zellers; Joseph & Melva Zellers ; 
Leonard & Manuela Zepeda; Paul Zesblum ; 
Dean & Sue Ziegler; Lee & Karen Ziegler; 
Barbara Zimmer; Don Zimmer; Gerry & Jo Lin 
Zobrist ; Richard Zobrist ; Andrew M. Zorne; 
Andrew P. Zygmont. 
All-America Randall Cunningham 
LIKE THE 
UNLV REBELS ... 
Godfathers Pizza™ 
IS 
IN 
LAS 
VEGAS 
BRING IN YOUR UNLV 
BASKETBALL TICKET 
STUB FOR A FREE 
PITCHER OF YOUR 
FAVORITE BEVERAGE 
WITH THE PURCHASE 
OF A MEDIUM OR 
LARGE PIZZA. 
SEVEN 
CONVENIENT 
LOCATIONS .. 
3333 S. Maryland 
Prkwy LV 731-2805 
1820 E. Lake Mead 
81 NL V 642-6404 
4900 E. Tropicana 
Av LV 456-1130 
3421 Boulder Hwy 
LV 456-6337 
601 N. Nellis 81 LV 
453-5440 
4821 Spring 
Mountain Rd LV 
873-3818 
Decatur & Meadows Lane 
870-5360 
******************************************* 
"THAT CHAMPIONSHIP SEASON" 1985! 
~oLLow THE Runnin' Rebels 
UTAH STATE -JAN. 2-3 
$229.00 
SAN JOSE - JAN. 5-6 
$189.00 
SANTA BARBARA JAN. 16th- 17th $159.00 
NEW MEXICO STATE 
JAN. 24th - 25th 
LONG BEACH STATE 
JAN. 26th- 27th 
$189.00 $159.00 
-807-H GAMEs- jA-N.-24th~ -27t_h_--- -$32-9:06-
The Two BIG Games ... UNIVERSITY OF PACIFIC I 
FRESNO STATE IRVINE- FULLERTON 
FEB. 16th -19th ....... $239.QQ 
~ Special Bus Trip ~ 
2 GAMES- FEB . 7th- 1Oth 
$279.00 
11( FEB.16th-19th $169.00 Tl( 
FRESNO GAME ONLY 
$219.00 
PCAA TOURNAMENT- MARCH 7th-10th 
Guaranteed Center Floor Seats - 300 Only 
$100.00 HOLDS SEAT- FINAL DUE FEB . 1, 1985 $2 7 
Fii'St Come Basis/ 0 N L Y 
• Car For Every 4 People • New Deluxe Holiday Inn Crown Plaza- It's Gorgeous! 
• 3 Tickets • Round Trip Air • Don't WaitToo Long This Year- The Rebels Are Dynamite! 
All Packages Include: 
R.T. Air- Deluxe Hotel 
Game Tickets 
Transportation 
NCAA PLAYOFFS 
Guaranteed Good Seats 
Limited Space- $100.00 Dep. 
First Come Basis ! 
CALL 
367-0505 
3160 S. VALLEY VIEW 
SUITE 202 
LAS VEGAS, NV 891 02 
SLOT ACHINE 
ROUTE OPERATORS 
329-1641 
2505 E. 2nd 
RENO, NEV. 
~TATEWIDE 
[?IRE 
[pROTECTION 
Remodeling 
Inspections 
24 Hour Service 
New Construction 
I 384-588o I 
1823 WESTERN 
LAS VEGAS, NEV. 
3130 Westwood Drive 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
(702) 737-1055 
CONT. LIC. #12259A 
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CAROLLO'S 
~
c:::::7 
"
4111Ct to the so'~~" 
of 
GOOD VIBRATIONS 
THE BEST 50s & 60s BAND IN LAS VEGAS 
DANCING TUES. - SAT. NIGHT 
Dinner served nightly 
STEAK • SEAFOOD • RIBS 
• COCKTAILS • 
Complete dinners from $6.95 
OPEN 24 HRS • 361-3712 _n 
CORNER OF SUNSET & EASTERN ~ ~ 
PSA 
The Official Airline 
of the PCAA. 
--
PSA is famous for low fares, frequent 
flights and the friendliest service in the ai r. 
So next time you' re flying our way, fly 
PSA - and enjoy the ai rline that's in a 
league all it's own. 
PSA. The airline that won the West ... with a Smile. 
Your Registered Representative 
Who Understands 
Your tnvestment Needs 
CAPITALIZE 
on Opportunities in 
PENNY STOCKS 
and NEW ISSUES 
Valuable Information for 
Sophisticated Investors 
SPECIALIZING IN: 
O.T .C. Stocks 
NYSE 
Municipal Bonds 
Government Securities 
Call 
646-0662 
INVESTMENT BANKERS 
Member: NASO • S~ 
333 Rancho Drive, Suite 190, Las Vegas, Nevada 89106 
AMERICA'S FUTURE 
INVEST IN IT 
" This announcement constitutes neither an offer to sell securiti es nor 
a solicitation of offers to buy securities. The information being made 
available hereby may be obtained in any state in which we may 
lawfully d istribute such information." 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO UNLV'S PCAA 
CHAMPION SOCCER 
TEAM 
Senior left back Rob Moreland was the Far West 's top vote getter for the 1984 
Senior Bowl in Tampa, Florida. The game will be played on December 22, 1984. 
Photo by Paul DiSalvo. 92 
GO £BElS 
GO 
LET'S 
SUPPORT The 
REBELS 
We'd like to give credit to the Team, 
the Supporters and the Fans for 
buying a Great Tire. 
828 Boulder Hwy. 
Henderson 
565-9393 
3303 So. Jones 
873-6410 
1965 No. Decatur 
647-6020 
4728 E. Flamingo 
451-2208 
The Fun Stop 
Featuring: 
Pasta Paldce Italian Resturant 
Fisherman's Broiler Seafood Resturant 
Iron Horse Cafe 
Whistle Stop Cafe 
Haagen-Dazs Ice Cream Parlor 
All the casino action you could ever want 
plus Race and Sports Book and Bingo. 
Sahara at Rancho 
LADY REBEL BASKETBALL: ONE STEP FURTHER 
The 1984-85 UNLV Lady Rebel Basketball 
team hopes to go one step further this season. 
In 1982-83, the Lady Rebels' 24-4 mark was the 
most successful record in the program's history. 
In 1983-84, the Lady rebels became the first-ever 
PCAA Women's Basketball Champions, advan-
cing to the first round of the NCAA Tournament 
(another Lady Rebel first) . In this 1984-85 season 
the UNLV Lady Rebels will attempt to conquer 
another step toward their goal of climbing to the 
top of the top of the collegiate basketball world . 
" We've tasted two years of success," Lady 
Rebel Co-Head Coach Jim Bolla said. "We finally 
made it to the NCAA Tournament. Now that we 
know what it takes to get there, we have to take 
it one step further." 
Last year was indeed a banner season for the 
Lady Rebels. The team started the year with a 
string of six consecutive wins, compiled a perfect 
4-0 conference record and ended the year with 
a 24-7 slate. Despite a 78-58 loss in the first round 
of the NCAA Tournament to California State Long 
Beach , the 1983-84 campaign was overwhelm-
ingly one of the most prosperous ever for UNLV 
Women's Basketball . 
This year's edition of UNLV Lady Rebel 
Basketball will differ slightly from the 1983-84 
team , but will maintain the " theme" of success. 
"We will be smaller this year than last year," Bolla 
said. "But we'll offset our lack in height by using 
more skilled players at all the positions." 
There will be many other noticeable revisions 
in the 1984-85 edition of Lady Rebel Basketball. 
One of the biggest changes will be the quickened 
pace. 
"We are going to play an up-tempo game this 
season ," Bolla explained . "Our plan is to use 
speed and quickness. We hope to be quick both 
offensively and defensively, we'll try to get up and 
down the court very fast. The different style we 
hope to play should dictate an up-tempo pace. 
Whether it be a half-court or full-court press, we'll 
keep a fast pace and try to create turnovers." 
All-America Candidate Misty Thomas developed her 
basketball talents through international competition at 
the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games, as a member 
of the Canadian Olympic Team. Thomas was instrumen-
tal in leading Canada to a fourth place in Los Angeles. 
Co-Head Coaches Sheila Strike-Bolla and Jim Bolla are rapidly transforming the Lady Rebels into one of the nation's 
top basketball teams, as evidenced by UNLV's first-ever appearance in the NCAA playoffs in 1983-84. 
An up-tempo style of play will mandate more 
frequent substitutions - even the fastest 
locomotives run out of steam some time or 
another. " We're going to have to play at least 
eight players consistently," Bolla said. 
Once again , the Lady Rebels will be led by All-
America candidate Misty Thomas. Thomas, 5-11 , 
Junior, out of Windsor, Ontario, Canada, has 
guided the team for the past two years in the 
point guard slot. Last year, she compiled 15.5 
points per game, 6.3 rebounds per game and 
broke the school season assist record with 180 
in 1983-84 (breaking Sheila Powell's old record 
of 174 set in 1976-77). Thomas also earned 
CoSIDA Academic All-America honors accumu-
lating a 3.94 grade point average. Along with 
Danny Tarkanian , first team Academic All-
America on the Rebel Men's team, they became 
the first-ever Academic All-America tandem in the 
country. 
Donya Monroe, a 6-2 junior, returns and will 
add leadership to this year's squad. Monroe 
finished the 1983-84 season as the Lady Rebels 
top rebounder (8.5 rebounds per game) and third 
leading scorer (11 .8 points per game). Also return-
ing are sophomores Angela Christian (6-2) and 
Charlotte "Neicy" Blair (5-9} . Christian saw ac-
tion last season as the back-up power forward 
and tallied 7.1 points and 5.2 rebounds per game. 
Blair was a substitute point guard and compiled 
3.9 points and 1.2 rebounds per game. 
Adding depth to this year's squad are junior 
Jackie Tefft (6-4) and Kathy LaVern (6-1). Tefft saw 
limited action last season at the center position , 
but will be used more extensively this season. 
LaVern was .-a back-up forward and tallied 4.1 
points and 2.7 rebounds per game. 
The Lady Rebels have compensated for the 
loss of six letter winners with a quality recruiting 
class. Joining the squad will be two of the finest 
prepsters in the country, Karen Hall , a 5-4 point 
guard, and Zina Harris, a 5-8 guard/forward . Hall 
hails from Mt. Alvernia HS in Pittsburgh where 
she accumulated 1,824 points and 575 steals and 
was a four year starter. She was selected to the 
" Fabulous Five" by the Pittsburgh Post Gazette 
and was heavily recruited by women's basket-
ball powers North Carolina, Missouri and two-
time defending national champions USC. Har-
ris, from Gallatin HS in Gallatin , Tenn ., was a 
Parade All-America and an All-State selection. 
Over her four year career at Gallatin , she broke 
every school record (except in free throw percen-
tage) and averaged 18.5 points per game. 
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Also new to the Lady Rebel attack force will 
be Shauna Crawley and Lisa Rhymer. Crawley 
(6-0), a registered nurse from Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada, will enter UNLV as a junior and will see 
action at the forward slot. Rhymer (5-8), a native 
of the Virgin Islands, is what Bolla calls "a raw 
talent with much potential." 
Walk-ons Kris Stiver (5-10), forward/guard) 
and Saundra McPherson (5-7 guard), both of Las 
Vegas, will provide the necessary bench strength 
this season. 
One factor that is missing from the 1984-85 
Lady Rebel roster- seniors - is one that most 
teams consider essential. The Lady Rebels, 
however, do not consider the absence of senior 
players a crucial factor - leadership capabilities 
are found in every class. 
" Both Misty (Thomas) and Donya (Monroe) 
have shown leadership even as freshmen ," Bolla 
said . " We're basically a young team, but we're 
counting on other players like Neicy (Blair) and 
Angela (Christian) assuming some leadership 
duties." 
" We haven't had the luxury of having seniors, 
losing them and re-building the team as of yet," 
Bolla continued . " We're still young and not an 
established team . We're still building and will be 
building even next year." 
The Lady Rebels may not be as established 
as perennial dynasties, but they share one thing 
in common with the elite of women's collegiate 
basketball- talent. "We recruit athletes not just 
shooters and rebounders," Bolla said . "The team 
will never be complacent- they want to get bet-
ter every year. I think the players are starting to 
get a hunger in them." 
The Lady Rebels realize that in order to be 
considered " Top-20" caliber, they must face 
Top-20 competition. This year, as years past, will 
be a stiff challenge. Powerhouses such as Texas, 
Louisiana Tech , Penn State, Alabama and Ohio 
State are just a few of the teams the Lady Rebels 
will face in 1984-85. In addition to the strong com-
petition , the Lady Rebels will make eight road 
trips this season compared to the regular three 
or four in years past. 
For the 1984-85 Lady Rebels achievements 
such as consecutive conference title and a 
Top-20 ranking would be great. For now, the Lady 
Rebels hope simply to go one step further. 
Las Vegas's new nightspot for all UNLV sports fans .•. 
• View your Running Rebels on large--
screen TV 
• Ladies Night every Wednesday night, 
half--price drinks 
• Large sit--down bar and dance floor 
• FREE drink with this ad or UNLV basket--
ball ticket stub 
• Look for our special in--house promotions 
and events 
• Enjoy the comfort and seclusions of our 
private lounge, featuring plush sofas and 
chairs and easy--listening music 
Located at Campus Village Center across from UNLV at 
4440 S. Maryland Parkway 
in Las Vegas-Call 731 .. 6969 
UNLV HEAD COACHES 
Fred Dallimore 
Baseball 
Harvey Hyde 
Football 
Jerry Tarkanian 
Basketball 
Michael Drakulich 
Golf 
Jack Pate 
Tennis 
Sheila Strike-Bolla 
Women 's Basketball 
Barry Barto 
Soccer 
AI McDaniels 
Track 
Jim Bolla 
Women's Basketball 
Frances Cox 
Softball 
Karen Curtis 
Volleyball 
Mike Strong 
Cross Country 
Jim Reitz 
Swimming 
1985 GOLF SCHEDULE 
Head Coach Michael Drakulich (front, right) and the rest of his 
Rebel Golf team: (front, left to right) Jeff Bisbee, Scott Sutton 
(no longer with team), Doug Brown (no longer with team); (mid-
dle, left to right) Scott Smith, John Ellsworth, Charles Berry, 
Steve Fischer, Skip Kendall; (back, left to right) Art Sellinger, 
Joe Neff, Tony Rick and John Miller. 
Date 
Feb. 11-13 
Feb. 21-23 
March 4-5 
March 14-16 
March 21-23 
April 12-14 
April 18-20 
May 6-7 
Event Location 
UNLV Tri-Match Las Vegas, NV 
11th Annual Pacific Coast 
Golf Classic Corona, CA 
Spring Rebel Tri-Match Las Vegas, NV 
Northern Collegiate Tournament 
(UOP) Stockton , CA 
University of Arizona 
Conquistador 
10th Stanford Spring 
Invitational 
Aztec Invitational 
PCAA Tournament 
Tucson, AZ 
Palo Alto, CA 
San Diego, CA 
Las Vegas, NV 
_,. 
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GO REBELS! 
Slam Dunk! 
with 
Nevada Copy 
Systems 
~ 
From SHARP Minds 
Come SHARP Products 
4632 South Maryland Parkway las 'kgas, Nnada 89109 (702)382-COPY or 736-COPY 
736-COPY 
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REBELS ON THE AIR 
The UNLV Rebels are extremely 
proud to announce a new partnership 
with Big-Time Sports Productions and 
KDWN-Radio. Big-Time Sports, 
KDWN and UNLVwill combine to give 
listeners all of the action for both 
UNLV football and basketball. 
Producing Rebel games for Big-
Ti me Sports is its president and 
founder Len Howard, who has formed 
his company exclusively for Rebel 
sports - and Rebel athletics will be 
a full-time endeavor for Howard, who 
is well known to Rebel fans as the 
"Voice of Rebel Baketball." Howard's 
company- Big-Time Sports Produc-
tions - was in fact named by former 
UNLV basketball star Sidney Green. 
Joining Howard in the broadcast 
booth for the Runnin ' Rebels as color 
commentator will be his associate 
Larry duBeof. 
In the broadcast booth for Rebel 
football returns the very popular team 
Larry duBeof 
of Randy Rosenbloom and AI Roberts. 
The association of KDWN-Radio 
with UNLV athletics will provide the 
Rebels with a 50 thousand watt clear 
channel, providing exposure for UNLV 
throughout Nevada, California, and as 
far east as Phoenix, adding millions 
of listeners to the Rebel game cover-
age, extending the Rebels from their 
already popular local profile, into the 
national picture, with coverage all 
over the west. 
The Rebels welcome Big-Time 
Sports Productions and KDWN-Radio 
to our WINNING TEAM! 
Len Howard (right) interviews former Rebel Paul Brozovich. 
BASKETBALL LIVE WITH JERRY TARKANIAN 
"Baske tball Live" co-hosts Ron Futrell and Jerry Tarkanian. 
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New this season is "Basketball 
Live with Jerry Tarkanian," aired on 
Channel 13, KTNV-TV every Sunday 
during basketball season at 4:00p.m. 
The show is hosted by KTNV Sports 
Director Ron Futrell and features 
game highlights, player profiles and 
features a live phone-in segment 
where fans can ask questions of 
Coach Jerry Tarkanian. 
Basketball Live with Jerry Tar-
kanian is produced by Steve Curtis; 
Tom Letizia and Jerry Tarkanian, 
executive producer. 
THE 
BOLD LOOK 
OF 
KOHLER 
fi1111 i lii111 PIPE & SUPPLY 
From the ordinary to the extraordinary._ you'll find it all at Familian's Bath Centers, 
the Kohler Wholesale Distributor Showrooms. 
3033 S. VALLEY VIEW BLVD. • LAS VEGAS/ NV • ( 702) 876-8100 
1 
All 
I 
the tradition continues . . . 
Metropolitan Homes. one of Las Vegas· largest single family 
homebuilders, offers home buyers extraordinary va lue in a price 
range to fi t their needs. New financing programs make it easy 
fo r you to purchase a contemporary li fes tyle home in the best 
locations in Las Vegas. 
.~ 
Park Meadows West \ "3 Cheyenne I / .. North • 
n Park Vista r~ I I Ve as Dr. ~ ~ • 9 ~ Bonanza Ad 
Expressway " · 
8 Cedar Creek Park 
0 Meadows Mall ~/ Park Ridge • Stewart Ave. 
Meadows Alta Or. 
,-' !':.. • Charleston Blvd. c 
Saharn Ave. I I i 5 • Park ~ ~ ~ Park~ ~ ~ Place . ~ Paseo ~ u ~ 0 +. , / Woodland Park - ~ Desert Inn Ad. ;l!ij 
Flamingo Rd. ~; ~ Tropicana ~ 
Sunset Rd . ~ 
' 
-g 0 ::e 
" 
,. iii ,. Mesa Green • ~ ~ ~ i . =>- Park Mesa • "E 
"' 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ct!' ~ u.. ~ ~. Highland Park • 5 ~Q. " Highview Or. Not to Scale 
l 
etropolitan Homes. A Tradition. 
• Park Meadows West- 645-6899 
• Park Vista- 648-6601 
• Alta Meadows - 878-0266 
• Cedar Creek Park- 452-2483 
• Park Ridge - 459-4745 
• Park Paseo - 453-1705 
• Park Place- 452-2678 
• Woodland Park - 731-1578 
• Mesa Green- 454-2102 
• Park Mesa- 456-7830 
• Highland Park- 456-4017 
evada's Largest Single Family Home Builder. ~@.@ 
Metropolitan Deve lopment Corporati on 
A di vision of First City Properties, Inc. 
Come Home 
to Alexis Pari< I 
Enjoy all of the glamour and 
excitement Las Vegas has to 
offer. from superstars and 
extra specia l events to the lure 
of the casinos. then 
come home to Alexis Park. 
Streams and waterfalls surround 
3 pools. spas and tennis courts and 
lead you to the 500 spectacular 
2 and 3 room suites. 
Each suite is tastefully decorated 
with every possible amenity. 
including a fully-stocked wet bar 
with refrigerator and 
free in-room movies. 
Select from two fine restaurants. 
the Cafinao Garden Cafe or the 
elegant Pegasus Gourmet Room. 
or enjoy the convenience of 
24 hour room service. 
Plus. dancing and 
live entertainment nightly 
in the Pisces Lounge. 
The exciting new Alexis Park 
Resort hotel is located in the heart 
of Las Vegas. just minutes from 
the convention center. Strip. 
airport and Thomas & Mack Arena. 
• 
375 East Harmon 
Call Toll Free 
1-800-235-1001 
or (702) 796-3300 
( RESORT HOTEL • LAS VEGAS ) 
Rebels Live in Los Angeles 
Runnin ' Rebel basketball can be seen live in the Los 
Angeles area on KHJ-TV. The nine-game package is 
produced by Dick J. Manoogian. To add even more 
excitement to Rebel Basketball , Chick Hearn, the voice of 
the Los Angeles Lakers and the nation's premier basket-
ball announcer will be calling the play-by-play of the 
game. 
The games will be carried on a delay basis on ChannelS 
in Las Vegas in the evening. The time is TBA. 
The KHJ/Rebel schedule includes: 
December 20-21 Lite-Rebel All-Star Round-Up 
December 27 vs. Arkansas State 
January 10 vs. Pacific 
January 31 vs. San Jose State 
February 2 vs. Utah State 
February 21 vs. New Mexico State 
February 23 vs. UC-Santa Barbara 
March 2 vs. Cal State-Long Beach 
Rebels In The Pros 
Elburt Miller 
1967 Drafted by !he Houston Rockets. 7th round 
1968 Drafted by the Milwaukee Bucks. 8th round 
John 0 . Trapp 
1968 Drafted by the Houston Rockets. 2nd round 
1968·69 Houston Rockets 
1969·70 Houston Rockets 
1970·71 Houston Rockets 
1971·72 Los Angeles Lakers 
1972·73 Los Angeles Lakers 
1972·73 Denver Nuggets (ABA) 
Jerry Chandler 
1968 Drafted by the Golden State Warners. 
11th round 
Bruce Chapman 
1970 Drafted by the Detro1t P1stons. 9th round 
1970 Drafted by the Utah Stars (ABA). 9th round 
Lou Small 
t970 Drafted by the Golden Stale Warners. 
9th round 
Odis Allison 
1971 Drafted by the Golden State Warriors. 
5th round 
1971·72 Golden State Warners 
Bobby Florence 
1974 Drafted by the Los Angeles Lakers. 8th round 
1974 Drafted by the lnd1ana Pacers (ABA). 8th round 
Ricky Sobers 
1975 Drafted by the Phoenix Suns. 1st round 
1975·76 Phoen 1x Suns 
1976·77 Phoemx Suns 
1977-78 lnd1ana Pacers 
1978·79 Indiana Pacers 
1979·80 Chicago Bulls 
1980·81 Chicago Bulls 
1981·82 Ch1cago Bulls 
1982·83 Washington Bullets 
1983·84 Washington Bullets 
Boyd Batts 
1976 Drafted by the New York Knicks. 7th round 
Lewis Brown 
1977 Drafted by the Milwaukee Bucks. 4th round 
198()..81 Washington Bullets 
Glen Gondrezick 
1977 Drafted by the New York Kmcks. 2nd round 
1977·78 New York Knicks 
1978·79 New York Kmcks 
1979-80 Denver Nuggets 
1980-81 Denver Nuggets 
1981·82 Denver Nuggets 
1982-83 Denver Nuggets 
Larry MoNett 
1977 Drafted by the Houston Rockets. 2nd round 
1977·78 Houston Rockets 
Eddie Owens 
1977 Drafted by the Kansas City Kings. 2nd round 
1977-78 San Diego Clippers 
Robert Smith 
1977 Drafted by the Denver Nuggets. 3rd round 
1977-78 Denver Nuggets 
1978·79 Denver Nuggets 
1979·80 New Jersey Nets 
1980·81 Cleveland Cavaliers 
1981·82 Milwaukee Bucks 
1982·83 San Antonio Spurs 
Danny· Tarkan ian and ... 
... Eric Booker are two of 
UNLV's most recent NBA 
draft picks. 
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Chick Hearn 
Sam Smith 
1977 Drafted by the Atlanta Hawks. 3rd round 
1978·79 Milwaukee Bucks 
1979·80 Ch•cago Bulls 
Earl Evans 
1978 Drafted by the Detroit P1stons. 6th round 
1979·80 Detroit Pistons 
Jackie Robinson 
1978 Drafted by the Houston Rockets. 4th round 
1978·79 Seattle SupersoniCS 
1979·80 Detroit P•stons 
Tony Smith 
t978 Drafled by the Cleveland Cavaliers. 7th round 
1979 Drafted by the New Jersey Nels. 6th round 
Reggie Theus 
1978 Drafted by the Ch1cago Bulls. 1st round 
1978·79 Ch1cago Bulls 
1979·80 Ch1cago Bulls 
1980·81 Chicago Bulls 
1981·82 Ch1cago Bulls 
1982·83 Ch1cago Bulls 
1983·84 Bulls/Kansas City Kings 
Brett Vroman 
1978 Drafted by the Ph1ladelph1a 76ers. 4th round 
1980·81 Utah Jazz 
Eddie Mcleod 
1979 Drafted by the San AntoniO Spurs. 9th round 
Flintie Ray Williams 
1979 Drafted by the Detroit Pistons. 6th round 
Michael Burns 
1982 Drafted by the Chicago Bulls. 8th round 
Sidney Green 
1983 Drafted by the Chicago Bulls. 1st round 
Larry Anderson 
1983 Drafted by the Cleveland Cavaliers. 3rd round 
(Traded immediately to the 
San Diego Clippers) 
Danny Tarkanian 
1984 Drafted by the San Antomo Spurs. 8th round 
Eric Booker 
1984 Drafted by the Utah Jazz. 8th round 
Paul Brozovich 
1984 Drafted by the Golden State Warriors. 
8th round 
JeH Coll ins 
1984 Drafted by the Phoemx Suns. 4th round 

UNLV FOUNDATION: IN SUPPORT OF EXCELLENCE 
The University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
received a tremendous boost recently 
with the announcement of four major 
gifts. The donations will affect the facul-
ty, student scholars, campus enhance-
ment and improvement of facilities. 
"These are significant gifts for UNLV, and 
they represent the finest type of support 
that civic leaders can give their public 
university," said UNLV President Robert 
Maxson. "They all indicate an investment 
in the young people of the state, and in 
fact, an investment in the future of 
Nevada." 
MARGARET ELARDI 
NEVADA SCHOLARS PROGRAM 
Margaret Elardi, president and owner 
of the Pioneer Hotel and Gambling Hall 
in Laughlin, NV, presented a gift of $1 
million to establish the Nevada Scholars 
Program. The program will offer scholar-
ships to the top academic students in 
Nevada. 
"This community and state have been 
good to me and my family and I would 
like to give something back," said Elardi. 
"I cannot think of a better way than mak-
ing an investment in the young people of 
this state." Elardi, a member of the UNLV 
Foundation Board of Trustees and its An-
nual Giving Chairman, said she intends 
to do more for the university. 
NEVADA POWER COMPANY 
ENGINEERING CHAIR 
Conrad L. Ryan, chairman of the 
board and chief executive officer of 
Nevada Power Company, presented a 
gift on behalf of the stockholders and 
employees of $1.5 million to establish a 
faculty chair in UNLV's School of 
Engineering and Computer Sciences. 
"As we look ahead, we see nothing 
that could be finer for southern Nevada 
than the development of this school," 
Ryan said. "In my view, this new 
engineering school typifies precisely the 
dynamic thinking that has made Las 
Vegas one of the great cities of the world. 
It's a bold venture, and it will be 
successful." 
Nevada Governor Richard Bryan ac-
cepted the first installment from Ryan 
and passed it on to President Maxson. 
"I am extremely grateful to Mr. Ryan and 
his board of directors for this magnificent 
gift," Maxson said. I would also like to ex-
press appreciation for all the people of 
the Nevada Development Authority who 
have worked so hard for the success of 
UNLV's School of Engineering and Com-
puter Sciences." 
STATEMENT OF 
MISSION 
The purpose of the UNLV Founda-
tion is to encourage and secure 
academic donations for the universi-
ty from private resources. These funds 
are essential as UNLV strives to fulfill 
its commitment to excellence in 
teaching, research, and service 
through higher education. 
funds for Academic Excellence 
XANARO TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
SOFTWARE GIFT 
UNLV has received a gift from 
Canadian-based Xanaro Technologies, 
Inc. valued at $1.5 million. Xanaro presi-
dent Robert Hryniak announced his com-
pany would donate 3,000 units of their 
state-of-the-art ABILITY integrated soft-
ware to the university. 
"This gift represents a major push 
toward computerization of our campus," 
President Robert Maxson said. "The 
marriage of our university with Xanaro 
Technologies is a significant and 
strategic alliance for UNLV in its evolu-
tion to become an academic leader in 
high technology study." 
The Xanaro gift will provide the im-
petus for the university to search for sup-
port from local computer organizations 
to obtain more computers for the cam-
pus. The goal is to acquire enough 
microcomputers to provide access to 
each of UNLV's nearly 400 faculty 
members and one computer work station 
for every ten students on campus. 
SAM BOYD GIFT 
TO SILVER BOWL 
The California Hotel and Casino, 
parent company of Sam's Town on 
Boulder Highway and the California 
Hotel and Casino, has given the Univer-
sity of Nevada, Las Vegas a $1 .5 million 
contribution for improvement of the Silver 
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Bowl. 
"Sam's Town and the California Hotel's 
generous donation will not only provide 
an excellent facility for our fine program, 
but it will also enhance the stadium as 
a site for special events that will be en-
joyed by thousands of local residents and 
visitors," President Robert Maxson said. 
The contribution is expected to help 
pay for resurfacing the field and allow 
other repairs. President Bill Boyd said the 
university came to him with a problem, 
and he wanted to help the campus as 
well as the community. "We've always 
supported our university and we hope to 
be able to help UNLV more in the future," 
said Boyd. 
UNLV FOUNDATION: 
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE 
The UNLV Foundation, with leadership 
from its Board of Trustees, has made a 
Commitment to Excellence at this young, 
proud, and growing institution. If you 
would like more information on how you 
may support academic excellence at 
UNLV, please contact the UNLV Founda-
tion, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 
Las Vegas, NV 89154 (702) 739-3641. 
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE: 
1984-85 
I would like to join your Commitment 
to Excellence at UNLV. 
I am enclosing $ _____ _ 
Name 
Address 
City _________ _ 
State _____ Zip __ _ 
Telephone 
Are you an alumnus of UNLV? 
_No Yes (List class) 
ALL CONTRIBUTIONS ARE FULLY 
TAX DEDUCTIBLE 
Make checks payable to 
UNLV FOUNDATION and send to: 
Office of the Vice President 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, NV 89154 
ET FIT WITH THE WINNERS! 
1984 Contest Winners Train At Gold's Gym & Fitness Center. 
1984 Mr. Las Vegas 1984 Ms. Las Vegas 1984 Mr. Nevada 
If you want to increase stamina, redu-ce stress, lose weight, 
gain weight, re-shape your body, tone up or body build, 
come to Gold's. 
Gold's is a professionally staffed coed fitness center 
where trained consultants are available 24 hours a day. 
Each member's fitness program is custom designed to fit 
thei r individual needs. 
Gold's will help you enjoy the benefits of a fit lifestyle. 
A LICENSEE OF GOLD'S GYM® ENT., INC. 
and FITNESS CENTER 
100 South Maryland Pkwy. • 384-2292 

